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Summary
The measurement of the turbulent carbon dioxide (CO 2) exchange by the eddy covariance
(EC) method has become a fundamental tool for the quantitat ive determination of the
atmospheric CO 2 net ecosystem exchange (NEE) and the investigation of the ca rbon mass
balancesofecosystems.Suchmeasurementsrequireahigh degreeofqualitycontrolinorderto
preventsystematicerrors.Thedeterminationoftheannual sumofNEEandfillingofdatagaps
is complicated by characteristic diurnal and seasonal var iation in the governing gross flux
componentsofassimilation,i.e.photosyntheticuptakeofCO 2,andrespiration.
In this dissertation, a set of criteria is suggested for the identification of high quality NEE
data.Theyareappliedtodataobtainedaboveaspruceforestint heFichtelgebirgeMountainsin
Germany.Theapplicationof thequalitycriteriaresulted in lesssystematicdistributionofdata
gaps compared to a commonly applied criterion based on the frict ion velocity u  measured
above the canopy. The suggested method is therefore able to red uce the risk of double
accountingofnighttimerespirationfluxesandsystematic errorintheannualsumofNEE.
The isotopic flux partitioning method can be applied to quanti fy the assimilation and
respiration flux components. Especially above forest ecosyst ems, it requires isotope flux
measurementswithhighanalyticalprecision inorder to resolvesmallgradients in the isotopic
signature of the turbulent exchange. A conditional sampling instr ument was developed and
tested in laboratory and field experiments. By combining the  hyperbolic relaxed eddy
accumulation method (HREA), whole-air sampling and high precis ion isotope ratio mass
spectrometry (IRMS), 13CO2 andCO 18O isotopic flux densities (isofluxes) could bemeasured
with an estimateduncertainty of10-20%duringa three day  intensivemeasuring campaignof
the field experiment WALDATEM-2003 (Wavelet Detection and A tmospheric Turbulent
ExchangeMeasurements2003).
Thorough quality control was applied at all stages of the experiment, including the data
evaluation. The sampling process and the assumption of similar ity in the turbulent exchange
characteristics of different scalars (scalar similar ity) were assessed by simulation of HREA
sampling based on high temporal resolution data of the turbulent ene rgy and gas exchange.
Above three different vegetation types, distinct diurnal cha nges of scalar similarity were
observedandattributed to eventson time scales longer than 60s,whichmost likely represent
changes in the source/sink strength or convective or advective  processes. Poor scalar-scalar
correlationsindicatetheriskofsystematicunderestimat ionoffluxesmeasuredbyHREA.There
is some evidence for good scalar similarity and a generally l inear relation between bulkCO 2
mixing ratios and its isotopic signatures in the turbulent exchange.However, the slope of that
relationwasobservedtochangetemporarilysothatespec iallyfortheEC/flaskmethodtemporal
and spatial scales represented in flask samples must ca refully be considered. HREA isoflux
measurements have a footprint similar to the footprint of ECmeasurements and are therefore
abletointegratesmall-scaleheterogeneityinecosystem s.
CO 2mixingratiosand
13Cand
18Oisotopicsignaturesmeasuredinupdraftanddowndraft
whole-air samples allowed determining ecosystem integrat ed and truly fluxweighted isotopic
signaturesoftheatmosphericecosystemgasexchangeande cosystemisotopediscrimination e
and E  on half-hourly timescales. The observed diurnal variabili ty demonstrates the need for
their repeated high precision measurement at ecosystem sc ale for the evaluation of isotopic
mass balances. For the isotopic flux partitioning method, addi tional data on the integrated
canopy isotope discrimination 'canopy from independent measurements or validated models is
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indispensable.An observed fast equilibrationof isotopicdis equilibria D 13Cand D 18Obetween
the assimilation and respiration fluxes may indicate that  the successful application of the
isotopic flux partitioning method is limited to short periods  after significant environmental
changesonthescaleoffewdays.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Messung des turbulenten Kohlendioxidaustausches mit der Eddy Kovarianzmethode
(eddy covariance, EC) ist eine wichtige Methode für die quan titative Bestimmung des CO 2
Netto-Ökosystem-Austausches (net ecosystem exchange, NEE)  und die Untersuchung von
Kohlenstoffbilanzen von Ökosystemen geworden. Derartige Messu ngen erfordern intensive
Qualitätskontrollen, um systematische Fehler zu vermeiden. E rschwert wird die Bestimmung
der Jahressumme des NEE und das Füllen von Datenlücken durch di e charakteristischen
täglichen und jahreszeitlichen Schwankungen in den ausschlaggebe nden Brutto-Fluss-
komponenten derAssimilation,d.h.derAufnahme vonCO 2 durchdiePhotosynthese,und der
Respiration.
In dieser Dissertation werden Kriterien vorgeschlagen nac h denen NEE Daten mit hoher
Qualität identifiziertwerdenkönnen.DieseKriterienwerden aufNEEDatenangewendet, die
übereinemFichtenwaldimFichtelgebirge inDeutschlandgesa mmeltwurden.DieAnwendung
der Qualitätskriterien ergab eine weniger systematische Ve rteilung der Datenlücken im
Vergleich zur Anwendung eines häufig genutzten Kriteriums,  das auf der Messung der
Schubspannungsgeschwindikeit u  über demBestand beruht.Die vorgeschlageneMethode ist
deshalb in der Lage, das Risiko für eine doppelte Berücksich tigung nächtlicher
Respirationsflüsse zu verringern und systematische Fehler in der Jahressumme des NEE zu
vermeiden.
Durch die Anwendung der Methode der Isotopenflusstrennung (isot opic flux partitioning
method)könnendieFlusskomponentenderAssimilationundRespirati onquantifiziertwerden.
Sie bedarf insbesondere in Waldökosystemen einer hohen analytis chen Genauigkeit, damit
kleine Gradienten der Isotopensignaturen im turbulenten Luft austausch aufgelöst werden
können.FürdieaustauschspezifischeProbenahme(conditionalsamp ling)wurdeeinInstrument
entwickelt und im Labor- und Freilandexperiment getestet. Dur ch die Kombination der
hyperbolischen vereinfachten Eddy-Akkumulationsmethode (hyperbolic re laxed eddy
accumulation, HREA) mit konservativer Luftprobenahme (whole-a ir sampling) und
hochgenauerIsotopenverhältnis-Massenspektrometrie (isotop eratiomassspectrometry, IRMS)
konnten 13CO2- undCO 18O-Isotopenflussdichten (isofluxes) gemessenwerden.Die gesc hätzte
Messunsicherheit während einer dreitägigen Intensivmesskam pagne des Freilandexperimentes
WALDATEM-2003 (WaveletDetection andAtmosphericTurbulent Excha ngeMeasurements
2003)betrug10-20%.
BeidemExperimentwurdeaufallenEbeneneinesorgfältigeQua litätskontrolledurchgeführt,
die sich auch auf die Auswertung der Daten erstreckte. Durch S imulationen der HREA
Probenahme auf der Grundlage zeitlich hochauflösender Daten des  turbulenten Energie- und
GasaustauscheswurdederProbenahmeprozessunddieAnnahmeder Ähnlichkeitverschiedener
SkalarebezüglichihresturbulentenAustausches(scalarsim ilarity)überprüft.Oberhalbvondrei
unterschiedlichenVegetationstypenwurden ausgeprägte Änderungen der  skalarenÄhnlichkeit
beobachtet undmitAustauschprozessen in Verbindung gebracht, di e länger als 60s andauern
und höchstwahrscheinlich auf Änderungen in der Quellen- und Senke nstärke oder auf
konvektive oder advektive Prozesse zurückzuführen sind. Eine Geringe Korrelation zwischen
den Skalaren (scalar-scalar correlation) deutet auf das R isiko einer systematischen
Unterschätzung der Flüsse durch HREAMessungen hin. Es wurde n Hinweise auf eine gute
skalare Ähnlichkeit und eine grundsätzlich lineare Bezieh ung zwischen CO 2-
Mischungsverhältnissen und -isotopensignaturen im turbulenten Austausch gefunden. Jedoch
unterlag die Steigung dieser linearen Beziehung zeitlichen  Veränderungen. Deshalb müssen
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insbesondere für die EC/Flaschen-Methode (EC/flask method) die zeitlichen und räumlichen
Skalen,diedurchdieFlaschenprobenwiedergegebenwerden, sorgfältigberücksichtigtwerden.
HREAMessungenderIsotopenflussdichte(isoflux)habenein derECMessungentsprechendes
Quellgebiet (footprint) und sind deshalb geeignet, um kleinska lige Heterogenität in
Ökosystemenzuintegrieren.
Die Messung von CO 2-Mischungsverhältnissen und
13C- und
18O-Isotopensignaturen in
konservativenProben(whole-airsamples)deraufwärtsbewegte nundabwärtsbewegtenLufthat
es ermöglicht, die Isotopensignaturen des Gasaustausches z wischen Ökosystem und
Atmosphäre in richtigerWeise flussgewichtetund fürda sgesamteÖkosystem integrierendzu
bestimmen. Dementsprechend konnte die Ökosystem-Isotopendiskri minierung e  und E  auf
einer halbstündlichen Zeitskala bestimmt werden. Schwankungen derWerte im Tagesverlauf
zeigen, dass es notwendig ist, diese wiederholt und mit hoher Messgenauigkeit auf
Ökosystemebene zu bestimmen, um Isotopen-Massenbilanzen auswerten zu können. Für die
Methode der Isotopenflusstrennung sind zusätzliche Daten der in tegralen
Isotopendiskriminierung 'canopyderBaumkroneerforderlich,diedurchunabhängigeMessungen
odervalidierteModellebestimmtwerdenmüssen.DieBeobach tungendeutenaufeineschnelle
Angleichung der Unterschiede der Isotopensignaturen (isotopic  disequilibria) D 13C und D 18O
des Assimilations- und Respirationsflusses hin. Die Anwendba rkeit der Methode der
Isotopenflusstrennung scheint dadurch auf kurze Zeiträume von wenigen Tagen nach
signifikantenVeränderungenindenUmweltbedingungenbeschränk tzusein.
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1. Introduction
Predictionsoftheglobalclimatechangeduetothegreenhouse warmingeffect[ IPCC,2007]
askfortheinvestigationoftheglobalcarbonbalanceandit ssensitivity.Thecarbonfluxintothe
atmosphere from fossil fuelburningcanbe determined of huma nactivity data.Theuptake of
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO 2) by upper ocean waters and consequential acidification o f
ocean waters can be described by a diffusion process and the formation of carbonic acid. A
second important sink for atmospheric CO 2  is the terrestrial biosphere. The determination of
CO2 net ecosystem exchange (NEE) using the eddy-covariance method  (EC) has therefore
becomeafundamentaltoolfortheinvestigationofthecarbonba lanceofterrestrialecosystems.
This method is commonly applied to measure the atmospheric CO 2 exchange of different
ecosystemsaroundtheglobe[ Aubinetetal. ,2000; Baldocchietal. ,2001].Thederivationofthe
turbulent flux density from EC data requires certain corre ctions, transformations and quality
control[ Aubinetetal. ,2003; Fokenetal. ,2004].
The derivation of the annual sum of NEE and filling of data gaps is complicated by
characteristic diurnal and seasonal variation in the governing  gross flux components of
assimilation, i.e.photosyntheticuptakeofCO 2,andrespiration.Consequently,ahighpotential
forsystematicerrorsexist[ Gouldenetal. ,1996; Moncrieffetal. ,1996].Carefulassessmentof
the data is therefore required, including criteria for  rejecting invalid data and gap-filling
strategies to replace rejected andmissing datawithm odeled values. A study by Falge, et al.
[2001]showedsmalldifferencesintheaccuracyofthegap-filli ngmodelsbutthattheaccuracy
of annual sums of NEE is sensitive to the criteria applied t o rate the data quality and reject
certaindata.
TheNEEistheresultofthetworelativelylargefluxcomp onentsofassimilationasasinkand
respirationasasourceofCO 2.Photosynthesisandrespirationprocessesaresensitive tomultiple
environmental factors, e.g. temperature, soil moisture avai lability and changes in global
radiation. In the face of global and regional climate cha nges, consequential changes in
ecosystem carbon balancesmay therefore form significan t positive and negative feedbacks to
thegreenhousewarmingeffect[ FlanaganandEhleringer ,1998].  Theanalysisofsensitivitiesin
the net carbon balance requires better understanding of the con tribution and sensitivity of the
individual gross flux components. The determination of the assi milation flux, i.e. the carbon
dioxide consumption by photosynthesis, and the respiration flux  of terrestrial ecosystems has
thereforebecomean important research interest [e.g.  Reichsteinet al. ,2003; Reichsteinet al. ,
2005].TheparameterizationofNEEandthevalidationofmodel sforthecomponentfluxesask
forconstrainbymultiplemeasurementmethods.
Problems with upscaling (bottom-up approach) resulting from sma ll scale heterogeneity in
ecosystems could be avoided by partitioning the NEE into i ts component fluxes (top-down
approach).Thishoweverrequirestheexistenceandmeasurem entofatracer,whichcanidentify
the individual contributions to the net fluxat ecosystemscale .Amethod that assesses typical
scalarcorrelationsfortakingconditionalsamplesofthet urbulentgasexchangeissuggestedby
Thomas,etal. [2008].TheisotopicsignatureofCO 2,i.e.theCO 2 isotoperatioswithrespectto
13CO2 andCO 18O,canserveas tracer,becausephotosyntheticuptakediscri minatesagainst the
heavierisotopes[ Farquharetal. ,1989; YakiranddaS.L.Sternberg ,2000]. Basedonspecific
and different isotopic signatures of the assimilation fl ux and the respiration flux, the
combinationofthebulkCO 2andtheisotopemassbalancescanfacilitatethefluxpart itioningat
localecosystemscale[ Bowlingetal. ,2001; Lloydetal. ,1996; Wichuraetal. ,2000; Yakirand
Wang, 1996] (Appendix 4, Figure 1, ED-37). On regional and global scale  isotopic mass
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balanceanalysisandfluxpartitioningrequiresthedetermin ationoftheisotopediscriminationof
the terrestrial biosphere [ Bakwin et al. , 1998; Ciais et al. , 1995; Flanagan and Ehleringer ,
1998; Fungetal. ,1997; Milleretal. ,2003; Randersonetal. ,2002].Theisotopicsignaturesof
fluxes and isotope discrimination are commonly determined at  the leaf and branch scale [e.g.
Barbouretal. ,2007; Cernusaketal. ,2004; Flanaganetal. ,1994; Seibtetal. ,2006; Wingateet
al.,2007].Betterunderstandingofthedynamicandabsolutevaluesof isotopicsignaturesinthe
atmospheric turbulent exchange at ecosystem scale is highly nee ded to constrain isotope
partitioning approaches [ Lai et al. , 2004; Phillips and Gregg , 2001]. A method for the
determination of the ecosystem isotope discrimination
 
e  is suggested by Buchmann, et al.
[1998]. Itevaluates the isotopicsignature R of therespiration fluxas integralsignatureof the
ecosystem.Thismethodwas applied to a number of differe nt ecosystems and to global scale
modelinginstudiesby BuchmannandKaplan [2001]and Kaplan,etal. [2002].
Thesuccessof isotopic fluxpartitioningmethodsappliedat ecosystemscaledependson the
precise informationon isotopicsignaturesand isotope discrimination.Therefore, the following
aspectsshouldbeconsideredinthisstudy:

(i) A significant difference of the isotopic signatures of  component fluxesmust exist
forsuccessfulapplicationoftheisotopicfluxpartitioningme thod.
(ii) Small isotopic gradients in the turbulent exchange ask for high precision
measurementsoftheisotopicfluxdensity(isoflux),especia llyabovetallvegetation.
(iii) Conditions of well-mixed air are normally an inhere nt assumption of the mass
balanceanalysis.
(iv) The analysis of the mixing of sources with differen t isotopic signatures by mass
balances requires that isotopic parameters are weighted by the size of the flux,
whichisalsorequiredforupanddownscaling.
(v) Theappropriatenessofspatialandtemporalscalesof isotopicparametersandtheir
temporalvariabilitymustbeconsidered.

Highdemandforincreasedmeasurementprecisionofthe 13Cand 18Oisotopicsignaturesof
atmospheric turbulentCO 2 exchange and of the ecosystem isotope discrimination and f or the
investigation of their temporal variability is expressed in  a number of recent studies on the
measurementof isotopefluxesby tunablediode laser(TDL)[ Bowlingetal. ,2003b; Griffiset
al., 2004; Griffis et al. , 2005; Saleska et al. , 2006; Zhang et al. , 2006] and in studies on
modelingofecosystem/atmosphere isotopeexchange[ Aranibaretal. ,2006; Chenetal. ,2006;
Fungetal. ,1997; Laietal. ,2004; Ogéeetal. ,2003; Ogéeetal. ,2004].Thecurrent levelof
analyticalprecision,theneedforrelativelylongintegrat iontimesandproblemswithstabilityof
TDLmeasurements leaveuncertaintywithrespect topot entialsystematic errors,whichcannot
be eliminated by integration of continuous data. High prec ision isotope ratio analysis is
thereforerequired inorder topreventsystematic errors and todetermine the isotopicsignature
of the atmospheric turbulent exchange and related parameters  of isotope discrimination with
high precision. Precisely measured values are required for the validation of soil-vegetation-
atmosphere transfermodels for theCO 2, 13CO2 andCO 18O isotopic gas exchange and for the
analysisofisotopicmassbalancesatecosystem,regiona lorglobalscale.
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2. Objectiveofthethesis
The objective of this thesis is to contribute to an improve d quantitative analysis of carbon
massbalancesofecosystems.Morespecificobjectives arethefollowing:

To facilitatequantitativemethods for the investigationof the atmospheric 13CO2 andCO 18O
isotope exchange and the bulk carbon CO 2 of ecosystems with special regard to forest
ecosystems,

tominimizetheuncertaintyofsuchmethodsbyidentifyingand asfaraspossibleeliminating
potentialsourcesofsystematicerror,

to extend the bulkCO 2 and 13CO2 isotopemass balance analysis bymeasuring alsoCO 18O
isotopefluxes,

to increase and subsequently determine the precision of iso topic flux measurements above
forestecosystems,

toassessthepotentialfortheapplicationoftheisotopi cfluxpartitioningmethodatecosystem
scale for thepartitioning of the commonly determinednet ecosys tem exchange (NEE) into its
grossfluxcomponentsofassimilationandrespiration,

todetermineecosystemintegratedandfluxweightedparame tersoftheisotopicexchangeand
theirdiurnalvariability.
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3. Instrumentandsoftwaredevelopment

3.1. Developmentofhighprecisionisotopesamplingsystems
In order to achieve the high analytical precision required for isotope flux measurements, a
specialairsamplingsystemhadtobedeveloped.Consultation swithAnthoniC.Delany,Dave
R.BowlingandWilliA.Brandandresultsof cryo-traphyp erbolicrelaxededdyaccumulation
(HREA) systems presented by Bowling, et al.  [1999a] and Wichura, et al. [2001] led to the
decisionforthedevelopmentofawhole-airrelaxededdyaccu mulation(REA)samplingsystem
for isotope flux measurements (Appendix 3, Figure 1, REA-25). T he hyperbolic sampling
characteristic is implemented by a certain method of on line data evaluation as suggested by
Bowlingetal.  [1999b].Thedesignofthewhole-airREAsystemgoesbacktothe principlesof
conditional sampling of trace gases [ Businger and Oncley , 1990; Delany et al. , 1991;
Desjardins, 1977; Oncley et al. , 1993; Pattey et al. , 1993] and is based on a design idea
suggestedforisotopesamplingby Bowlingetal.  [2003a].Inthissamplingsystem,foilballoon
bags serveas intermediate storage forupdraft and downdraft  air samples at ambientpressure.
Theconservationofwhole-airsamplesallowsforhighprecis ionofthesamplingprocedurewith
respect to the subsequent isotope analysis byminimizing  potential effects that could alter the
isotoperatioofthesample:TheMylar®multi-layermate rialofthefoilballoonbagsisflexible,
robust andair tight also forvery smallmolecules. It e ffectivelyprevents the diffusionofCO 2
molecules due to a nylon layer coated with aluminum fla kes. It provides a sufficiently inert
inner surface ofpolyethylene (PE).Thepre-drying ofupdraft a nd downdraft air samples, and
thecollectionandconservationof largevolumesofwhole-airsa mpleswithminimumpressure
changesminimizedanysubsequentsamplefractionationat orificesorsurfacesandfurthermore
allowedtoextendtheanalysisonCO 18Oisotopefluxes.
The investigation of complex air exchange processes and isoto pic signatures in the forest
ecosystem additionally required an isotope and trace g as profile air sampling system. It was
designed for continuousCO 2 mixing ratiomeasurements and for collecting flask samples  for
subsequent high precision isotope laboratory analysis. The instrument development of both
sampling systemswasperformedat theUniversity ofBayre uth.More details arepresented in
Appendix3[ Ruppertetal. ,2008a].

3.2. Softwaredevelopments
TheHREAmethodrequiresthefastonlineevaluationofturbul encedataandprecisetimingof
sample segregation. This required the development of spec ial software and data input and
output interfaces for data recording and the exact monitoring  and control of the whole-air
samplingprocess.Furthermore,highprecisionisotopedataa skedforautomationofthe in-field
air sample treatment and storage in glass flasks. For t hese purposes, the software ATEM
[Ruppert, 2005] was developed at the Department of Micrometeorology, Uni versity of
Bayreuth.AsecondsoftwareATEM_PROFILEisanadaptation ofATEMandwasdeveloped
for the control of the isotope and trace gas profile syst em. A third software package
ATEM_EVALallowedfor the evaluationofdataofbothsyst emsandavarietyofsimulations
ofREAandHREAsamplingon turbulence timeseries.Thesimu lationswererequired for the
qualitycontrolanddeterminationofthe b-factorsusedintheREAandHREAmethod[ Ruppert
etal. ,2008a].Thesoftwaredevelopmentwasperformedwiththes oftwareLabView®.
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4. Experimentsanddataevaluation
The individual research papers presented in this thesis use data  from several
micrometeorological field experiment campaigns conducted by t he Department of
Micrometeorology of the University of Bayreuth, which were s upervised by Prof. Thomas
Foken. Three field experiments with isotope flux measurem ents were supervised by Prof.
ThomasFokenandProf.NinaBuchmann.Laboratoryexperiments andallanalysisof flaskair
samples were performed in co-operation with and at the Isot ope- andGas-Laboratory of the
Max-PlanckInstituteofBiogeochemistryinJenaunderthe supervisionofWilliA.Brand.
Thepredominantpartof the dataand sampleswascollected  during theWALDATEM-2003
field experiment,whichwas performed in co-operationwi thmy colleagueChristophThomas
andasanintensivefieldmeasurementcampaignoftheDepa rtmentofMicrometeorologyofthe
University of Bayreuth. The second research paper is based on CO 2 flux measurements and
additional environmental data collected at the FLUXNET st ation Waldstein/Weidenbrunnen
(GE1-Wei),whichissupervisedbyProf.ThomasFokenandJoh annesLüersoftheDepartment
ofMicrometeorologyoftheUniversityofBayreuth.

4.1. Laboratoryexperiments
The foil balloon bags and the complete whole-air REA sampling system were thoroughly
testedforpotentialsourcesofcontamination,isotopef ractionationandtheoverallmeasurement
precision in laboratory experiments, which were performed  in co-operation with the Isotope-
andGas-Laboratoryof theMax-Planck Institute in Jena .The first testof new foilballoonsas
intermediate storagecontainer showed significant contaminati on of isotope samples.The tests
were repeatedafter cleaning theballoonbagsby flushingwi th driedambient air and nitrogen
andexposuretodirectsunlightforseveraldays.Afterth istreatment,nosignsofcontamination
werefoundduringtheaspiredintermediatestoragetimesof uptoonehour.
BeforetheexperimentsGRASATEM-2003andWALDATEM-2003smallle aksinthefittings
ofthecompletewhole-airREAsamplingsystemwereidentif iedbyapplyinghighvacuumand
removed. Subsequently the whole-air REA system was tested f or its overall measurement
precisionbyrepeatedsamplingfromacompressedairtanka ndhighprecision isotopeanalysis
oftheflasksamples.Duringthethirdtest individualsect ionsofthesamplingsystemincluding
thefoilballoonswereanalysed.Intheforthlaboratorye xperimentthecompletewhole-airREA
system was tested with the same sampling protocol that  was later used during the field
experiments but sampling air from the compressed air tank. The results of the laboratory
experimentsarepresentedinAppendix3[ Ruppertetal. ,2008a].

4.2. GRASATEM-2002
The GRASATEM-2002 (Grassland Atmospheric Turbuelnt ExchangeMe asurements 2002)
experiment was performed by Johannes Ruppert and Matthias Ma uder at the Ecological-
BotanicalGardens of theUniversityofBayreuth inAugust2002 andwas supervisedbyProf.
Foken.Itservedasa field testofapreliminarydesign of thewhole-airREAsamplingsystem
and the isotope fluxmeasurement strategy.The resultsof  this experiment allowed to improve
thedesignandprecisionofthesamplingsystemandtogain firstinsightsintheturbulentisotope
exchangeofagrasslandecosystem.
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4.3. GRASATEM-2003
Measurements of the experiment GRASATEM-2003 (Grassland Atm ospheric Turbulent
Exchange Measurements 2003) were performed over short cut grassl and (canopy height
hc=0.12m)duringtheLITFASS-2003experiment[ Beyrichetal. ,2004; Mauderetal. ,2003]at
the Falkenberg experimental site of the German Meteorologic al Service (Meteorological
ObservatoryLindenberg),Germany(52°10’04”N,14°07’03”E,71ma.s .l.).TheturbulentCO 2
flux was measured at 2.25m above ground by a sonic anemometer  (USA-1, METEK,
MeteorologischeMesstechnik GmbH, Elmshorn, Germany) and a C O2/H2O open path sensor
(LI-7500, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) from 14 th ofMay 2003 to 1 st of June 2003. The
isotopic exchange was measured with the whole-air REA sys tem by analyzing updraft and
downdraftairsamples.Inparallelbiomasssamplesof theve getationwerecollected,driedina
microwave,milledandanalyzedfortheisotoperatiosof starchandsugars,inordertodetermine
the isotopicsignatureoffreshassimilate.However,the dataofthisexperimentdidnotprovide
the precision required for isotope flux analysis. The ma in reason was a very low rate of
photosynthesis of the short cut grass layer under very dry condition s during the experiment.
Consequently,onlyverysmall isotopicdifferenceswere observedinupdraftanddowndraftair
samples.DuringtwoofthefivedayswithisotopeREAsa mpling,thefailureofabackpressure
valvecausedalackofoverpressureoftheairsamplesstore dintheglassflasks,whichresulted
in less precise isotope analysis. Furthermore, for nea rly all wind directions themean air flow
wasdisturbedbyahedgewithsmall trees30mnorthof them easuringposition.This led toa
asymmetricpatternoftheobservedmeanverticalwindvelocit ies,whichcouldnotbecorrected
by the planar fit method [ Wilczak et al. , 2001].Due to the small isotopic differences and the
additional sampling problems, the data from the GRASATEM-2003 exp eriment was not
suitableforisotopicfluxanalysis.

4.4. WALDATEM-2003andcontinuousECfluxdata
The whole-air REA system was used to collect updraft and  downdraft air during the field
experiment WALDATEM-2003 (Wavelet Detection and Atmospheric T urbulent Exchange
Measurements 2003, [ Thomas et al. , 2004]) in June and July 2003. Samples were collected
aboveaspruceforest( Piceaabies,L. )withaplantareaindex(PAI)of5.2m 2m -2[ Thomasand
Foken, 2007] and an average canopy height of 19 m. The experiment site
Waldstein/Weidenbrunnen (GE1-Wei) is part of the FLUXNETne twork and is located in the
Fichtelgebirge Mountains in Germany (50°08’31” N, 11°52’01” E,  775 m a.s.l.) on slightly
slopingterrain(2°).Adetaileddescriptionofthesitec anbefoundin Gerstbergeretal.  [2004]
and StaudtandFoken [2007].TheREAsampleinletwasinstalledonatowerat 33mjustbelow
thesonicanemometerusedforcontinuousECmeasurementsoft heatmosphericCO 2 exchange
atthesite.Averticalprofileairsamplingsystemwi th8inletswasusedtocontinuouslymonitor
CO2concentrationchangesintheairbelow33m,i.e.abovecanopy ,inthecanopyspace,inthe
sub-canopyspaceandclosetotheforestfloor.Thesame systemwasalsousedtocollectwhole-
air samples during nighttimeand three times during the day f or isotopeanalysis.Resultsof a
threedayintensiveisotopemeasurementcampaignaredisc ussedinAppendix3[ Ruppertetal. ,
2008a] andAppendix4 [ Ruppert et al. , 2008b].The dataof thisperiodwas selectedbecause
significant isotopicdifferences inupdraftanddowndraft airsamplescouldbeobservedaftera
period of several days with rainfall. A comprehensive strat egy for the evaluation of the
continuous EC CO 2 data collected atWaldstein/Weidenbrunnen for the determinat ion of the
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annual sum of the net ecosystem exchange (NEE) ispresented  inAppendix2 [ Ruppert et al. ,
2006a].

4.5. Additionalexperimentaldata
Turbulence data obtained above three different surface types (grassland, cotton and spruce
forest)wasanalyzedinordertostudytheeffectont hecharacteristicsoftheturbulentexchange
of different scalar quantities. Similar such character istics, i.e. scalar similarity, are a basic
assumptionfortheapplicationofconditionalsamplingfluxmeasur ementmethodsliketheREA
and HREA method. Data from the GRASATEM-2003 and WALDATEM- 2003 experiments
was supplemented with data from turbulence measurements over a cotton plantation in
CaliforniaobtainedduringtheEBEX-2000fieldexperiment[ Bruckmeieretal. ,2001; Oncleyet
al.,2000].Thesesetsofhighresolutionturbulencedatawerean alyzedforthesimilarityofthe
turbulent exchange of different scalars and relative flux err ors determined from simulation of
REAandHREAsampling.Theresultsofthisanalysisaredi scussedinAppendix1[ Ruppertet
al.,2006b]andsummarizedinthefollowingsection.
5. Assessmentofscalarsimilarityintheturbulentexcha nge
The results of simulation of conditional sampling on data  from theEBEX-2000 experiment
over cotton indicated the risk of errors in fluxmeasurements by theHREAmethod [ Ruppert,
2002].Theerrorswereassumedtoresultfromalackofs imilarityintheturbulentexchangeof
differentscalars(scalarsimilarity)[ Ruppertetal. ,2002; Wichuraetal. ,2004],andgavesome
indication for a systematic component of errors in conditiona l samplingmethods.A literature
studyshowedthattherewasoneresearchpaperinwhichsca larsimilaritywasassessedbasedon
analysis of high resolution time series of different sca lar concentrations with respect to ozon
fluxmeasurements[ Pearsonetal. ,1998].Apart fromthatandstudiesonsimilarity theoryfo r
the flux-gradient method with a focus on energy and latent he at fluxes, there was a lack of
fundamental literature on scalar similarity in the turbulen t exchange of gases. Testing the
hypothesis ofHREA flux errors due to a lack of scalar si milarity required the definition of a
general indicator for its critical assessment. Scalar-s calar correlation coefficients rc,c proxy
(Appendix1,Equation4,SS-7)forthreescalars(temperature ,watervaporandcarbondioxide)
were therefore analyzed with respect to (i) their tempor al variability, (ii) their relation to
exchange event characteristics in the frequency domain a nd (iii) their relation to errors in the
REAandHREAmethod.This studywasbasedonadditional simul ationsand data from three
siteswithdifferentvegetationheight,i.e.grass,cotton andspruceforest.Itindicatedtheriskof
systematicunderestimationof fluxesbyHREA in times o f a lack in scalar similaritybetween
the scalar of interest and the proxy scalar. Data of a proxy scalar is required for the HREA
sampling and evaluation scheme. The publication presented in App endix 1 [ Ruppert et al. ,
2006b] closed a gap of fundamental research literature on scala r similarity with respect to
conditionalsamplingtechniques. It demonstrates thediurnalvar iabilityof thescalarsimilarity
intheCO 2,sensibleheatandlatentheatfluxandthelinkofscala rsimilaritytotheexchangein
events with durations longer than 60s (Appendix 1, Figure 3, SS -13). Furthermore, the
implications for conditional sampling flux measurement methods l ike REA and HREA are
discussed.

The definition of the research problem and the data displaye d in Figures 1c, 4a and 4b
originated from simulations performedwithEBEX-2000 data i n the framework of a diploma
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thesis [ Ruppert, 2002]. The calculation of wavelet variances was performed by Christoph
Thomas,whoalsocontributedsection4.3 to themanuscriptpres ented inAppendix1[ Ruppert
etal. ,2006b].Allfurtheranalysis,especiallyallcorrelation analysis,andthepreparationofthe
manuscript were done by myself. This included the selecti on of the scalar-scalar correlation
coefficient rc,c proxy as principle parameter of scalar similarity, which provides  the link to time
domain wavelet analysis. I performed a detailed visual ana lysis of a large set of wavelet
variance spectra. Based on this analysis, I suggested a f urther correlation parameter, i.e. the
spectral correlation coefficient rs (Appendix 1, Equation 8, SS-8). Its calculation from the
differentwaveletvariancespectrawasperformedbyCh ristophThomas.Afterdecreasingscatter
inthisdatabyapplyingmovingwindowaveraging,thecomparisonofb othkindsofcorrelation
coefficients showed that the diurnal variation observed in  the scalar-scalar correlation
coefficientscouldbeattributedtoeventswithdurations longerthan60s,whichpredominantly
controlthescalarsimilarityintheturbulentexchange.Thi sfindingwouldallowtheanalysisof
scalarsimilaritybydatafromslowsensors.Ihypot hesizedthattheobserveddiurnalvariationof
scalar similarity is related to changes in the source or  sink strength, which would mean that
plantphysiologicalprocesses,likee.g.afternoonstomatacl osure,cansignificantlyaffectscalar
similarity, which is an prerequisite for the application of conditional sampling methods, as
discussedinAppendix3,[ Ruppertetal. ,2008a].
6. Gap-fillingofCO 2 netecosystemexchange(NEE)data
The derivation of annual sums of the CO 2 net ecosystem exchange (NEE) from eddy
covariance (EC) measurements requires careful assessmen t of the collected data including
criteriaforrejectinginvaliddataandgap-fillingst rategiestoreplacerejectedandmissingdata.
Standardized methodologies are proposed for most of the necess ary corrections to eddy-
covariancedata[ Aubinetetal. ,2000; Aubinetetal. ,2003].However,strategiesforgap-filling
arestillsubjecttodiscussionwithintheresearchcommunit y[ Falgeetal. ,2001; Guetal. ,2005;
Huietal. ,2004].Thecomparisonofdifferentmethods(meandiurnalvariat ion,look-uptables,
nonlinearregression)showedsmalldifferences in the accuracy of thegap-fillingmethod itself
butthattheaccuracyissensitivetothecriteriaapplied toratethedataqualityandrejectcertain
data[ Falgeetal. ,2001].Thequalityassessmentmusteffectivelycheckforin strumentfailures
and for the fulfillment of the prerequisites of the EC me thod. The highest potential for
systematic errors in the annual sum of the NEE and for flux partitioning methods based on
respirationmodels is normally found for nighttime data [ Goulden et al. , 1996; Massman and
Lee,2002; Moncrieffetal. ,1996; Morgensternetal. ,2004; Stoyetal. ,2006].
The objectiveof the researchpaperpresented inAppendix2 [ Ruppert et al. , 2006a]was to
establish a comprehensive method for the evaluation of CO 2 EC flux measurements for the
derivation of annual sums of NEE (Appendix 2, Figure 1, GF-26) based on a set of criteria
includingfundamentalqualitycriteriapresentedby FokenandWichura [1996]and Foken,etal.
[2004] in order tominimizepotential systematic errors.Th e complete evaluation schemewas
applied to data recorded above the spruce forest at the FLUXNE T station
Waldstein/Weidenbrunnen (GE1-Wei) in 2003. The applied criteria w ere able to increase the
number of available high quality nighttime data especiall y in summer, when respiration and
assimilation rates are relatively high. Even more impor tant, they were able to reduce the
systematicdistributionofgapsincomparisontocommonlyapplied criteriabasedonthefriction
velocity u  (Appendix2,Figure6,GF-31).Thecompleteevaluationschemeand setofcriteria
are presented in Appendix 2 [ Ruppert et al. , 2006a] including a detailed discussion of the
results. These included the determination of the annual sum  of the CO 2 NEE at
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Waldstein/Weidenbrunnen for the year 2003. During periods with high temperatures and
droughtstress inthesummerof2003[ Granieretal. ,2007; Reichsteinetal. ,2007],decreased
CO2 assimilationwasobserved[ RuppertandFoken ,2005; Ruppertetal. ,2006a],whichmost
likelywasrelatedtoafternoonstomataclosure.

LargepartsoftheECdatawerecollectedbyChristoph Thomasandadditionalenvironmental
datawascollectedincollaborationwithcolleagues fromtheDepartmentofMicrometeorology.
MatthiasMauderprocessedtheECdatawiththesoftware TK2[ MauderandFoken ,2004]and
contributedsection2.2tothemanuscriptpresented inAppendix2 [Ruppertetal. ,2006a].The
development of the comprehensive gap-filling strategy, including t he definition of additional
quality criteria and the assessment of their effects, was performed by myself. I refined the
principle concept for the parameterization scheme that was  applied in earlier studies by
Rebmann [2003]and Rebmann,etal. [2004].All figuresand themanuscriptwerepreparedby
myself. A more detailed analysis for an objective season al segregation based on average
temperatureswastestedincollaborationwithJohannesLüe rs,butexcludedfromthemanuscript
during the review process due to its small effect on the r esults. The parameterization of the
nighttime respirationmodelwas subsequentlyused for estima ting the daytime respiration flux
FRinAppendix4[ Ruppertetal. ,2008b].
7. Whole-airrelaxededdyaccumulation(REA)isotopefluxmeas urements
The measurement of isotopic flux densities (isofluxes) req uires high precision during the
sampling process and subsequent isotope analysis. Isoflux me asurements are especially
challenging above tall vegetation because normally only relative ly small concentration and
isotopicgradientscanbeobservedabovetheecosystem.W ithalackoffastandprecisesensors
for EC measurements, conditional sampling methods, like the R EA can be applied. The
development of a REA instrument for the collection of whole -air samples and isoflux
measurementswasoutlinedinsection3ofthissynopsis.It requiredtheapplicationofthorough
quality control for the instrument development, during the sa mpling procedure and for the
evaluation of the experimental data obtained from a three-d ay intensive measuring campaign
duringtheexperimentWALDATEM-2003.Themethodsforqualityc ontrolandassessmentare
discussedindetailinAppendix3[ Ruppertetal. ,2008a].Inthisstudywewereabletovalidate
thesamplingprocess(i)bycomparingthediurnalchangeofiso toperatios inabovecanopyair
samplesof two independent sampling systems, i.e. thewhole-a irREAsystemand the isotope
and trace-gas profile air sampling system (Appendix 3, Figur e 5, REA-29), and (ii) by
comparing simulated and observed updraft and downdraft CO 2 mixing ratio differences
(Appendix3,Figure7,REA-31).Detailedaxis rotationprocedures were implemented for the
conditional sampling process by performing online planar-fit cor rections according to the
method presented by Wilczak, et al.  [2001], which originally was developed for the post-
processing of EC data. An increase of concentration diff erences by 63% was achieved by
applying the hyperbolic relaxed eddy accumulation method (HREA) [Bowling et al. , 1999b]
(Appendix 3, Table 1, REA-24). Our study demonstrates the feasibi lity of isotopic flux
measurements above a forest ecosystem not only for 13CO2 isotopes but also for CO 18O
isotopes.The scalar similaritywasassessedas funda mentalprerequisite for the application of
conditionalsamplingmethodsand theEC/flaskmethod[ Bowlingetal. ,1999a; Bowlingetal. ,
2001] based on the correlation of isotope ratios and CO 2 mixing ratios. Different timescales
werecomprisedinthisanalysis,i.e.timescalesofse veralminutesrepresentedinverticalprofile
air samples and relatively short timescales of the turbule nt exchange represented in HREA
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updraft and downdraft air samples. The linear regression a nalysis showed good scalar
correlations,whichsupportstheassumptionofscalarsimil arity.However,differentslopeswere
foundinHREAandprofilesamplesfromearlymorningtran sitionperiods(Appendix3,Figure
6,REA-30).This effectwas likelycausedby isotopically depletedair above the canopy from
respiratorybuiltupduring thenight incombinationwithhighp hotosyntheticdiscrimination in
the top canopy in the morning. Consequently, temporal and spatial scales of the isotopic
exchangeshouldbeconsideredcarefully,especiallyforthe applicationoftheEC/flaskmethod.
A comprehensive assessment of the impact of scalar similar ity on isotopic fluxmeasurement
methods like demonstrated in Appendix 1 [ Ruppert et al. , 2006b] would however require
continuousandhighresolutiontimeseriesfromECisofluxmeasur ements,whicharecurrently
notfeasibleforforestecosystems.

The instrument development and the experimental work were supported by a number of
people (see Acknowledgments). The isotope ratio mass spectrom etry (IRMS) analysis of air
samples was supervised by Willi A. Brand, who also provided  parts of section 3.6 of the
manuscript.Theanalysisoftheresultsobtainedfromthel aboratoryandfieldexperiments,their
validationbysimulations,theirinterpretationandtheprepara tionofthemanuscriptpresentedin
Appendix3,[ Ruppertetal. ,2008a],wereperformedbymyself.
8. Fluxweightedisotopicsignaturesanddiscriminationi ntheecosystem
gasexchange
Thehighprecisionisotopeanalysisofupdraftanddowndraft HREAairsamplesprovidedthe
basisforfurtherevaluating 13CO2andCO 18Oisotopicmassbalancesand isotopicsignaturesof
the atmospheric exchange of the spruce forest atWaldstein/W eidenbrunnen. The manuscript
presented inAppendix4[ Ruppertetal. ,2008b]demonstratesthattrulyfluxweighted isotopic
signatures and the ecosystem discrimination
 
e  and net ecosystem discrimination
 
E  can be
determined directly from whole-air updraft and downdraft air s amples. By HREA sampling
above the ecosystem, these parameters integrate fluxes and small scale heterogeneity at the
ecosystem level and are determined at half-hourly timesca les, which are typical for EC flux
measurements.Suchmeasurementscanthereforebeusedto investigatethediurnalvariabilityof
isotopic signatures and discrimination and can contribute to  close the gap between isotope
measurementsattheleafandbranchscaletoisotopemas sbalancesandmodelingstudiesatthe
regionalandglobalscale.The isotopicsignature c of the turbulentatmospheric exchangecan
bereadastheslopeofthe lineconnectingupdraftanddowndra ftairsampledatainasocalled
Miller-Tan plot (Appendix 4, Equation 9, ED-6). c conceptually corresponds to the flux
weighted derivative of the isotopicmixing line atmeasurem ent height.The display ofupdraft
and downdraft data in Miller-Tan plots visualized key proces ses of the atmospheric CO 2
exchangeoftheecosystem(Appendix4,Figure3,ED-39).Thisf ormofdisplaycouldtherefore
beausefulmethodforanalyzingcontinuousisotopedata,whi chpotentiallycanbeobtainedby
tunable diode laser (TDL) isotopemeasurements. The observe d diurnal variability of isotopic
signaturesof the turbulent exchangedemonstrates thatnogeneral  isotopicmixingrelationcan
beassumed,e.g.fortheapplicationoftheEC/flaskmethod[ Bowlingetal. ,1999a; Bowlinget
al., 2001] (Appendix 4, Figure 6, ED-42). Instead, the determination of isofluxes requires
regularly updating of the isotopicmixing relation based on measurementmethods that assure
fluxweighting instead of concentrationweighting.  The isotopic signatures and the ecosystem
isotopediscrimination(Appendix4,Equation16and17,ED-9)were determineddirectlyfrom
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isotopic flux measurements by HREA on half-hourly timescales  in our study. They could be
usedforvalidatingsoil-vegetation-atmosphere transferm odelsfor the isotopic exchangeat the
ecosystem scale [e.g. Chen et al. , 2006; Ogée et al. , 2003]. Isotopicmass balance analysis at
largescalecouldbefurtherconstrainedbasedonrepeatedm easurements,whichtakeaccountof
theobserveddiurnalandadditionalpresumedseasonalvariabili ty.
9. Potentialandrequirementsoftheisotopicfluxpartit ioningmethod
For the application of the isotopic flux partitioning method inde pendently measured or
modeledvaluesforthefluxweightedandcanopyintegratedis otopediscrimination
 
canopyofthe
assimilation fluxare indispensable [ Bowlingetal. , 2003a; Zobitz et al. , 2008]. InAppendix4
[Ruppert et al. , 2008b]we inversed the flux partitioningmethod by assuming the respir ation
flux according to the parameterization presented in Appendix 2 [ Ruppert et al. , 2006a],
(Equation 5, GF-9). We were thereby able to estimate the i ntegrated canopy isotope
discrimination from the isotopic flux measurements performe d above the ecosystem and to
indicate its diurnal variability (Appendix 4, Figure 7, ED-43). In order to avoid potential
systematicerrorsinthefluxpartitioning,insteadofthe commonlyusedsimplifieddefinition,a
moreprecisedefinitionof thecanopyisotopediscriminati on
 
'canopy shouldbeused (Appendix
4,Equation19,ED-10), for eitherassumingorvalidating indepe ndentlymeasuredormodeled
data.
Wedemonstrate,thatthesuccessoftheisotopicfluxpartit ioningmethodishighlysensitiveto
the precision of flux weighted isotopic signatures (Appendix 4, s ection 4.8, ED-21ff). Their
determinationat the ecosystemscaleshould therefore a pplyhighprecisionanalysisof isotopic
signaturesoftheturbulentexchange.Thesehavetobecombinedw ithprecisemeasurementsof
the bulkCO 2  mixing ratios as demonstrated by whole-airREAmeasurement s in Appendix 3
[Ruppertetal. ,2008a].Whileisotopeanalysisbytunablediodelasers( TDL)providesvaluable
continuousinformationonisotopicsignatures,itsprecision iscurrentlynotsufficienttoresolve
the small isotopic gradients and updraft–downdraft isotopi c differences observed above the
spruceforestatWaldstein/Weidenbrunnen.
Themassbalancesthatformthebasisforthe isotopic fluxpartitioningmethodassumewell-
mixedairbelowthemeasurementlevelabovethecanopy.Itist hereforeimportanttoinvestigate
themixingconditions,whichwasdonebyanalyzingorganizedai rmotionandCO 2mixingratio
changesinaverticalprofilethroughoutthecanopy(Appendix4, Figure4,ED-40).
Furthermore,theisotopicfluxpartitioningrequirestheex istenceofsignificantdisequilibrium
between the isotopic signatures A of the assimilation fluxand R  of the respiration flux.The
observed diurnal variability of R demonstrated that daytime values cannot be inferred fro m
nighttime vertical profilemeasurements but should be determi ned from profilemeasurements
during daytime (Appendix4,Figure8,ED-44). In tall vegetation  like forests, the analysis for
daytime R should be restricted to the sub-canopy space in order to  avoid bias (Appendix 4,
Table 1, ED-35), which results from the photosynthetic uptake and c onsequential isotopic
enrichmentinthecanopyspace(Appendix4,Figure2,ED-38).
At thebeginningof the intensivemeasurementcampaign,weobs erved isotopicdisequilibria
D
13Cand D 18O,whichwereoppositeinsign(Appendix4,Figure8,ED-44).T wodayspastthe
endofaprolongedrainperiod,bothdisequilibriadisappeared. Theobservedfast equilibration
may limit the time periods for the successful application of the isotopic flux partitioning
method.Anindependentandmeaningfulestimateoftheassimila tionflux FAandtherespiration
flux FR by isotopic flux partitioning of the NEE would require indep endently measured or
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validated modeled data on the canopy isotope discrimination
 
'canopy, which must reflect its
diurnalvariability.

 ThemethodsproposedinAppendix4[ Ruppertetal. ,2008b]weremyidea.Iperformedthe
correspondinganalysis andprepared the entiremanuscript.T he datapredominately originated
fromtheisotopefluxandprofilemeasurementspresentedin Appendix3[ Ruppertetal. ,2008a].
JohannesLüersprovidedrefinedmeteorologicaldatapresented  inFigure4aand4b.Christoph
Thomascontributedtheresultsonthestatusofcouplingasp resentedinFigure4d.
10.Conclusion
The quantification of CO 2 net ecosystem exchange (NEE) using the eddy-covariance (EC)
method has become an important tool for investigating the c arbon balance of terrestrial
ecosystems. The derivation of annual sums of the NEE req uires careful assessment of the
collected data including criteria for rejecting invalid dat a and gap-filling strategies to replace
rejectedandmissingdata.
The application of a set of quality criteria on the fundame ntal prerequisites of the eddy-
covariancemethodandthemeteorologicalconditionsisabletoinc reasetheavailabilityofhigh
qualityfluxdataespeciallyduringsummernights.Thisre sults ina lesssystematicdistribution
of data gaps that need to be filled compared to the use of a u  threshold criterion. The u 
criterion isnot sufficient for the assessmentof theprer equisites of theECmethod.Especially
above forest ecosystems, any further rejection of data re lated to the dependence of nighttime
NEEonturbulentmixingordecouplingwithinthecanopyshoulduse morespecificinformation
than u  measured above the canopy in order to prevent the risk of doubl e accounting of
respiratoryfluxesandpotentialsystematicerror.
Thedeterminationoftemperaturedependentlightresponsef unctionsfortheparameterization
ofdaytimeNEEandgap-fillingintegratesinformation onseasonalitysothatfurthersegregation
ofdataintoseasonalclassesdidnotsignificantlyimprove theparameterizationschemeapplied
todataofthespruceforestsiteatWaldstein/Weidenbr unnenoftheyear2003.
ThepartitioningoftheNEEintoitsgrossfluxcomponents, i.e.theassimilationfluxasasink
and the respiration flux as a source ofCO 2, allows investigating the sensitivity of the carbon
balance of terrestrial ecosystems. The isotopic flux pa rtitioning method requires determining
flux weighted isotopic signatures of the turbulent exchange above  the ecosystem and of the
component fluxes. However, currently no fast sensors for EC isoflux measurements are
available,thatwouldbeabletosufficientlyresolvere lativelysmallisotopicgradientsobserved
aboveforestecosystem.
Alternatively,conditionalsamplingmethodsprovidethebasisfo risotopicfluxmeasurements
alsoabove tall vegetationas accumulatedair samples can be analyzedwith highprecisionby
isotoperatiomassspectrometry(IRMS)in the laborato ry. Itscombinationwith thehyperbolic
relaxededdyaccumulationmethod(HREA)andwithwhole-air samplingallowsforquantifying
the isotopic flux densities (isofluxes) of 13CO2 and CO 18O. Samples from above the spruce
forestandthecanopytopatWaldstein/Weidenbrunnen,which werecollectedduringathree-day
intensive measuring campaign, demonstrated that high precisi on can be achieved. For the
determination of isofluxes, a measurement uncertainty in the order of 10−20% is estimated.
Sufficient precision for CO 18O isotope analysis requires efficient drying during the s ampling
processandbeforesamplestorage.
Theapplicationofconditionalsamplingmethodsrequirestheas sumptionofsimilarity inthe
turbulentexchangeofdifferentscalarquantities.Scalar similaritybetweencarbondioxide,sonic
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temperatureandwatervaporshoweddistinctdiurnalchanges. Itispredominantlycontrolledby
eventsonlongertimescales(eventdurations>60s),whichm ostlikelyrepresentchangesinthe
source/sinkstrengthorconvectiveoradvectiveprocesses.Th isfindingsuggeststhatfirstlyplant
physiological processes, like e.g. afternoon stomata closure, c an have a major effect on the
diurnal pattern of scalar similarity. Secondly, sampling wi th slow sensorsmay be suitable to
assessthescalarsimilarity,e.g.bytunablediodelase r(TDL)measurementsforCO 2and 13CO2
isotopes.Poorscalar-scalarcorrelationsindicatethe riskofsystematicunderestimationoffluxes
measured by HREA. As required for the flux determination i n the REA or HREA method,
scalarsimilarity isassumedbydefiningtheproportionality factor b  fromaproxyscalar.Based
ontheanalysisofCO 2HREAdata,itisconcludedthat b-factorsshouldbedeterminedforeach
sampling period and from measurements of the proxy scalar in  whole-air samples. The
determination of b-factors from HREA simulations should be validated by meas urements in
ordertoassessthesamplingprocessandpreventsystemati cerrors.
While there is some evidence for good scalar similarity and a generally linear relation
betweenbulkCO 2anditsisotopicsignaturesintheturbulentexchange,thesl opeofthatrelation
changes temporarily, e.g.duringmorningtransitionperiod s. In theHREAmethodtheslopeof
the mixing line is determined by precisely measuring the aver age isotopic and mixing ratio
differencesinupdraftanddowndraftair.ComparedtotheEC/ flaskmethod,thesemeasurements
incorporate important additional information on the turbulen t exchange of isotopes on small
timescalesintotheHREAisofluxevaluationscheme.Fort heregressionanalysisoftheEC/flask
method,scalarsimilarityoftheisotopicexchangeandte mporalandspatialscalesrepresentedin
flasksamplesmustcarefullybeconsidered.
HREAmeasurements have a footprint similar to the footprint  of ECmeasurements and are
therefore able to integrate small-scale heterogeneity in ecosystems. They allow determining
ecosystem integrated and truly flux weighted isotopic sign atures and ecosystem isotope
discrimination
 
e  and
 
E  onhalf-hourly timescales.The fluxweighted isotopicsignat ure c of
the turbulent exchange can be determined directly from isotop ic signatures and mixing ratio
differences in updraft and downdraft whole-air samples. Corre ct flux weighting is a
fundamental prerequisite for the quantitative evaluation of  isotopic mass balances and the
isotopic flux partitioning method. The observed diurnal variabilit y demonstrates the need for
repeated measurement of isotopic signatures at ecosyst em scale and ecosystem isotope
discrimination.Theanalysisofverticalprofileairsampl esshowedthat(i)theisotopicsignature
Roftherespirationfluxduringdaytimecouldnotbe inferred fromnighttimesamplesand(ii)
thatthedeterminationof Rduringdaytimeshouldberestrictedtosub-canopysample sbecause
ofmultiplesourcemixingathigherlevels.
The definition of the canopy integrated isotope discrimin ation
 
canopy commonly used for
isotopicpartitioningofassimilationandrespirationfluxe s isapotentialsourceofbias.Amore
precise definition (  'canopy) is suggested. For isotopic flux partitioning, data on the canopy
isotope discrimination
 
'canopy from independent measurements or validated models is
indispensable. Isotopic disequilibria D 13C and D 18O between the assimilation and respiration
fluxeswereobserved to equilibratewithin two daysafter  a rainperiod.This fast equilibration
maylimittheperiodsforthesuccessfulapplicationofthe isotopicfluxpartitioningmethod.
Due to the general sensitivity of the isotopic flux partitioning method to the precision of
isotopic signatures, there is further need to investigate t he variability of truly flux weighted
isotopic signatures by high precision isotope measurements a t ecosystem scale. The diurnal
variability of the isotopediscrimination shouldbe regard ed for the evaluation of isotopemass
balancesofecosystemsandforthevalidationofmodels.
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Abstract. The relaxed eddy accumulation (REA) method allows the measurement
of trace gas fluxes when no fast sensors are available for eddy covariance measure-
ments. The flux parameterisation used in REA is based on the assumption of scalar
similarity, i. e. similarity of the turbulent exchange of two scalar quantities. In this
study changes in scalar similarity between carbon dioxide, sonic temperature and
water vapour were assessed using scalar correlation coefficients and spectral analysis.
The influence on REA measurements was assessed by simulation. The evaluation is
based on observations over grassland, irrigated cotton plantation and spruce forest.
Scalar similarity between carbon dioxide, sonic temperature and water vapour
showed a distinct diurnal pattern and change within the day. Poor scalar similarity
was found to be linked to dissimilarities in the energy contained in the low frequency
part of the turbulent spectra (< 0.01Hz).
The simulations of REA showed significant change in b-factors throughout the
diurnal course. The b-factor is part of the REA parameterisation scheme and de-
scribes a relation between the concentration difference and the flux of a trace gas.
The diurnal course of b-factors for carbon dioxide, sonic temperature and water
vapour matched well. Relative flux errors induced in REA by varying scalar simi-
larity were generally below ±10%. Systematic underestimation of the flux of up to
-40% was found for the use of REA applying a hyperbolic deadband (HREA). This
underestimation was related to poor scalar similarity between the scalar of interest
and the scalar used as proxy for the deadband definition.
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1. Introduction
In recent years growing interest was developed to measure the turbulent exchange
of various trace gases in the surface layer in order to investigate biogeochemical pro-
cesses. The relaxed eddy accumulation method (REA, Businger and Oncley, 1990)
allows flux measurements for many scalar quantities with air analysis in a laboratory
when no fast sensors are available for eddy covariance (EC) measurements. In REA
the trace gas flux is calculated using a parametrization applying flux-variance simi-
larity (Obukhov, 1960; Wyngaard et al., 1971) and scalar similarity, i. e. similarity in
the characteristics of the turbulent exchange. Scalar similarity is defined as similarity
in the scalar time series throughout the scalar spectra (Kaimal et al., 1972; Pearson
et al., 1998). Scalar similarity requires that scalar quantities are transported with
similar efficiency in eddies of different size and shape.
Differences in the turbulent exchange of scalar quantities and therefore in scalar
similarity must be expected when sources and sinks are distributed differently within
the ecosystem, e. g. within tall vegetation, or when they show significant changes in
their source/sink strength (Katul et al., 1995; Andreas et al., 1998a; Simpson et al.,
1998; Katul et al., 1999). Scalar quantities such as carbon dioxide, temperature and
water vapour have different sources and sinks within a plant canopy and exhibit
differences in their turbulent exchange. While canopy top surfaces are the main
source for heating of air during the day, carbon dioxide and water vapour are
consumed and respectively released mainly within the canopy. Temperature and
to some degree also water vapour actively influence turbulent exchange and are
therefore called active scalars, whereas carbon dioxide does not effect buoyancy and
is regarded as passive scalar quantity (Katul et al., 1996; Pearson et al., 1998).
In particular for the REA method scalar similarity is needed for the derivation
of b-factors (Oncley et al., 1993 and Section 2). This parameterisation requires simi-
larity in the shape of the joint frequency distribution (JFD) of the scalar of interest
and a scalar quantity for which the flux can be determined independently, e. g. with
EC (Wyngaard and Moeng, 1992; Katul et al., 1996). Information on the vertical
wind speed in the JFDs for two scalar quantities is identical. The only difference
in the shape of the JFDs results from differences in the scalar time series. Scalar
similarity needed for REA therefore can be analyzed by directly comparing the scalar
time series and the shape of their frequency distribution or spectra (Kaimal et al.,
1972; Pearson et al., 1998).
In this paper we investigate the degree of scalar similarity between three different
scalar quantities (carbon dioxide, sonic temperature and water vapour) throughout
the diurnal cycle. The analysis is done on the basis of high-frequency time series
recorded during field experiments over grassland, an irrigated cotton plantation
and a spruce forest. The study (i) characterizes typical changes of scalar similarity
during the diurnal cycle for the three surface types. (ii) Wavelet variance spectra
are used to test the influence of coherent structures on the turbulent transport and
to identify the time scales on which the lack of scalar similarity in the transport
of scalars appears. (iii) Finally we evaluate the error that is introduced in flux
measurements with REA methods due to lack in scalar similarity. Effects from scalar
similarity on flux measurements using REA methods are investigated by simulation.
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In the analysis we compare classical REA with those modifications of the REA
method, that are able to significantly increase concentration differences of the scalar
quantities in updraft and downdraft samples by introducing hyperbolic deadbands
(hyperbolic relaxed eddy accumulation, HREA, Bowling et al., 1999b, see Section
2). HREA can increase the concentration difference above critical limits of sensor
resolution, e.g. for isotope flux measurements. At the same time the restriction on
few samples for flux determination representing strong updrafts and downdrafts
increases their vulnerability to the lack of scalar similarity.
2. Theory
The eddy covariance method relies on Reynolds decomposition of the turbulent
signals of vertical wind speed w and the scalar of interest c (w = w+w′, c = c+ c′).
The overbar denotes temporal averaging for a typical measurement period of 30min.
Primes denote the fluctuation of a quantity around its average value. A zero mean
vertical wind speed is assumed (w = 0). The turbulent flux is determined by w′c′.
This method of direct flux measurement is the basis and reference for the relaxed
eddy accumulation method.
2.1. Relaxed Eddy Accumulation (REA)
REAmeasurements rely on conditional sampling (Desjardins, 1972; Hicks and McMillen,
1984) of the scalar of interest into reservoirs for updraft and downdraft air samples.
The temporal averaging of scalar samples occurs physically within the two reservoirs.
The ’relaxation’ means that samples are taken with a constant flow rate and are not
weighted according to the vertical wind speed (Foken et al., 1995). The sample
consequently lacks information on the vertical wind speed. This lack is compensated
by relying on flux-variance similarity and the parametrisation of the proportionality
factor b, resulting in the basic Equation (1) for the flux determination in REA
(Businger and Oncley, 1990).
w′c′ = b σw(c↑ − c↓) (1)
σw is the standard deviation of the vertical wind speed. c↑ and c↓ are the average
scalar values for updrafts and downdrafts. The b-factor is well defined with a value
of 0.627 for an ideal Gaussian joint frequency distribution (JFD) of w and c (Baker
et al., 1992; Wyngaard and Moeng, 1992). However, turbulent transport especially
over rough surfaces often violates the underlying assumption of a linear relationship
between w and c (Katul et al., 1996). Excursions from the linear relation occur due
to skewness in the JFD and result in smaller b-factors from parameterisation (Milne
et al., 2001). Gao (1995) found this effect to be most pronounced close to the canopy
top and suggested a scaling of the b-factors with measurement height. b exhibits a
relative independence from stability due to the characteristics of σw and σc (Foken
et al., 1995). For many experimental data b was found to range from 0.54 to 0.60
on average. However, Andreas et al. (1998b) and Ammann and Meixner (2002)
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found an increase of average b-factors under stable conditions in the surface layer.
The b-factors can vary also significantly for individual 30min integration intervals
(Businger and Oncley, 1990; Baker et al., 1992; Oncley et al., 1993; Pattey et al.,
1993; Beverland et al., 1996; Katul et al., 1996; Bowling et al., 1999a; Ammann and
Meixner, 2002), which restricts the use of a fixed b-factor.
2.2. Wind-Deadband
The above mentioned values for b were determined for REA without the use of
a deadband in which all updraft and downdraft samples are collected. However,
normally a wind-deadband is defined by an upper and lower threshold for vertical
wind speed around zero vertical wind speed (w0). All samples within this wind-
deadband, which fall between the upper and lower threshold values, are rejected
during REA sampling for technical reasons (Oncley et al., 1993; Foken et al., 1995).
The wind-deadbandHw is normally scaled with the standard deviation of the vertical
wind speed σw, Equation (2). ∣∣∣∣ w′σw
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Hw (2)
The use of a wind-deadband changes the definition of what is regarded as updraft
(↑: w′/σw > Hw) and downdraft (↓: w′/σw < −Hw) during REA sampling. The
advantage for technical realization of REA is, that the use of a deadband firstly re-
duces the frequency of valve switching for sample segregation significantly. Secondly,
the use of a deadband increases the scalar difference (c↑ − c↓) and thereby reduces
errors in the chemical analysis. Increased scalar differences decrease corresponding
b-factors according to Equation (1). A functional dependency of average b-factors on
wind-deadband size was determined for the necessary adjustment (b(Hw), Businger
and Oncley, 1990, Pattey et al., 1993, Katul et al., 1996, Ammann and Meixner,
2002). Nevertheless, the potential for variation of individual b-factors around ad-
justed average values for b persists. The use of b-factors individually determined
from a proxy scalar may be able to better reflect the correct b-factor for a certain
measurement period and thereby minimize REA flux errors. This determination of
individual b-factors requires good scalar similarity between the scalar of interest and
the proxy scalar.
2.3. Hyperbolic Relaxed Eddy Accumulation (HREA)
Application of a deadband with hyperbolas as thresholds does not exclude samples
with small fluctuations of the vertical wind speed w′ only, but also samples with small
fluctuations of the scalar quantity c′ are excluded (Bowling et al., 1999b; Wichura
et al., 2000; Bowling et al., 2001; Bowling et al., 2003). Thereby HREA increases
scalar differences in the reservoirs even more. The hyperbolic criteria (Wallace et al.,
1972; Lu and Willmarth, 1973; Shaw et al., 1983; Shaw, 1985) means rating individ-
ual samples by their contribution to the EC flux w′c′. All samples below a certain
threshold of ’importance’ (Hh) are not collected into the reservoirs. The hyperbolic
deadband is defined as
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∣∣∣∣ w′c′σwσc
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Hh. (3)
The additional increase of the scalar differences in HREA is important when mea-
surement precision for the scalar of interest is limited. Then HREA can significantly
increase the signal to noise ratio for the flux measurement of a scalar (Bowling et al.,
1999b).
Poor scalar similarity has the potential to induce error in the estimate of b-
factors for the scalar of interest from the b-factors determined using data of a proxy
scalar. From Equation (1) it is obvious, that any error present in the b-factors will
transfer linearly into errors in the fluxes determined by REA or HREA. The use of
a deadband in REA or HREA concentrates sampling towards strong updrafts and
downdrafts, which increases the effect of non-linearity in the JFD on b-factors (Katul
et al., 1996). Deadbands thereby have the potential to increase dissimilarity of b-
factors due to poor scalar similarity. HREA uses the assumption of scalar similarity
not only when inferring the b-factor from a proxy scalar. In addition scalar similarity
is assumed when defining the hyperbolic deadbands during the measurement process
from fast measurements of the proxy scalar (Bowling et al., 1999b). Therefore,
the validity of scalar similarity is even more essential for HREA methods than for
classical REA.
3. Experimental Data
Turbulence data with high time resolution from three field experiments over different
surfaces were selected for this analysis.
Measurements of the experiment GRASATEM-2003 (Grassland Atmospheric
Turbulent Exchange Measurements 2003) were performed over short cut grass-
land (canopy height hc = 0.12m) during the LITFASS-2003 experiment (Beyrich
et al., 2004) at the Falkenberg experimental site of the German Meteorological Ser-
vice (Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg), Germany (52o10′N, 14o07′ E, 71m
a.s.l.). A sonic anemometer (USA-1, METEK, Meteorologische Messtechnik GmbH,
Elsmhorn, Germany) was used to obtain wind vector and sonic temperature and
an open path sensor (LI-7500, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) measured water
vapour and carbon dioxide density at 2.25m above ground. The flux source areas
(footprints) of the data used in this analysis showed good homogeneity regarding
the grass canopy height with some variability in soil humidity.
The EBEX-2000 (Energy Balance Experiment 2000, Oncley et al., 2002) data set
was acquired in the San Joaquin Valley, CA, USA (36o06′N, 119o56′W, 67m a.s.l.).
The experimental site was located in the middle of an extended irrigated cotton
plantation on flat terrain. Canopy height was about 0.9m. A sonic anemometer
(CSAT-3, Campbell Scientific Ltd., Logan, UT, USA) measured 3 dimensional wind
vectors and sonic temperature Ts. An open path analyzer (LI-7500) was used to
measure water vapour and carbon dioxide density. The sampling rate was 20Hz.
Instruments were installed on a tower at a height of 4.7m above ground.
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During the WALDATEM-2003 (Wavelet Detection and Atmospheric Turbulent
Exchange Measurements 2003) experiment a set of micrometeorological measure-
ments was performed on a 33m high tower over a spruce forest (Picea abies, L.). This
study uses data from a sonic anemometer (R3-50, Gill Instruments Ltd., Lymington,
UK) and an open path analyzer (LI-7500) installed at 33 m. The forest has a mean
canopy height of 19m with a plant area index (PAI) of 5.2. Understory vegetation is
sparse and consists of small shrubs and grasses. The site Waldstein/Weidenbrunnen
(GE1-Wei) is part of the FLUXNET network and is located in the Fichtelgebirge
mountains in Germany (50o08′N, 11o52′ E, 775m a.s.l.) on a slope of 2 o (Rebmann
et al., 2005; Thomas and Foken, 2005). A detailed description of the site can be
found in Gerstberger et al. (2004). One of the objectives of the GRASATEM-2003
and WALDATEM-2003 experiments was the determination of 13C and 18O isotope
fluxes using the HREA method.
4. Method of Analysis
For our study we selected carbon dioxide to be the scalar of interest, for which a
flux measurement with REA or HREA shall be performed. Sonic temperature Ts
and water vapour density ρH2O serve as proxy scalars which are tested for sufficient
similarity in their turbulent exchange compared to carbon dioxide density ρCO2 .
4.1. Data selection and preparation
Daytime periods of the three experiment days (GRASATEM-2003: May 24, 2003,
EBEX-2000: August 20, 2000, WALDATEM-2003: July 8, 2003) representing differ-
ent surface types (shortcut grassland, irrigated cotton, spruce forest) were selected
for the analysis in this paper after assessing the quality of the flux measurements.
This assessment was based on a quality check of the turbulent time series according
to Foken et al. (2004) with a test on stationarity and developed turbulent conditions.
The three days represent typical diurnal cycles of exchange patterns found during
the experiments and provide a continuous high quality data record throughout the
diurnal cycle. During the selected days only few data from the early morning (EBEX-
2000) and late afternoon (GRASATEM-2003 and EBEX-2000) did not meet the
quality criterion. Data from these periods were therefore not included in the analysis.
The wind vectors derived from the sonic anemometer measurements were rotated
using the planar fit method (Wilczak et al., 2001). Outliers in the scalar data were
removed by applying a 5σ criteria (µ ± 5σ). In order to correct time lags between
the different sensors each time series was shifted according to the maximum cross-
correlation with the vertical wind speed. All subsequent analysis were performed on
30min subsets of the data.
4.2. Scalar similarity
As a simple measure of scalar similarity we use the scalar correlation coefficient
rc,cproxy calculated from the fluctuations in the time series of the scalar of interest
c and the proxy scalar cproxy.
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rc,cproxy =
c′c′proxy
σcσcproxy
(4)
The scalar correlation coefficient integrates similarity and dissimilarity over the
whole frequency range of the time series. In studies by Gao (1995) and Katul and
Hsieh (1999) scalar correlation coefficients were already used to discuss similarity
between the turbulent exchange of temperature and water vapour.
4.3. Spectral analysis
Here, the method for spectral analysis using wavelet functions will be outlined briefly.
More details can be found in Thomas and Foken (2005). First, any missing data
and outliers detected were filled using an interpolation (Akima, 1970). All time
series were block averaged to 2Hz significantly reducing computation time for the
wavelet analysis. Scalar time series were normalized to c′/σc. Vertical wind speed w
was normalised to w/σw. In a second step, time series were low-pass filtered by a
wavelet filter decomposing and recomposing the time series using the biorthogonal
set of wavelets BIOR5.5. The use of this set of wavelet functions is preferred as their
localisation in frequency is better than e. g. that of the HAAR wavelet (Kumar and
Foufoula-Georgiou, 1994). This filter discards all fluctuations with event durations
D < Dc, where Dc is the critical event duration chosen according to the spectral
gap between high-frequency turbulence and low-frequency coherent structures. A
default value of Dc=6.2 s was chosen for all datasets, which is in close agreement
to other authors using similar values, e. g. Dc=5 s (Lykossov and Wamser, 1995),
Dc=7 s (Brunet and Collineau, 1994) or Dc=5.7 s (Chen and Hu, 2003).
A continuous wavelet transform (Grossmann and Morlet, 1984; Grossmann et al.,
1989; Kronland-Martinet et al., 1987) of the prepared and zero-padded time series
f(t) was performed using the complex Morlet wavelet as analysing wavelet function
Ψ(t),
Tp(a, b) =
1
ap
∫ +∞
−∞
f(t)Ψ
(
t− bt
a
)
dt (5)
where Tp(a, b) are the wavelet coefficients, a the dilation scale, bt the translation pa-
rameter and the normalisation factor p = 1 in our case. The complex Morlet wavelet
function is located best in frequency domain and thus found appropriate to extract
the intended information about large scale flux contributions e. g. from coherent
structures (Thomas and Foken, 2005). The dilation scales a used to calculate the
continuous wavelet transform represent event durations D ranging from 6 s to 240 s.
The event duration D can be linked to the dilation scale a of the wavelet transform
by (e. g. Collineau and Brunet, 1993)
D =
1
2
f−1 =
a pi
fs ω0Ψ1,1,0
, (6)
where f is the frequency corresponding to the event duration, fs the sampling
frequency of the time series and ω0Ψ1,1,0 the center frequency of the mother wavelet
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function. For a sine function, the event duration D is half the length of a period.
The minimum of analysed event durations was chosen according to the critical
event duration Dc of the low-pass filter. The wavelet variance spectrum was then
determined by
Wp(a) =
∫ +∞
−∞
|Tp(a, b)|2db. (7)
Wavelet variance spectra Wp(a) were multiplied by the angle frequency ω. The cor-
relation coefficient of the wavelet variance spectra for the different scalar quantities
rs(ρCO2 , cproxy) was calculated as objective measure of similarity in the distribution
of energy in the frequency range (Equation (8)).
rs(ρCO2 , cproxy) =
W (D)ρCO2 W (D)cproxy
σW (D)ρCO2
σW (D)cproxy
. (8)
W (D) denotes the wavelet variance, i. e. the spectral density at event duration, σ the
standard deviation and the overbar depicts the phase mean over the fluctuations.
The spectral correlation in the scalar time series is evaluated for two ranges of event
durations, short event durations of 6 s to 60 s and long event durations of 60 s to
240 s.
4.4. REA and HREA simulation
REA and HREA sampling was simulated using the high resolution time series data
for the vertical wind speed fluctuation w′ and the scalar quantities (Ts, ρH2O, ρCO2).
Time series were sampled and segregated into updrafts, deadband and downdrafts
according to the deadband definition (wind-deadband Hw, Equation (2), or hyper-
bolic deadband Hh, Equation (3)) and the sign of the vertical wind speed fluctuation
w′. Updrafts and downdrafts were averaged to yield the scalar difference (c↑ − c↓).
The b-factors were calculated by rearranging Equation (1) yielding
b =
w′c′
σw(c↑ − c↓) . (9)
Comparison of b-factors calculated for the scalar of interest (b) and a proxy scalar
(bproxy) directly yields the relative flux errors ε due to the linear relationship in
Equation (1).
ε =
bproxy − b
b
(10)
In the simulation any error resulting from the instrumentation used for REA or
HREA sampling in the field is avoided. For the deadband definitions the simulation
is based on statistics of turbulent time series from the complete 30min sampling
interval. This means w, σw and for HREA also c and σc of the proxy scalar are well
known. These parameters must be estimated online during field sampling with REA
or HREA, when only previously recorded data is available. Therefore the analysis
of these simulations focuses on the methodological error of REA and HREA.
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Scalar correlation coefficients
Absolute values of scalar correlation coefficients rCO2,Ts and rCO2,H2O for three
days are presented in Figure 1a, Figure 1c and Figure 1e as a measure for scalar
similarity. For most cases the maximal absolute correlation coefficients are in the
order of 0.9. Smaller values and significant changes in the scalar correlation within
the diurnal cycle are found for all three surface types (grassland, irrigated cotton
and spruce forest) for many days. The varying scalar similarity is pronounced on the
exemplary days presented in Figure 1 which were selected for this study because of
their continuous data record. Within the diurnal pattern three cases could be distin-
guished, which will be used for the discussion of changes in scalar correlation as well
as spectral correlation (Section 5.2). The definition of these cases is supported by the
analysis of the difference of the absolute correlation coefficients (∆|r|−|r|=|rCO2,Ts|-
|rCO2,H2O|) presented as average for distinct periods in Figure 1b, Figure 1d and
Figure 1f.
− Case 1: During the morning hours up to about 0900-1000 local time on all
three days high scalar correlation of rCO2,Ts indicates better scalar similarity
compared to rCO2,H2O. In the WALDATEM-2003 data this situation persists
for most of the day. Very early morning data in EBEX-2000 did not meet the
quality criteria (see Section 3) and were therefore not included in the analysis.
The large confidence interval for the first value in Figure 1d results from the
small number of high quality data remaining for the analysis of Case 1 in the
morning.
− Case 2 describes a situation in which both rCO2,Ts and rCO2,H2O show high
scalar correlation. This situation can be found in some of the midday periods
in the WALDATEM-2003 data and before noon in EBEX-2000 data. If we take
taking into account that rCO2,Ts of about 0.9 is already indicating high scalar
correlation, it it is also found during the early afternoon in the EBEX-2000
data.
− Case 3 denotes situations in which rCO2,Ts shows low scalar correlation com-
pared to rCO2,H2O. Such situations are visible in the late afternoon hours
(∼1600 local time) in the GRASATEM-2003, EBEX-2000 and WALDATEM-
2003 datasets. These afternoon periods were characterized by diminishing buoy-
ancy fluxes, near neutral or even slightly stable stratification and persistent
latent heat fluxes.
The loss of scalar correlation in rCO2,Ts between 1015 to 1300 local time in the
GRASATEM-2003 data (Figrue 1a and Figure 1b) corresponds to a period with
significantly reduced global radiation due to cirrus clouds. A large confidence interval
for the last value in Figure 1b results from the small number of data within the
represented period. Nevertheless, the corresponding level of statistical significance
for a difference between rCO2,Ts and rCO2,H2O for this period is p = 0.064. The
scalar correlation during the three days approximately follows the change from Case
1 in the morning, Case 2 for some periods around noon or during the early afternoon
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Figure 1. Diurnal course of scalar correlation coefficients (absolute values) cal-
culated from carbon dioxide density ρCO2 and sonic temperature Ts (solid
lines) or water vapour density ρH2O (dashed lines) for the three datasets from
GRASATEM-2003 (a), EBEX-2000 (c) and WALDATEM-2003 (e). The averaged
difference of the absolute scalar correlation coefficients ∆|r|−|r| for distinct periods is
given in (b), (d) and (f) correspondingly. The dotted lines indicate the segregation
of these periods. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the average
differences calculated for each period. The averaged difference between the absolute
correlation coefficients is statistically significant (p < 0.05) if the confidence interval
does not include zero. Time is indicated as local time.
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and Case 3 in the late afternoon or early evening. This pattern is exhibited very
clearly in the EBEX-2000 data, which represent an ideal diurnal cycle of global
radiation.
Results presented in Figure 1 show that significant temporal changes in scalar
similarity linked to source and sink strength must be expected even over short
vegetation, where sources and sinks are located close together in the vertical profile.
5.2. Spectral analysis
In order to identify possible reasons for the lack of scalar similarity we analyzed
wavelet variance spectra computed from the scalar time series. The comparison
of these spectra allows to identify on which temporal scales the characteristics of
turbulent transport correspond or differ. The frequency range was selected to cover
typical frequencies of coherent structures commonly found in turbulent time series
from the roughness sublayer (Thomas and Foken, 2005) in order to assess their
contribution to changes in scalar similarity.
Figure 2 shows three exemplary wavelet variance spectra Wp(a) · ω for the cases
distinguished in the previous section based on the scalar correlation coefficients
(Figure 1). All three spectra show very good similarity for the three scalars Ts,
ρH2O and ρCO2 in short temporal scales. Major deviations are only found for ρH2O
in Figure 2a (Case 1) and for Ts in Figure 2c (Case 3) in the longer time scales
(D >60 s and D >40 s). The spectra in Figure 2b reveal a very good match of all
three scalars (Case 2) over the complete range of event durations (6 s to 240 s).
The visual assessment of the match in the spectra throughout the complete diurnal
course for the EBEX-2000 data corresponded to the findings for scalar similarity
based on the scalar correlation coefficients i.e. poor similarity between ρH2O and
ρCO2 in the morning (Figure 2a) and poor similarity between Ts and ρCO2 in the
late afternoon (Figure 2c). Differences in the spectra occurred solely in the longer
time scales with the exemption of spectra after 1600. After 1600 differences were
present also in shorter event durations due to the diminishing buoyancy flux which
reduces the energy throughout the spectra.
As objective measure for spectral correlation the spectral correlation coefficient,
Equation (8), is presented in Figure 3. In order to validate the finding from the
visual assessment of wavelet variance spectra, spectral correlation was calculated
separately for shorter (6 s to 60 s) and longer (60 s to 240 s) event durations. High
values for the spectral correlation in Figure 3a, Figure 3c and Figure 3e confirm that
scalar similarity is good for the range of short event durations over all three surface
types. However, the spectral correlation for long event durations (Figure 3b, Figure
3d and Figure 3f) shows significant fluctuations. Poor scalar similarity measured
with the scalar correlation coefficients must therefor be attributed primarily to
processes on larger temporal scales (event durations > 60 s or frequencies < 0.01Hz).
Dissimilarity on these scales can arise from temporal changes of source/sink strength
or due to convective or advective processes. A high degree of scatter is present in
the spectral correlation calculated for individual 30min periods. After smoothing
the time series of spectral correlation with a running average (lines), the diurnal
changes in similarity in the longer timescales correspond approximately to the scalar
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Figure 2. Spectra of the normalised wavelet variance ωW versus event duration D
of the carbon dioxide ρCO2 (solid line), sonic temperature Ts(dashed line) and water
vapour ρH2O (dash-dotted line)based on data from the EBEX-2000 experiment on
August 20, 0915 to 0945 (a), 1430 to 1500 (b) and 1545 to 1615 (c) local time.
correlation (Figure 1) and the results for spectral correlation can be compared to
the findings in Section 5.1 for the three cases distinguished there:
Case 1 is found correspondingly to the results on scalar correlation for all three
surface types in the morning hours and for the entire afternoon in the WALDATEM-
2003 data. Case 2 is found between 1300 and 1500 in the EBEX-2000 data and
around noon in the WALDATEM-2003 data. The GRASATEM-2003 data shows
poor spectral correlation for the rest of the day after a cloud cover appeared at 10 h.
Case 3 is only visible clearly in the spectral correlation calculated from the EBEX-
2000 data of the late afternoon. The general features of scalar similarity between
the three scalar quantities distinguished with the Cases 1 and 2 are well reflected
in the spectral correlation for the long time scales. Dissimilarity in periods with
diminishing buoyancy fluxes seems to be reflected less adequately by the spectral
correlation for long event durations.
Pearson et al. (1998) studied scalar similarity by comparing non-dimensional
power spectra and found good agreement in frequency ranges above 0.01Hz for
temperature, water vapour and ozone. Results presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3
affirm that scalar similarity is relatively good for short event durations. However, we
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Figure 3. Spectral correlation between ρCO2 and Ts (diamonds, solid line) and ρCO2
and ρH2O (crosses, dashed line). Lines represent the running average of the time
series of spectral correlation for individual 30min periods (symbols). (a), (c) and
(e) show the correlation coefficients for short event durations D from 6 to 60 s. (b),
(d) and (f) show the correlation coefficients for long event durations D from 60 to
240 s.
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find that longer event durations (D > 60 s corresponding to frequencies < 0.01Hz)
have to be included in the assessment of scalar similarity. McNaughton and Laubach
(1998) showed that unsteadiness in the mean wind and internal boundary layers
induced dissimilarity between eddy diffusivities for temperature and water vapour.
Gao (1995), Katul et al. (1996) and Andreas et al. (1998b) relate differences in
the shape of organized (coherent) structures in the turbulent exchange of scalar
quantities to differences in b-factors used in REA. From our spectral analysis most
of the variability in scalar similarity has to be attributed to event durations that
are even larger (D > 60 s) than typical event durations of mechanically induced
coherent structures in the roughness sublayer.
Combined with the notion, that spectral correlation was predominantly high for
the short event durations, we have confidence, that observations of scalar fluctuations
on long time scales with slow instruments can already deliver most of the information
needed for the assessment of scalar similarity. This is of importance for REA or
HREA measurements, when no fast sensor is available for the scalar of interest. In
such a situation no data can be generated for the determination of scalar correlation,
Equation (4), or the spectral correlation, Equation (8) for short event durations. The
use of slow sensors would allow one to assess scalar similarity for long event durations
for many different trace gases. Similarity in event durations of longer than 60 s could
also be investigated by air sampling in flasks and subsequent laboratory analysis.
For an application of this method of assessment of scalar similarity, additional
care has to be taken, when fluxes of the proxy scalar become very small, because poor
similarity may not be reflected adequately in the spectral correlation, e. g. diminish-
ing buoyancy fluxes in the late afternoon (Case 3). An analysis of scalar similarity
by spectral analysis on more extended time scales was reported by Watanabe et al.
(2000) for the assessment of the ’Bandpass Eddy Covariance method’ (e. g. Hicks
and McMillen, 1988, Horst and Oncley, 1995). While achieving relatively good latent
heat flux results using fast temperature measurements for the spectral correction of
a slow humidity sensor, flux errors became large during times with small sensible
heat fluxes, which confirms our finding for Case 3.
5.3. b-factors from REA and HREA simulation
b-factors from simulations of REA with a wind-deadband of Hw = 0.6 (classical
REA, abbreviated with REA 0.6 here after) on average met the values predicted from
models (e.g. Pattey et al., 1993: b(Hw=0.6) = 0.394) during all three days. However,
results for the EBEX-2000 data (Figure 4a and 4b) show a diurnal variation of b-
factors in the range of 0.36 to 0.41 with maximum values shortly after noon. This
means that the use of the fixed average b-factor would result in flux errors with a
systematic diurnal course. The diurnal course does not originate from a change in
σw, which remains relatively constant for the EBEX-2000 data (0.31± 0.02). At the
same time there is good agreement in the diurnal course of b-factors calculated for
carbon dioxide, sonic temperature and water vapour. The use of a variable b-factors
determined from a proxy scalar can therefore reduce REA flux errors.
Figure 4c and 4d display a similar diurnal trend of b-factors for HREA with a
hyperbolic deadband size of Hh = 1.0 (abbreviated with HREA 1.0 here after).
Values in the range of 0.15-0.27 correspond to the range of 0.22 ± 0.05 found
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by Bowling et al. (1999b). The ratio of b-factors for REA 0.6 and HREA 1.0 is
proportional to the increase in scalar difference (c↑ − c↓, Equation (1)) that can
be achieved by changing to HREA 1.0 when σw is more or less constant. For the
EBEX-2000 data the increase in scalar difference for HREA 1.0 compared to REA
0.6 averages to 1.65±0.13. b-factors for the proxy scalars Ts and ρH2O (Figure 4c and
4d, unfilled symbols) are the result of segregating cproxy time series into updrafts
and downdrafts with a hyperbolic deadband definition based on the same cproxy
data. If we would apply hyperbolic deadbands defined on the carbon dioxide record
for the simulation of HREA 1.0 for carbon dioxide (our scalar of interest) the match
between b-factors would be similar to the match found for REA 0.6 (Figure 4a and
4b). However, we have to rely on a deadband definition from fast measurements
of the proxy scalar during HREA sampling of the scalar of interest in the field. In
order to give realistic results of the methodological error in HREA we used either
Ts (Figure 4c) or ρH2O (Figure 4d) as proxy scalar for the deadband definition in
the simulation of HREA 1.0 for carbon dioxide (filled triangles).
Besides the diurnal trend we see an offset in the b-factors for most sampling
periods with higher b-factors for the scalar of interest ρCO2 than for the proxy scalars.
The increased b-factors are a result of decreased scalar differences (c↑−c↓) according
to Equation (1) because Flux w′c′ and σw stay the same for one sampling period of
30min. The reduction in scalar difference can be explained by small dissimilarities
between scalar of interest and proxy scalar. A hyperbolic deadband definition with
a mismatch of the JFDs leads to some inefficiency in the selection of large positive
and negative scalar fluctuations. The small inefficiency in correctly sampling the
extreme scalar fluctuations causes decreased scalar difference and results in the
observed offset of b-factors.
5.4. Relative flux errors in REA and HREA
The difference in b-factors is the basis for the determination of relative flux errors ε,
Equation (10). Our results show small relative flux errors for REA 0.6 when using
a proxy scalar for the determination of b-factors instead of using a fixed b-factor.
Scatter in ε, i. e. the risk of error in the flux, increases slightly with decreasing
scalar correlation, but generally stays below ±10% except for very few outliers
(Figure 5a to 5d). ε does not show signs of significant systematic underestimation
or overestimation of fluxes, so that classical REA 0.6 can be regarded as relatively
robust against the changes in scalar similarity.
This is in agreement with studies finding a relative stability for the b-factor and
small errors in REA when using a wind-deadband size Hw of 0.6 to 0.8 (Oncley et al.,
1993; Foken et al., 1995; Ammann and Meixner, 2002). Nevertheless, the scaling of
the scatter in ε indicates, that the scalar correlation coefficient is an appropriate
measure for the description of scalar similarity required for REA methods.
A significant influence of scalar similarity on ε in HREA is visible in Figure 6. The
systematic underestimation of the flux correlates with scalar correlation and linear
regressions lead to similar coefficients of determination (r2) for the use of either of
the two proxy scalars. A larger degree of scatter in the relative flux errors found for
the GRASATEM-2003 data (Figure 6a and Figure 6b) and consequently a reduced
coefficient of determination in Figure 6b are the result of small absolute fluxes during
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Figure 4. b-factors from simulation of REA 0.6 (a, b) and HREA 1.0 (c, d) sampling.
The results are based on high resolution time series from the EBEX-2000 dataset.
Filled triangles represent b-factors for carbon dioxide density ρCO2 , dimonds for
sonic temperature Ts and crosses for water vapour density ρH2O. The difference
between b-factors for HREA of carbon dioxide (filled triangles in c and d) originates
from the use of Ts (c) or ρH2O (d) as proxy scalar for the definition of the hyperbolic
deadband.
and after the period with cloud cover (Section 5.1). Errors remain in the order of
±10% for high scalar correlations for all three surface types. Simulation results
indicate systematic underestimation of the flux of about -40% for periods with poor
scalar similarity. Only for the WALDATEM-2003 data systematic underestimation
was smaller on average when using Ts as proxy scalar compared to using ρH2O as
proxy scalar, which is in agreement with higher scalar correlation (Figure 6e) and
spectral correlation (Figure 3f).
The results presented in Figure 6 clearly show that high scalar similarity between
the scalar of interest and the proxy scalar is essential to avoid systematic underes-
timation of fluxes determined with the HREA method. Therefore, great care has to
be taken in the selection of an appropriate proxy scalar. Diurnal changes in scalar
similarity may require a change of the proxy scalar in order to avoid large errors in
the flux measurements using HREA.
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Figure 5. Relative flux error ε for carbon dioxide flux from REA 0.6 simulations
in relation to the scalar correlation coefficient r (absolute values). In (a), (c) and
(e)(diamonds) sonic temperature Ts was used as proxy scalar, whereas in (b), (d)
and (f)(crosses) water vapour density ρH2O was used as proxy scalar.
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Figure 6. Relative flux error ε for carbon dioxide flux from HREA 1.0 simulations
in relation to the scalar correlation coefficient r (absolute values). In (a), (c) and
(e)(diamonds) sonic temperature Ts was used as proxy scalar, whereas in (b), (d)
and (f)(crosses) water vapour density ρH2O was used as proxy scalar. The coefficient
of determination r2 of a linear regression indicates to which degree scalar correlation
can explain the variation in the relative flux error. Note the difference in scale for ε
when comparing to Figure 5.
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The scaling of scatter in ε for REA 0.6 and the scaling of systematic underes-
timation of fluxes in HREA 1.0 show that the scalar correlation coefficient is an
efficient measure for the description of scalar similarity needed in REA or HREA
methods. Further investigations of the behavior of the scalar correlation may lead to
better understanding of the diurnal changes (Case 1, 2, 3) and processes controlling
scalar similarity. However, the assessment of suitable proxy scalars especially for
flux measurements applying the HREA method can normally only be based on
measurements using slow sensors. The spectral analysis presented in this study as
well as investigations on the ’Bandwidth Eddy Covariance’ method (Watanabe et al.,
2000) give confidence, that enough information on scalar similarity is contained in
such slow sensor measurements.
6. Conclusions
Changes in scalar similarity between carbon dioxide, sonic temperature and wa-
ter vapour were analysed with the scalar correlation coefficient. This evaluation
used high quality flux data from experiments over grassland, an irrigated cotton
plantation and spruce forest.
Significant changes of scalar similarity were observed over all three surface types
within the diurnal cycle. We therefore conclude that differences in scalar similarity
have to be expected even if sources and sinks are located close together within the
vertical profile (short cut grassland).
Spectral analysis showed consistently good scalar correlation in the higher fre-
quency range (event durations of 6 s to 60 s), which is in agreement with findings
by Pearson et al. (1998). Scalar similarity is predominantly controlled by events on
longer time scales (event durations> 60 s), which most likely represent changes in the
source/sink strength, convective or advective processes. This finding suggests that
sampling with slow sensors may be sufficient as alternate strategy for the assessment
of scalar similarity required for REA methods when the scalar of interest can not
be measured with a fast sensors.
The scaling of scatter in REA flux errors and scaling of systematic underes-
timation of fluxes in HREA confirm that the scalar correlation coefficient is an
efficient measure for the assessment of scalar similarity needed for REA and HREA
methods. The effects of changing scalar similarity on REA flux measurement errors
were relatively small (ε < ±10%). A diurnal course of the b-factors was found for
the EBEX-2000 dataset, so that the use of a b-factor determined from a proxy scalar
is recommended compared to the use of a fixed b-factor in order to reduce relative
flux errors in classical REA.
Poor similarity between the scalar of interest and the proxy scalar leads to
systematic underestimation of fluxes determined with HREA (up to -40%). There-
fore great care has to be taken for the selection of a suitable proxy scalar. In the
absence of fast recorded time series for the scalar of interest, a slow sensor could
generate appropriate data for subsequent assessment of HREA measurements or
more detailed investigations on the general behavior of scalar similarity. Diurnal
changes in the scalar similarity may require to change the proxy scalar within the
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diurnal cycle accordingly in order to correctly measure trace gas fluxes. From the
results presented in this study, the use of sonic temperature as proxy for carbon
dioxide seems favorable during the morning. However, scalar similarity was poor
during situations with diminishing buoyancy fluxes in the late afternoon or during
a period with cloud shading during the day.
A preliminary interpretation can be given for the diurnal pattern of scalar cor-
relation. The good scalar similarity between carbon dioxide and sonic temperature
found before 0900-1000 local time for all three surface types (Case 1) could be due
to processes of carbon dioxide consumption (assimilation) and heat production that
start rapidly and simultaneously with increasing global radiation in the morning.
In contrast, the atmospheric sink for water vapour, i. e. water vapour deficit, gains
strength more slowly throughout the day with the warming of the surface layer.
More experimental results on scalar correlation from other sites and flux profile
measurements, as outlined in Pearson et al. (1998) would be needed to check this
hypothesis further. The link to source/sink strength suggests that also plant phys-
iological processes, like e. g. afternoon stomata closure, can have a major effect on
the diurnal pattern of scalar similarity, when there is a difference of the effect on
source/sink strength of the two scalars.
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Abstract
The determination of carbon dioxide net ecosystem exchange (NEE) using the
eddy-covariance (EC) method has become a fundamental tool for the investigation
of the carbon balance of terrestrial ecosystems. This study presents a strategy for
the processing, subsequent quality control and gap-filling of carbon dioxide eddy-
covariance flux measurements for the derivation of annual sums of NEE. A set of
criteria is used for quality assessment and to identify periods with instrumental
or methodological failures. The complete evaluation scheme was applied to data
recorded above a spruce forest at the FLUXNET-station Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen
(DE-Wei) in 2003. Comparison of this new evaluation scheme to the use of a friction
velocity (u∗) threshold criterion of 0.3m s−1 indicates less systematic distribution of
data gaps. The number of available high quality night-time measurements increased.
This effect was most pronounced during summer, when data is essential for a robust
parameterisation of respiratory fluxes. Non-linear regression analysis showed that air
temperature and global radiation explain most of the variability of NEE and further
seasonal segregation of the data based on an objective method did not significantly
improve predictions at this evergreen forest site.
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Nomenclature
symbol description, unit
a ecosystem quantum yield, [mmolm−2 s−1]
d displacement height, [m]
E0 parameter of Lloyd-Taylor function which describes temper-
ature sensitivity, [K]
f Coriolis parameter [s−1]
FC CO2 net ecosystem exchange (NEE), [mmolm−2 s−1]
FC,day CO2 net ecosystem exchange at day-time, [mmolm−2 s−1]
FC,sat CO2 net ecosystem exchange at light saturation,
[mmolm−2 s−1]
FE corrected CO2 eddy flux, [mmolm−2 s−1]
FR,10 ecosystem respiration rate at 10 ◦C, [mmolm−2 s−1]
FR,eco ecosystem respiration rate at night-time, [mmolm−2 s−1]
FS CO2 storage flux, [mmolm−2 s−1]
Iσ relative deviation of the integral turbulence characteristic
L Obukhov length, [m]
Rg global radiation, [Wm−2]
R2 coefficient of determination
Sxy standard error of linear regression, here in [mmolm−3]
t time, [s]
T air temperature, [K]
T0 parameter of Lloyd-Taylor function, [K]
Tp air temperature, measured with a platinum wire thermome-
ter, [◦C]
Ts sonic air temperature, measured with a sonic anemometer,
[◦C]
u∗ friction velocity, [m s−1]
z+ normalising factor with the value of 1m
zm measurement height, [m]
ζ stability parameter
ρC mean CO2 density, [mmolm−3]
σw standard deviation of the vertical wind velocity, [m s−1]
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Abbreviations
AGC-value diagnostic value which indicates if the optical path of the
LI-7500 is obstructed, [%]
CET Central European Time
De-Wei FLUXNET-station Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen, Fichtelge-
birge, Germany
NEE net ecosystem exchange, [mmolm−2 s−1]
PAI plant area index, [m2m−2]
PAR photosynthetic active radiation
PWD present weather detector
TK2 Turbulence Knight 2 evaluation software
1 Introduction
Carbon dioxide exchange of ecosystems with the atmosphere is investigated world-
wide at many stations by directly measuring turbulent fluxes applying the eddy-
covariance method (Baldocchi et al., 2001). The derivation of annual sums of the
CO2 net ecosystem exchange (NEE) requires careful assessment of the collected
data including criteria for rejecting invalid data and gap-filling strategies to replace
rejected and missing data. Standardised methodologies are proposed for most of
the necessary corrections to eddy-covariance data (Aubinet et al., 2000, 2003a).
However, strategies for gap-filling are still subject to discussion within the research
community (Falge et al., 2001; Hui et al., 2004; Gu et al., 2005). The comparison
of different methods (mean diurnal variation, look-up tables, nonlinear regression)
showed small differences in the accuracy of the gap-filling method itself but that
the accuracy is sensitive to the criteria applied to rate the data quality and reject
certain data (Falge et al., 2001). The quality assessment must effectively check for
instrument failures and for the fulfilment of the prerequisites of the eddy-covariance
method.
Especially the selection and treatment of night-time flux data bares the potential
for selective systematic error in annual sums of NEE due to underestimation or
double accounting of respiratory fluxes (Goulden et al., 1996; Moncrieff et al., 1996;
Massman and Lee, 2002). Often the validity of night-time flux data is rated accord-
ing to the friction velocity u∗. Data are rejected based on an absolute threshold of
u∗ in order to exclude situations with weak turbulent mixing in which (i) often sta-
tionarity and development of turbulence are not sufficient for the eddy-covariance
method and (ii) the measured NEE seems to underestimate respiratory fluxes and
there is a chance for decoupling of exchange processes within the vegetation canopy
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(Aubinet et al., 2003a,b). CO2 is then suspected to leave the ecosystem by ways
that are not adequately accounted for by the eddy-covariance measurements and
modelled respiration rates are used instead. This method requires the objective de-
termination of a critical u∗ threshold (Gu et al., 2005), which can not be found
at all sites. The use of a fixed u∗ threshold often rejects a large proportion of flux
measurement data during summer nights. It is, however, especially during summer
nights when respiratory CO2 fluxes show the highest rates due to their positive
correlation with temperature. Therefore the correct representation of summer night
fluxes is essential for the derivation of the annual sum of CO2 exchange.
Many studies show that the rejection of periods with low u∗ values results in sys-
tematic decrease of annual sums of NEE in the order of 50-100 gCm−2 a−1 (Goulden
et al., 1996; Falge et al., 2001; Carrara et al., 2003; Hui et al., 2004) scaling with
the value of the u∗ threshold criterion. Therefore, the use of absolute thresholds
in u∗ as data rejection criterion must be questioned as long as there is no direct
evidence for CO2 leaving the ecosystem by ways that are not adequately accounted
for during periods with low u∗. Consequently, more precise criteria are needed to
assess the quality of the flux data especially under low turbulence conditions.
This study presents a strategy for the processing, subsequent quality control and
gap-filling of CO2 eddy-covariance flux measurements for the derivation of annual
sums of net ecosystem exchange (NEE). It applies methods for quality control and
assurance proposed by Foken and Wichura (1996) and updated by Foken et al.
(2004). Instead of using absolute thresholds for a certain parameter of turbulence,
these methods assess the degree of stationarity in the flux data and the degree
to which the development of turbulence agrees with basic flux-variance similarity.
Both criteria represent fundamental prerequisites for the eddy-covariance method.
The evaluation scheme is tested with data from the FLUXNET-Station Waldstein-
Weidenbrunnen (DE-Wei). We analyse how the quality assessment influences the
distribution of gaps in the NEE dataset. Special attention is given to the availability
of measured data during summer nights for the determination of the night-time
respiratory fluxes and how the quality assessment relates to the use of a u∗ filter
criterion.
2 Method
2.1 Experimental data
The FLUXNET-StationWaldstein-Weidenbrunnen (DE-Wei) is located in the Fichtel-
gebirge Mountains in Germany (50o08′N, 11o52′ E,) at a forested mountain ridge
at 775m a.s.l. The CO2-Flux measurements are performed on a 33m tall tower
over spruce forest (Picea abies) using a sonic anemometer (R2 until 19 May 2003,
since then R3-50, Gill Instruments Ltd., Lymington, UK) and an open path gas
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analyser for CO2 and H2O (LI-7500, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). The forest
has a mean canopy height of 19m and a plant area index (PAI) of 5.2 (Thomas and
Foken, 2006a) and the terrain has a slope of 2 o (Rebmann et al., 2005). Understorey
vegetation is sparse and consists of small shrubs and grasses. Further description of
the research site can be found in Gerstberger et al. (2004). The synoptic weather
code (WMO-code 4680, WMO, 1995) and visibility were obtained with a present
weather detector (PWD) and allowed for an exact determination of rain and fog
periods. Temperature was measured by a vertical profile of psychrometers and soil
temperature probes. Long and shortwave radiation was measured at the tower top.
A locally developed profile system measuring CO2 mixing ratios at eight levels from
0.03m to 33m allowed determining the storage flux more precisely in summer dur-
ing the intensive experiment campaign WALDATEM-2003 (Wavelet Detection and
Atmospheric Turbulent Exchange Measurements 2003, Thomas et al., 2004).
2.2 Flux determination and flux corrections
Eddy-covariance measurements of turbulent fluxes are the basis for the annual NEE
estimation. In general, turbulent fluxes are calculated as the covariance between the
two high frequency time series of vertical wind velocity and a scalar, e.g. carbon
dioxide density, which are measured at one point. Inherent to these atmospheric
measurements are deficiencies which cause more or less important violations of as-
sumptions to the underlying theory. Therefore, quality tests of the raw data, several
corrections of the covariances as well as quality tests for the resulting turbulent
fluxes are necessary. For the analysis of the turbulence data set from the Waldstein-
Weidenbrunnen site recorded in 2003 the comprehensive software package TK2 was
used, which was developed at the University of Bayreuth (Mauder and Foken, 2004).
It is capable of performing the whole post-processing of turbulence measurements
and producing quality assessed turbulent flux estimates. The data analysis scheme
of the TK2 software package implements the current state of science including rec-
ommendations of an AMERIFLUX workshop covering methodological aspects of
eddy-covariance measurements (Lee et al., 2004). It consists of the following major
components:
• Detection of spikes after Vickers and Mahrt (1997) based on Højstrup (1993).
• Determination of the time delay between sensors (e.g. LI-7500 gas analyser and
sonic) using cross correlations analysis.
• Cross wind correction of the sonic temperature after Liu et al. (2001), if not
already implemented in sensor software (e.g. necessary for Gill Solent-R2, redun-
dant for Gill Solent R3-50 or Campbell CSAT3).
• Planar Fit method for coordinate transformation (Wilczak et al., 2001).
• Spectral corrections after Moore (1986) using the spectral models by Kaimal et al.
(1972) and Højstrup (1981).
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• Conversion of fluctuations of the sonic temperature into fluctuations of the actual
temperature after Schotanus et al. (1983).
• Density correction for scalar fluxes of H2O and CO2 and correction for mean
vertical mass flow after Webb et al. (1980).
• Iteration of the correction steps because of their interdependence.
• Quality assessment, applying tests for steady state conditions and well-developed
turbulence (integral turbulence characteristics) after Foken and Wichura (1996)
in the version proposed by Foken et al. (2004).
Additional to the built-in functions of the software package we rejected invalid CO2
measurements due to sensor saturation or electrical problems by applying a site
specific maximum threshold to the absolute mean CO2 density ρC of 17mmolm−3
and rejecting half-hour periods with extremely low variance in the CO2 density
(<0.02µmolm−3). Few missing data in the radiation and temperature measure-
ments (about 4 days in 2003) were filled by calculating average diurnal cycles from
a 14 day period. Corresponding flux data was not included in the regression analy-
sis (Section 2.5). Further processing of the corrected CO2 eddy flux data (FE), the
application of the quality criteria as well as the parameterisation and gap-filling pro-
cedures are summarised in Fig. 1 and are explained in more detail in the following
sections.
2.3 Flux data quality assessment
2.3.1 Environmental conditions
Environmental conditions at the FLUXNET-Station Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen are
harsh especially during winter time. Under humid conditions measurements with
the sonic anemometer and the open path CO2 sensor are frequently disturbed by
fog or ice formation at tower and instrument structures. Such disturbance does not
necessarily result in missing values so that data has to be carefully selected during
post processing, to eliminate all periods in which measurements of the CO2 flux are
not trustworthy.
The PWD allowed efficient identification of periods with any form of precipitation or
fog (criterion 1, Fig. 1). We found that rain gauge measurements were not sufficiently
precise in the identification of light precipitation events, which already disturb sonic
anemometer and open path gas analyser measurements. When using an LI-7500,
an alternative way for identifying fog periods is recording the ’AGC value’ from
the digital output, which indicates disturbances within the measurement path. We
allowed a time of 30min after every precipitation or fog event for drying of the
instrument windows.
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The combination of humid and freezing conditions leads to ice formation on the
instruments in winter time. These situations were identified by comparing the sonic
temperature (Ts) of the sonic anemometer with air temperature measured at the
tower top with a platinum wire thermometer of a ventilated psychrometer (Tp).
From Fig. 2 it is obvious that (i) the relation must be determined individually for
every sonic anemometer and (ii) large deviations occur only below or close to the
freezing point. Data for which the measurement of Ts is significantly disturbed could
be identified and flagged as bad quality (criterion 2, Fig. 1) by defining a confidence
interval from a linear regression of values above 0 oC. Even when extrapolating this
regression line to -10 oC its statistical uncertainty (p=0.05) is below measurement
precision (0.1K) due to the strong correlation and the large number of data. We
therefore used the linear regression line of positive temperature measurements ±4σ
as confidence interval for all measurements. Consequently, disturbed measurements
at negative temperatures, which are likely the result of ice blocking the measurement
path or the transducers of the sonic anemometer, are excluded.
2.3.2 Stationarity and developed turbulence
The tests for stationarity and developed turbulence which form the basis for cri-
teria 3 and 4 (Fig. 1) in this study were suggested by Foken and Wichura (1996)
and are discussed in detail in Foken et al. (2004). The stationarity test compares
the covariance calculated for a 30min interval of turbulence measurements to co-
variances calculated from 5min subsets of this data. The flux measurement is then
rated according to the relative difference by assigning quality flags. In this study
only data with relative differences of less than 30% were accepted as high quality
measurements (quality flag 1 or 2 after Foken et al., 2004).
The test on developed turbulence is based on the analysis of integral turbulence
characteristics. These test parameters are based on the flux-variance similarity
and are fundamental characteristics of atmospheric turbulence in the surface layer
(Obukhov, 1960; Wyngaard et al., 1971). Integral turbulence characteristics are the
ratio of the standard deviation of a turbulent parameter and its turbulent flux, e.g.
σw/u∗. These are assumed to be nearly constant or a function of certain scaling pa-
rameters under the conditions of fully developed and unperturbed turbulence. They
can be parameterised empirically as a function of stability (Panofsky et al., 1977;
Foken et al., 1991) but also the Coriolis parameter f is discussed as scaling param-
eter (Yaglom, 1979; Tennekes, 1982; Ho¨gstro¨m, 1990). While the test on developed
turbulence can be performed on a routine basis for the wind components, the in-
tegral turbulence characteristics of scalars have extremely high values under near
neutral conditions. Therefore, we restricted the quality assessment for developed
turbulence on the vertical wind component in this study. The empirical models for
normalised standard deviations that we used for the test on developed turbulence
are parameterisations presented in Foken et al. (2004) (see Table 1).
Similar to the test on stationarity, the development of turbulence is rated according
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to the relative difference between observed (o) and modelled (m) integral turbulence
characteristic (1):
Iσ =
∣∣∣∣(σw/u∗)m − (σw/u∗)o(σw/u∗)m
∣∣∣∣ . (1)
Only data from periods with well developed turbulence (criterion 4) in which the
deviation was within 30%, i.e. Iσ < 0.3, were accepted as high quality in this study
(quality flag 1 or 2 after Foken et al., 2004).
2.4 CO2 storage flux
A simple method for estimating the CO2 storage flux FS from one point CO2 mea-
surements was suggested by Hollinger et al. (1994). It assumes the same mean CO2
density ρC for the entire air column below measurement height (zm):
FS(i) =
ρC(i+1) − ρC(i−1)
t(i+1) − t(i−1)
zm, (2)
where i denotes a certain measurement interval and t the time reference of a mea-
surement interval. A comparison of eight level CO2 profile measurements during
summer 2003 at the flux tower as well as studies by Rebmann (2003) showed that
this method is able to reflect changes in the canopy storage generally well. The
analysis of the storage flux data indicated that outliers were related to situations in
which the open path gas analyser signal showed sudden and unrealistic changes and
that these were often related to periods after rain events when the window of the
sensor was not yet dried completely. We therefore developed an additional criterion
(criterion 5 in Fig. 1) in order to remove spikes in the storage flux. We analysed
the standard error Sxy related to the derivation of the storage flux from the linear
regression of three subsequent half-hourly CO2 density measurements:
Sxy =
√
1
n(n− 2)
[
n
∑
y2 − (
∑
y)2 − [n
∑
xy − (∑x)(∑ y)]2
n
∑
x2 − (∑x)2
]
, (3)
where x in this case is the time reference of the measurement periods t and y is the
average CO2 density ρC. Unlike the coefficient of determination R2 the standard
error Sxy is not adjusted to the variability of the CO2 data. It gives a measure
for the residuals expressed in absolute CO2 density and indicates periods, in which
the storage flux is uncertain because it is calculated from highly fluctuating ρC
with the lack of a clear trend. Such situations occur when one of the half-hourly
measurements of ρC is disturbed by measurement failures. Fig. 3 shows that very
large values for the storage flux were related to high standard errors. We applied a
site specific absolute limit (Sxy < 0.1784mmolm−3 = 4σ) in order to mark these
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data as bad quality (criterion 5, Fig. 1). Only after removing these data we were
able to also identify upper and lower limits of the absolute storage flux (|FS| <
0.0053mmolm−2 s−1 = 4σ) for the identification and rejection of few remaining
outliers.
Valid measurements for the NEE (FC) exist when both components (FE and FS)
are high quality data. By convention all CO2 fluxes into the atmosphere (upward)
and storage increase have a positive sign, while fluxes from the atmosphere into
the ecosystem (downward) or storage decrease have a negative sign. A final visual
control of the data was performed during the parameterisation procedure, when
data is grouped and plotted together with the functional dependencies on global
radiation and temperature.
2.5 Parameterisation and gap-filling
The regression analysis used as parameterisation scheme for the modelling of NEE
and subsequent gap-filling of the measured NEE dataset requires segregating day-
time from night-time data. This segregation was done on the basis of (i) calculat-
ing astronomical sunrise and sunset for the measurement site and (ii) evaluating
measurements of global radiation Rg (Fig. 1). Only when both criteria indicated
night-time situation (between astronomical sunset and sunrise and Rg < 10Wm−2)
measured data was used for the night-time respiration regression. Time periods
during dawn and dusk were grouped with the day-time values, because the light
response regression is able to also represent values with low global radiation.
We used Michaelis-Menten functions (Michaelis and Menton, 1913; Hollinger et al.,
1999; Falge et al., 2001) for the light response regression:
FC,day =
aRg FC,sat
aRg + FC,sat
+ FR,day. (4)
FC,day is the NEE during day-time, FC,sat the saturated NEE rate at Rg =∞ and
a is the initial slope of the function. The offset of the function FR,day represents the
respiration rate during day-time. The measured NEE data was grouped in temper-
ature classes and individual light response functions were determined for each class
(Rebmann, 2003), in order to reflect temperature dependencies present in the rate
of respiration and photosynthesis.
The Lloyd-Taylor function (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994; Falge et al., 2001) was used for
the regression analysis of night-time ecosystem respiratory flux rates FR,eco:
FR,eco = FR,10 eE0[(1/(283.15−T0))−(1/(T−T0))] (5)
Parameters were determined for FR,10, the respiration rate at 10 oC (283.15K), and
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E0, which describes the temperature sensitivity of respiratory fluxes, while T0 was
kept constant with a value of 227.13K as in Lloyd and Taylor (1994). Because the
temperature dependency is represented in the function, data was not segregated
into temperature classes for the night respiration regression.
In addition, data can be segregated into temporal classes in order to represent dif-
ferent seasonal and phenological stages more accurately. We tested a method based
on the thermal seasons after Rapp and Scho¨nwiese (1994) and Rapp (2000) to objec-
tively split the data according to the annual cycle of air temperature. To smooth the
daily variability in air temperature without eliminating the characteristic weather
episodes of the year a low pass filter using a Gaussian weighting function was ap-
plied with a filter length of 60 days. The seasonal segregation can be integrated into
the parameterisation scheme at the position indicated with a ’*’ symbol in Fig. 1.
The modelled NEE is calculated from the meteorological data on global radiation
and air temperature and the functional dependencies described by the set of pa-
rameters. Similar to the measured NEE data, the parameterisations as well as the
resulting modelled NEE data should undergo a final visual control in order to de-
tect inconsistent data which may result from undetected spikes in the meteorological
data or calculation errors during parameterisation or modelling. The complete set
of gap-filled NEE data consists of the high quality measured NEE data and the
modelled NEE data from periods with poor data quality (Fig. 1).
3 Results and discussion
All data rated as high quality according to the criteria 1 to 5 (Fig. 1) were used for
the non-linear regression analysis of the light response of photosynthesis and night-
time ecosystem respiration. The night-time NEE data shows large scatter (Fig. 4)
similar to results presented by Goulden et al. (1996). Consequently the coefficient of
determination R2 of the least square regression is relatively small when half-hourly
data is used for the regression analysis of night-time respiration (Tab. 2). Only af-
ter aggregating and averaging half-hourly data in temperature classes the functional
dependency is clearly visible and R2 significantly increases, which corresponds to
results by Hollinger et al. (1994). We furthermore found for the aggregated and also
the individual half-hourly data that (i) the Lloyd-Taylor function resulted in better
regressions when not only the FR,10 parameter but also the temperature sensitivity
parameter E0 was fitted (Tab. 2). Reichstein et al. (2003) suggest that E0 depends
on soil water availability, which may explain the need for its adjustment for a specific
site. And (ii) R2 values were slightly higher when using the air temperature mea-
sured at 2m height for the regression analysis compared to using soil temperature
measured at 0.05m depth, which was also found for data from previous years (Reb-
mann, 2003). While the use of aggregated data leads to a good fit, it may represent
the data less accurately, as each temperature class contains different numbers of
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data. We therefore preferred to firstly identify a suitable functional dependency for
the regression analysis based on the aggregated data, i.e. Eq. (5) using aggregated
NEE and 2m air temperature data leaving out the bordering classes which contain
only very few data (Fig. 4 white circles). The resulting coefficients of determination
R2 (0.86 compared to 0.45, Tab. 2) suggest to adjust the E0 parameter to local sites
conditions. Secondly, the final values for the function parameters FR,10 and E0 were
determined from the least square regression with half-hourly data (Fig. 4 grey line).
The difference between large R2 values of aggregated data and small R2 values of
half-hourly data shows, that (i) temperature is a principle driver of the net ecosys-
tem exchange, but (ii) that other factors contribute to the large scatter observed
especially at higher temperatures. Therefore further refinement of the functional
dependency by including other ecological drivers like e.g. soil moisture (Reichstein
et al., 2003) may lead to more precise modelling of ecosystem respiration rates.
The regression analysis showed a distinct dependence of NEE day-time light re-
sponse on air temperature, which justifies determination of individual Michaelis-
Menten functions for different temperature classes (Fig. 5). The parameterisation
scheme was tested with 1K, 2K and 4K air temperature classes. The 1K air tem-
perature classes resulted in increased scatter in the temperature dependence of NEE
light response due to small numbers of data in the individual classes. The represen-
tation of the temperature dependence by 4K air temperature classes is relatively
coarse. Grouping in 2K air temperature classes was therefore chosen in order to
most precisely represent the temperature dependence. The coefficient of determina-
tion R2 of the least square regression indicate that a large degree of the variation in
NEE is explained by the Michaelis-Menten functions (Tab. 3). Reduced R2 for tem-
perature classes from -6 to 0 oC correspond to larger scatter and smaller numbers
of available high quality NEE data under freezing conditions.
Additional segregation of data into seasonal classes (Section 2.5) did not result in
significantly different functional dependencies during the regression analysis. This
unexpected result may be explained by two reasons: (i) the temperature informa-
tion included in both the night respiration regression and in the light response
regression by determining individual functions for 2K temperature classes already
contain a certain degree of information on seasonality (Kramer and Kozlowski,
1979; Hollinger et al., 1999; Suni et al., 2003), which therefore is incorporated in
the regression analysis indirectly, (ii) the evergreen spruce forest lacks a distinct
additional pattern of seasonality, which is often found e.g. for deciduous forest due
to plant physiological processes. We therefore did not use additional seasonal segre-
gation within the parameterisation scheme for the determination of the annual NEE
at the Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen site. As confirmation, an analysis of the residual
NEE, i.e. the difference between measured NEE and NEE modelled based on the
parameterisation scheme without seasonal classes, did not show distinct seasonal
dependencies. Temporal segregation may be required for other sites in order to rep-
resent seasonal changes and variability of other ecological factors correctly (Falge
et al., 2001, 2002; Reichstein et al., 2003). The segregation can then be integrated
at the beginning of the parameterisation scheme marked with a ’*’ symbol in Fig.
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1. Other environmental variables controlling NEE, e.g. soil water availability, could
potentially be used like described in Section 2.5 in order to objectively define seasons
or periods. However, with temporal segregation the regression analysis, especially
for the night-time respiration, can lack statistical robustness due to the large scatter
in half-hourly NEE data, limited temperature ranges and the reduced number of
data in each seasonal class.
3.1 Flux data quality assessment
A large number of measured high quality data is desired in general for the determi-
nation of the annual sum of NEE and the parameterisations used for gap-filling. For
the assessment of the scheme of quality control we compared the application of the
criteria 3 and 4 (stationarity and developed turbulence) to filtering the dataset with
a threshold criterion of u∗ > 0.3m s−1 for low turbulent conditions. This threshold
value is intermediate of threshold values commonly applied to respiration measure-
ments at forest sites (Goulden et al., 1996; Greco and Baldocchi, 1996; Lindroth
et al., 1998; Carrara et al., 2003; Griffis et al., 2003; Rebmann et al., 2004; Gu
et al., 2005). Fig. 6 clearly shows that the data availability for night-time mea-
surements significantly differs in its pattern. Criteria 3 and 4 tend to reject data
in the early morning and late afternoon hours during which frequently extremely
non-stationary conditions are observed. Data gaps during night-time and day-time
show less systematic scatter and significant numbers of data are rated as high qual-
ity also during night-time. Compared to this pattern, the rejection of data by the
u∗ threshold criterion is much more systematic. Large proportions of the available
night-time data fall below the u∗ threshold criterion. This pattern increases the
chance for selective systematic error in the annual sum of NEE (Moncrieff et al.,
1996). At the same time, the availability of night-time data is much more limited
with the use of the u∗ threshold criterion. The selection of high quality data based
on the tests of stationarity and developed turbulence as prerequisites for the eddy-
covariance method (criteria 3 and 4) increases overall night-time data availability
by +9% throughout the year. This effect is even more pronounced during the sum-
mer, +26%, when nights are shorter, respiration rates are higher and robust data
is especially needed. Only when the u∗ threshold value is decreased to 0.16m s−1,
similar amounts of data from summer night-time measurements become available.
The frequency distribution of overall quality flags after Foken et al. (2004) ranging
from 1 high quality to 9 low quality in dependence of u∗ is presented in Fig. 7.
The quality flag is derived by combining the test on stationarity and developed
turbulence. The definitions of the criteria 3 and 4 (Section 2.3.2) correspond to
accepting data with quality flag 1 or 2 as high quality. A correlation of low and
medium quality ratings with low u∗ is apparent for half-hourly flux data at u∗
below 0.25m s−1. However, only at a u∗ of ≤ 0.15m s−1 more than 50% of the data
is rated as medium or low quality (quality flag ≥ 3) because the criteria 3 or 4
are not met. All data of medium and poor quality were rejected and gap-filled in
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this study. There is also a significant number of half-hourly periods, which exhibit
instationarity in fluxes or poorly developed or disturbed turbulent conditions, in
combination with fairly high values of u∗ (Fig. 8a and 8b). During these periods,
u∗ seems to be insufficient for rating the quality of the flux measurements. High
values of u∗ can occur under the presence of gravity waves. Gravity waves often
result in strong correlation of scalar values and vertical wind velocity, which is not
related to significant turbulent exchange (Foken and Wichura, 1996; Thomas and
Foken, 2006b). Consequently, the calculated covariances are often unrealistically
high. The covariances during these periods tend to show extreme instationarity
and the ratio of σw/u∗, i.e. the integral turbulence characteristic, is increased. The
tests on instationarity and developed turbulence (criteria 3 and 4) therefore provide
means to reject periods with the presence of gravity waves and to check for the
prerequisites of the eddy-covariance method more precisely than the use of a u∗
threshold criterion. The analysis of the Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen data from 2003
shows that in general the u∗ threshold criterion is not sufficient to detect all periods,
in which the prerequisites for the eddy-covariance method are violated. Only for
the summer night-time measurements (Fig. 8c), the use of a very low u∗ threshold
criterion of 0.15m s−1 could potentially indicate poor data quality in a manner
comparable to the criteria 3 and 4. The use of data down to relatively low values of
u∗ during summer (≤ 0.16m s−1) is in general supported by an analysis applying
objective methods for the determination of critical u∗ thresholds (Gu et al., 2005).
The determination of a critical threshold of u∗ would require a well defined plateau
in NEE plotted against u∗ (Goulden et al., 1996; Gu et al., 2005), which is analysed
in the following section.
3.2 Systematic dependence of night-time NEE on u∗
Another reason for the use of a u∗ threshold criterion in many studies is the observa-
tion of systematically reduced flux rates measured above canopy under conditions
of low turbulent mixing. Generally, a systematic scaling of CO2 fluxes with u∗
should be expected from K-theory (Massman and Lee, 2002). However, biological
source strength during night-time is assumed to be independent of turbulent mix-
ing (Goulden et al., 1996). The deficit should then be explained either by storage
accumulation below measurement hight or CO2 leaving the forest in ways that are
not adequately accounted for, e.g. by advection. In order to assess the relationship
between u∗ and night-time NEE after rejection of medium and low quality data
(criteria 1 to 5), remaining summer night-time eddy-covariance flux FE data was
plotted in dependence of u∗ aggregated in 0.05m s−1 bins (Fig. 9a, dashed line). It
shows the expected scaling of CO2 fluxes with u∗. The storage flux FS (dash-dotted
line) used for the derivation of NEE, FC (solid line) in Fig. 9a and normalised NEE
Fig. 9b (dots) is calculated from measurements performed with the eight point pro-
file system (0.03m to 33m a.g.l.). Therefore it represents the canopy storage changes
more accurately than the storage flux derived from the CO2 measurements at tower
top (Section 2.4). The NEE data in Fig. 9b was normalised by NEE modelled with
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parameters from the night-time regression analysis with air temperature.
From the 2003 data (Fig. 9a) as well as from previous years data (Station Bayreuth
data presented in Aubinet et al., 2000) there is no indication of systematic accumu-
lation of CO2 in the forest canopy during conditions with low turbulent mixing. Con-
sequently, also for storage corrected night-time NEE a typical scaling with u∗ mea-
sured above canopy is found at the FLUXNET-station Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen.
Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b show the lack of a plateau in NEE. The levelling of bin aggregated
NEE (Fig. 9a) is rather an effect of significantly reduced numbers of representative
data left above a value of u∗ = 0.6 m s−1 (Fig. 8c) than of saturation in NEE.
Therefore, the use of a critical u∗ threshold lacks justification also during summer
nights. For the summer night-time data (Fig. 9a) we can not attribute the pattern
to inadequate vertical profile resolution within the canopy space like suggested in
Gu et al. (2005). However, measurements at 0.03m and 0.30m indicated a mod-
erate accumulation of CO2 very close to the forest floor in periods with very low
u∗. These measurements represent only a very small volume of the canopy air so
that this accumulation does not compensate the reduction of the CO2 flux observed
above canopy at low values of u∗. Still, they indicate, that respired CO2 is accumu-
lated at the forest floor and likely even more within the litter and top soil. Adequate
representation of such storage components below the canopy space would require
to (i) extent CO2 mixing ratio measurements into the forest floor (Rayment and
Jarvis, 2000; Tang et al., 2003) and to (ii) assure sufficient horizontal representation
of these measurements in order to reduce effects of small scale heterogeneity in the
ecosystem (Buchmann, 2000; Gu et al., 2005).
The lack of any significant CO2 storage accumulation in the overall forest canopy
measured with an eight point profile system during low turbulent conditions (Fig.
9a) could be explained either by significantly reduced CO2 release from the soil
or very efficient horizontal transport. The latter was tested by measurements of
horizontal CO2 gradients, which were performed during the WALDATEM-2003 ex-
periment. The exemplary analysis of CO2 gradients in very stable nights with very
low u∗ which showed downhill katabatic air flows did not indicate significant hori-
zontal advection which could explain the reduced values in NEE.
Patterns similar to those found for absolute NEE data in Fig. 9a and for nor-
malised half-hourly NEE data in Fig. 9b from the FLUXNET-Station Waldstein-
Weidenbrunnen were reported for other sites by Massman and Lee (2002) and Gu
et al. (2005). These were named as examples for situations in which no critical
threshold in u∗ exists and in which likely the effect of ’pressure pumping’ is con-
tributing to the observed pattern. Pressure pumping means, that the release of CO2
from the soil into the canopy air-space is controlled to a large extend by strong ex-
change events like coherent structures which penetrate the forest canopy and change
the pressure field at the soil surface. Presuming the existence of pressure pumping,
the systematic rejection of low NEE values at low values of u∗ would most likely
introduce ’double accounting’ of respiratory fluxes into the annual sum of NEE
(Aubinet et al., 2000), because night-time respired CO2 is then released from the soil
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predominantly during periods of vigorous turbulence in which normally the prereq-
uisites for eddy-covariance measurements are given. The corresponding night-time
respiration of CO2 is then adequately accounted for later during the morning.
Especially for flux measurements above tall vegetation, any systematic rejection of
data beyond the assessment of flux measurement quality (criteria 1 to 5) should
therefore be justified by more precise measurements or parameters describing the
complex exchange processes. There should be clear evidence for CO2 leaving the
forest by ways that are not accounted for by the eddy-covariance system in order
to prevent the risk of double accounting of fluxes from systematic rejection. Based
on the relation between summer night-time NEE and u∗ we decided not to apply a
u∗ threshold criterion additional to the criteria 1 to 5. The application of criteria
3 and 4 makes the use of u∗ for the assessment of the quality of the turbulent flux
measurements by the eddy-covariance method obsolete.
The annual sum of NEE calculated by applying the complete data processing scheme
presented in Fig. 1 and using the criteria 1 to 5 for the quality assessment was
determined with -398 gCm−2. Likewise for many other flux stations we find that
the use of a u∗ threshold criterion would significantly change the annual sum of
NEE. The change amounted to +51 gCm−2 (annual sum of NEE: -347 gCm−2)
when rejecting all measured data with u∗ < 0.3m s−1.
4 Conclusions
The combination of data quality criteria presented in this study provides means to
efficiently select high quality flux data based on the fundamental prerequisites of the
eddy-covariance method (criteria 3 and 4) and on meteorological conditions (criteria
1 and 2). The data selection forms the basis for subsequent parameterisation and
gap-filling of NEE measurements for the derivation of annual sums of NEE.
Flux data quality assessment with tests on stationarity of fluxes and on developed
turbulence (criteria 3 and 4) lead to a less systematic distribution of data gaps
compared to the use of a u∗ threshold criterion of 0.3m s−1. It may therefore help
to reduce the risk of selective systematic error in the annual sum of NEE. At the
same time it significantly increased the number of available high quality night-time
measurements, especially during summer, giving a more robust basis for the param-
eterisation of respiratory fluxes and for the derivation of the annual sum. Data rated
as low quality at higher values of u∗ indicate, that the u∗ criterion is not sufficient
for the assessment of the prerequisites of the eddy-covariance method. Especially
above forest sites, any further rejection of data related to the dependence of night-
time NEE on turbulent mixing or decoupling within the canopy should use more
specific information than u∗ measured above the canopy in order to prevent the
risk of double accounting of respiratory fluxes. Extended CO2 concentration mea-
surements at the forest floor could provide more detailed insight into characteristic
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patterns of CO2 exchange from below the canopy.
The determination of temperature dependent light response functions integrates
information on seasonality so that further segregation of data into seasonal classes
did not significantly improve the parameterisation scheme applied to data from the
evergreen forest site Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen.
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Table 1
Recommended parameterisations for the integral turbulence characteristics of the
vertical wind component σw/u∗ (Thomas and Foken, 2002; Foken et al., 2004).
Integral turbulence stability ranges
characteristic ζ < -0.2 -0.2 < ζ < 0.4 ζ > 0.4
σw/u∗ 2.0(ζ)1/8 0.21 ln((z+f)/(u∗)) + 3.1 1.3(ζ)
ζ, stability parameter ((zm − d)/L); z+, normalising factor with a value of 1m; f ,
Coriolis parameter.
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Table 2
Coefficients of determination R2 from night respiration regressions with fixed or
fitted temperature sensitivity parameter E0.
E0=308.56 E0 fitted
R2 (half-hourly data) 0.10 0.18
R2 (2K bin aggregated data) 0.45 0.86
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Table 3
Coefficients of determination R2 from light response regressions and high quality
NEE data availability for 2K air temperature classes.
2K air temperature classes: -6 to 0 oC 2 to 28 oC
range of R2 0.17 to 0.42 0.42 to 0.74
average R2 0.28 0.61
average number of data 99 267
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Fig. 2. Air temperature Tp measured at 31 m above ground compared to the
sonic temperature Ts recorded with (a) a R2 or (b) R3 sonic anemometer at the
FLUXNET-Station Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen in 2003 (dots). The solid lines rep-
resent a linear least square regression based on all data above 0 oC. Dashed lines
indicate residuals of plus or minus four standard deviations from the linear regres-
sion.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of quality data by day and hour through 2003 obtained at
FLUXNET-Station Waldstein-Weidenbrunnen using criteria based on (a) station-
arity and integral turbulence characteristic tests (criteria 3 and 4) and (b) friction
velocity, u∗ < 0.3m s−1. White areas indicate accepted and black areas rejected
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(2004) for the CO2 eddy flux data at the FLUXNET-station Waldstein-Weiden-
brunnen on friction velocity, u∗ aggregated in 0.05m s−1 bins. Diamonds indicate
the median, box boarders the 25% and 75% percentile and lines the 10% and 90%
percentile.
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Abstract
Measuring the isotopic composition of trace gas fluxes ca n provide additional information on ecosystem gas
exchange, when ecosystem processes, like assimilation, disc riminate against heavier isotopes. In the case of CO 2
exchange,differentmass-balancesforbulkCO 2andits 13CO2orCO 18Oisotopescanbeusedtoseparaterespiration
fromphotosyntheticassimilation.Uptonow,detectorsfor directisotopemeasurementsinthefieldlacktheprecisio n
neededforfasteddycovariance(EC)fluxmeasurements.Thec ollectionofupdraftanddowndraftwhole-airsamples
using the relaxededdy accumulation technique (REA) allows simul taneously determining trace gas concentrations
and isotope ratios by high precision laboratory analysis. At the same time whole-air REA relaxes several of the
technicalproblemsrelatedtoREAsamplingontraps.
In tests using air from a tank the complete whole-air RE A sampling system and its foil balloon bag reservoirs
showednosignsofcontaminationaftercleaning.Thestandard deviationsof
 13Cand
 18Oisotoperatioswereonly
slightly higher than the precision specified for the labor atory analysis procedure. Results from a field experiment
aboveaspruceforestshowed(i)agoodmatchofsamplestak enwiththewhole-airREAsystemandanindependent
vertical profile air sampling system and (ii) that isotopi c differences (updrafts−downdrafts) were large enough to
yieldsignaltonoiseratiosgreaterthanfivewhenapplyi nghyperbolicdeadbandsduringREAsampling(HREA).The
performance of the instrument and the HREA sampling method are investigated by simulation of the sampling
processforbulkCO 2,whichservesasproxyscalar.
Measurementsbywhole-airHREAincombinationwithhighpreci sionisotopeanalysiscanquantifytheisofluxes
of 13CO2 andCO 18O.Furthermore,additionalinformation is collectedonthe s calarcorrelationofbulkCO 2 and its
stableisotopes,whichrepresentstherelativelyshorttim escaleofupdraftsanddowndraftsintheturbulentexchange
above thecanopy.This information is essential tocheck the  scalar similarityassumptionsmade in theHREAand
EC/flaskmethodforthequantificationofisofluxes.

Indexterms:
0315 Biosphere/atmosphereinteractions(0426,1610)
0394 Instrumentsandtechniques
0454 Isotopiccompositionandchemistry(1041,4870)
0490 Tracegases
0428 Carboncycling(4806)

Keywords: Relaxededdyaccumulation,Isotope,Trace-gasflux,Trace-ga ssampling,Carbonflux
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1. Introduction
In recent years, a special interest was to quantify the  isotopic composition of CO 2 flux
densitiesabovedifferentecosystems[ Bowlingetal. ,2003a; Ehleringeretal. ,2002; Yakirand
da S. L. Sternberg , 2000]. Such measurements provide means for identifying the indivi dual
contributions of sources and sinks with different isotopic signature to theCO 2 net ecosystem
exchange (NEE)and the rateof internal recycling ofCO 2, e.g. in the canopy space of forests
[Lloyd andFarquhar , 1994; Lloyd et al. , 1996; Yakir andWang , 1996].Two differentmass-
balances for bulk CO 2 and its isotopes can be used to separate respiration fr om assimilation,
whichdiscriminatesagainst 13CO2andCO 18O[ Bowlingetal. ,2001; Wichuraetal. ,2000].
Different eddy sampling methods like relaxed eddy accumulation  (REA) [ Businger and
Oncley,1990]arecommonlyusedtomeasuretracegasfluxesinthebounda ry layerwhenfast
highprecisionchemicalsensorsarenotavailableforeddy covariance(EC)fluxmeasurements.
Eddy sampling methods are passive in the sense that they do not modify the turbulent gas
exchangeoftheecosystem.Thereforesuchmeasurementsar ecomplementarytomeasurements
with enclosures e.g.on individualpartsof the ecosystemand canbeused for theirvalidation.
Measurementsoftheturbulentexchangeaboveanecosystemprovide informationwithaspatial
integration that can close a gap of scale between isoto pe studies at leaf or branch scale and
atmosphericisotopestudiesandlargescalemodelingapproaches [Canadelletal. ,2000; Kaplan
et al. , 2002; Yakir and da S. L. Sternberg , 2000]. This is especially important for the
investigation of carbon budgets of forests, because in tall vege tation complex gas exchange
processesexist.
Theabilitytoanalyzetheisotopicsignatureoftheturbulen texchangeismainlylimitedbythe
measurement uncertainty regarding the CO 2  isotope ratios at small differences of bulk CO 2
mixingratios[ Bowlingetal. ,1999a; Bowlingetal. ,1999b; Bowlingetal. ,2003b; Zobitzetal. ,
2006].Moststudieson isotopefluxmeasurementsabovethecanopy focusontheevaluationof
the 13C-isotopesignatures.Ingeneral,thedifferenceofisoto pesignaturesintheCO 2 exchange
during the day is expected to be larger for 18O-isotopes, because the 18O-isotope signature of
CO2 canequilibratewith 18O-depletedsoilwaterand 18O-enriched leafwaterpools[ Yakirand
da S. L. Sternberg , 2000]. CO 18O isotope fluxes could therefore yield more independent
information on assimilation and respiration. However, meas urement results presented by
Bowling et al.  [1999a] were less uniform, which might reflect higher tempo ral and spatial
variabilityofthewaterpools.
Theaimofthisstudyistopresentamethodforthemeasu rementof 13CO2andCO 18Oisotope
fluxes based on the hyperbolic relaxed eddy accumulation method  (HREA) and whole-air
sampling. The application of the hyperbolic sampling criteriama ximizes scalar concentration
differences [ Bowling et al. , 1999b]. Whole-air sampling allows subsequent high precision
isotope analysis in a laboratory directly from the acc umulated updraft and downdraft air
samples[ Bowlingetal. ,2003a].With the constructionofanewsamplingsystemwe aimedat
furtherimprovingtheaccuracyofisotopesamplingespecial lyfor 18Oisotopes.Samplevolumes
wereincreasedinordertoalsoallowdirectandprecise analysisofthecorrespondingbulkCO 2
mixingratios.Theintegrityofisotopesamplesandsam plingaccuracywasthoroughlytestedin
the laboratoryand in the fieldby comparisonwith independent measurements abovea spruce
forestduringtheexperimentWALDATEM-2003.
Thecombined informationofCO 2 isotoperatiosandmixingratios inupdraftanddowndra ft
airsamplesisusedtoanalyzethescalarcorrelation,w hich isabasicassumptionintheHREA
and EC/flask methods [ Bowling et al. , 2003a]. Based on the measured bulk CO 2, the HREA
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samplingprocedureandfluxdeterminationmethodarevalidated asrequestedby Bowlingetal.
[1999a]and Krammetal. [1999].ThemethodologicalperformanceofHREAisinvestigated by
simulation of the sampling process. However, the effect ive sampling efficiencies determined
frommeasuredbulkCO 2 dataaretakenintoaccountfor  thedeterminationofturbulentisofluxes.
2. Theory
In the conditional sampling or relaxed eddy accumulation method (REA ) [ Businger and
Oncley, 1990] the turbulent flux density is determined from the concentrati on difference
measuredinupdraftanddowndraftairsamples.Thisconcen trationdifferenceisscaledwiththe
intensity of turbulent verticalmixingmeasured by the stan dard deviation of the verticalwind
speed  w based on the assumption of flux-variance similarity. Because  air sampling is not
proportionaltotheverticalwindspeed,itisreferred toasrelaxedsampling.Consequently,REA
is an indirect method for flux measurements. It relies on a  parameterization in which the so
called b-factor is determined from a second scalar quantity (proxy scalar) which shows
similarity in itsatmospheric transport (scalarsimil arity, [ Ruppertetal. ,2006b; Wyngaardand
Moeng,1992])andforwhich thefluctuationsof itsconcentrationc anbemeasuredin the field
withhightemporalresolution:

 ( )↓↑ −= ccbF awc  . (1)

Fc is the turbulent flux density of the scalar c. a is the dry air density. c¯ ¯  and c¯ ¯  are the
average scalar concentrations respectively in updraft an d downdraft air samples expressed as
dryairmixingratios.
For the proxy scalar  normally F c is determined by eddy covariance (EC) measurements
(Fc=w'c'¯ ¯ ¯ ), where w' and c' are the fluctuations of the vertical wind speed w and scalar
concentration c around their average values. The over bar denotes Reynolds aver aging. The
proportionality factor b can then be determined for the proxy scalar by rearranging  (1) either
basedon(i)simulationofREAsamplingonhighfrequencyscalar timeseriesand itsresulting
concentration difference c¯ ¯ –c¯ ¯  or based on (ii) measured concentration difference from r eal
REAairsamplingfortheproxyscalar:
.
 ( )↓↑ −= cc
cwb
wa

''
 (2)

Many studies demonstrate the relative stability of average b-factors in unstable and
moderatelystableconditions[ AmmannandMeixner ,2002; Bakeretal. ,1992; Beverlandetal. ,
1996a; Foken et al. , 1995].Nevertheless, significant variability of b-factors for individual 30
minperiodsisobserved,anddifferentfactorsarediscus sed[ Gao,1995; Guentheretal. ,1996;
Oncleyet al. , 1993; Patteyet al. , 1993; Ruppert etal. , 2006b].Several studiespoint out, that
skewness in the joint frequency distribution (JFD) of w' and c' and structures in the turbulent
exchangearecausingchangesin b-factors[ Fotiadietal. ,2005; Katuletal. ,1996; Milneetal. ,
2001; Ruppertetal. ,2006b].Thestudyby Ruppertetal. [2006b]attributesobservedvariation
inthescalarexchangetoeventsattimescales>60s.This limitstheuseofaunique b-factorfor
alltimesandasksforthedeterminationofindividual b -factorsforeachsamplingperiod.Under
theassumptionofscalarsimilarity,the b-factordeterminedforaproxyscalarby(2) isusedto
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derive the turbulent flux density of the scalar of interest fr om its measured average
concentrationdifferencebetweenupdraftanddowndraftRE Asamples c¯ ¯ –c¯ ¯ bysolving(1).
Application of a wind deadband for small vertical wind spee ds, in which no samples are
taken, increases the concentration difference between the  updraft and downdraft air
accumulation reservoirs and thereby the certainty of the fl ux measurement, especially if
chemicalsensorresolutionisalimitingfactor[ BusingerandDelany ,1990; Delanyetal. ,1991].
Atthesametime,the b-factordecreaseswiththesizeofthedeadband.Thewind deadbandsize
Hwisnormallydefinedinreferencetothenormalizedverti calwindspeedfluctuations:

 w
w
 
' Hw ≤ . (3)

In the hyperbolic relaxed eddyaccumulationmethod (HREA) t he deadband rejectsnot only
samples with small fluctuations of the vertical wind speed w' but also samples with small
deviations from the mean scalar concentration, which further increases the concentration
difference c¯ ¯ –c¯ ¯ [Bowlingetal. ,1999b; Bowlingetal. ,2003a]:

 h
cw

'' Hcw ≤ . (4)

The hyperbolic deadband with the size Hh must be determined online from a proxy scalar
measured with high temporal resolution, which again assume s scalar similarity. A deadband
reducesthefrequencyofvalveswitchingduringsamplingandat thesametime,thenumberof
samples used for flux calculation. It also reduce the sens itivity ofREAmethods to uncertain
definitionofthemeanverticalwindspeed wneededforsegregatingsamplesintheupanddown
reservoirs[ BusingerandOncley ,1990; Patteyetal. ,1993].Detailsonthesamplingmethodand
proceduresusedinthisstudyaredescribedinSection3.A comparisonofgeneralcharacteristics
of eddy sampling methods like REA and HREA and different sourc es of error for flux
determinationarepresentedinapaperby Ruppertetal. [2002].
3. MethodsandMaterial
The design of the whole-air REA system goes back to the princip les ideas for conditional
sampling of trace gases [ Businger andOncley , 1990; Delany et al. , 1991; Desjardins, 1977;
Oncleyet al. , 1993; Patteyet al. , 1993] and isbased onadesignpresentedby Bowlingetal.
[2003a] inwhich foilballoonbagsserveas intermediatestora geforupdraftanddowndraftair
samplesatambientpressure.

3.1. Scalarsimilarity
Thedeterminationof b-factors in theREAmethodandtheonlinedefinitionofahyperboli c
deadband(i.e.intheHREAmethod)requirestheselectionof aproxyscalar,whichshowsgood
scalarsimilaritywiththescalarsofinterest.For thisstudythebulkCO 2densitysignal(  CO2)of
anopenpathgasanalyzerwasselectedasproxyscalar fortheestimationofthescalarintensity
of 13C and 18O isotopes 1 of CO 2. The assumption is, that bulk CO 2 density shows sufficient
                                                
1

13Cand 18Oisotoperatiosinthisstudyrefertotheisotopecompo sitionofCO 2,i.e.theratioof 13CO2orCO 18Oto
bulkCO 2.Theisotoperatioisexpressedin -notation.All 13Cand 18Ovaluesarereportedrelativeto 13Cand 18O
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scalarsimilaritywiththeunknownfastfluctuationsoftheC O2isotopiccomposition.Adetailed
discussionoftheeffectsofscalarsimilarityinREAf luxmeasurementsispresentedby Ruppert
etal. [2006b].
We are confident, that the assumption is justified at lea st for the efficient selection of the
strongup-anddowndraftsbyahyperbolicdeadband, asallCO 2 isotope turbulent exchange is
part of the bulk CO 2 turbulent exchange. Also, linear relationships between the  13C isotope
ratio andbulkCO 2 mixing ratio ofwhole-air samples collectedat timescal es down to500ms
andofREAsamplesarereportedby Bowlingetal.  [1999a;2001].Nevertheless,ifconsidering
thelocationofsourcesandsinksintheecosystemindividual lyforbulkCO 2, 13CO2andCO 18O,
some difference in the scalar exchange should be expected, which might also affect scalar
similarity. Less scalar similarity would introduce s ome error in HREA flux results with a
tendency for underestimating the flux [ Ruppert et al. , 2006b]. The assumption of scalar
similaritymade here is therefore tested by investigating  the  13C/CO2 and  18O/CO2 relations
(Section4.4).
Thefollowingsectionsdescribe the implementedonline turbule ncedataanalysis, theHREA
samplingprocedures,thewhole-airREAsystemdesignforhigh precisionisotopeandtrace-gas
samplingandsampleanalysis.

3.2. Axisrotationandhyperbolicdeadbanddefinition
A three-dimensional planar fit rotation matrix was deter mined based on 1 month of wind
velocity data from the sonic anemometer used for eddy cova riance and REA sampling. It
indicated good horizontal orientation of the sonic anemometer  and that only minor planar-fit
correctionswerenecessaryfortheverticalwindspeed.
ThedeterminationoftheturbulentCO 2 fluxdensitiesfromECmeasurementswasperformed
withtheTK2softwarepackage[ MauderandFoken ,2004]andcommoncorrectionsandquality
controlmeasureswereappliedasoutlinedby Ruppertetal. [2006a]includingaWPL-correction
fordensityfluctuations[ Webbetal. ,1980]andaplanar-fitrotation[ Wilczaketal. ,2001]witha
verticalwindspeedoffsetcorrectionof0.032m.
TheproblemofaxisrotationforREAwasraisedby Beverlandetal. [1996b]and Moncrieffet
al.  [1998].Weaddressedthis issuebyapplyingthepreviouslydeterm inedplanar-fitcorrection
totheverticalwindcomponentonlineduringHREAsamplingandwer etherebyabletocorrect
the vertical wind speed offset. The coordinate rotation of t he planar-fit correction (<3°) was
applied slightly incorrect to the online data used duringHRE A sampling. Thiswas due to an
unidentifiedazimuthrotationof120°betweenthesonicanemomete rrawonlinedataandstored
data. However, simulations showed, that this had only mino r influence on the updraft and
downdraft HREA sample segregation under the conditions of the W ALDATEM-2003
experiment. The resulting relative error of the HREA conce ntration difference due to the
erroneousonlineplanar-fitrotationwas–2(±3)%.Thisindicate sasmallunderestimationofthe
concentrationdifferenceonaverage, i.e.slightlyreducedef ficiency insamplingthemaximum
concentration difference. This equally applies to the proxy s calar and the scalar of interest.
Therefore, the turbulent flux densities will hardly be alte red, if they are calculated from
measuredeffective b-factorsfortheproxyscalarlikeinthisstudy.
                                                                                                                                                  
isotopicabundancesintheinternationalVPDB(ViennaPeeDe eBelemnite)andVPDB-CO 2standards
respectively(CG99scale,seedetailsin[ Werneretal. ,2001]and[ WernerandBrand ,2001]):

13C=[[(13C/12C)sample–(13C/12C)VPDB]/(13C/12C)VPDB]·1000(‰VPDB).

18O=[[(18O/16O)sample–(18O/16O)VPDB-CO2]/(18O/16O)VPDB-CO2]·1000(‰VPDB-CO 2).
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Ingeneral,theproblemofaxisrotationanddefinitionofthever ticalwindvectorforREAand
HREAcanbeaddressed.Likedescribedabovetheplanar-fit correctionmethodcanbeapplied
asdetailedaxisrotationproceduresforthecorrection oftheverticalwindspeed wbasedonfast
onlineanalysisofthe3Dwinddatawithacomputer.Thisca nbedonewithouttimelagsfrom
filterfunctionsasaskedforby Moncrieffetal.  [1998]aslongas(i)a3Dsonicanemometeris
installedlongenoughbeforeREAsamplingtocollectastat isticallymeaningfulamountofwind
data specific to the site, sonic anemometer and its orie ntation and (ii) the anemometer
orientation remainsunchanged forREAsampling.Bothcrit eria can easilybemetwhenREA
sampling is performed at sites with permanently instal led eddy covariance measurement
systems,e.g.atFLUXNETsites.
For theonline definition of the hyperbolic deadband duringREAsa mplingaccording to (4)
theverticalwindspeedfluctuations w’weredeterminedfromthe3Dwindvectorafterapplying
the planar-fit correction. The standard deviation of the vert ical wind speed as well as the
averageandstandarddeviationoftheCO 2densitywerecontinuouslyrecalculatedfromthemost
recent6min of dataapplyinga linearweighting functionbyw hich the newestdatawas rated
threetimesmoreimportantthantheoldestdata.

3.3. Whole-airREAsamplingsystemandsamplingprocedure
From close to themeasurement path of a sonic anemometer ai r is sampled through a 1µm
filterand5mofDekabontubingwithpolyethyleneasinnerw allmaterialwithatotalflowrate
of 6.6Lmin −1, which assures predominantly turbulent flow (Reynolds number= 2433) in the
inlet tube.Plumbingin thesystemconsistedofstainles ssteel tubingandfittings.Allsteeland
glassmaterialinthesystemwasthoroughlycleanedbefor eassemblingbythreefoldrinsingwith
Acetone:Hexane1:1(nanograde)andsubsequentheating.Connectionto theREAsystemandto
theglassflasks ismadeusingquickconnectorsandultra-tor rglassconnectors.Viton®onlyis
used as seal material also in membrane pumps and valves. T he air stream is splitted into a
bypass and a sub-sample of 3Lmin −1 (Figure 1a). Only the sub-sample is used for REA
sampling of updrafts and downdrafts. Constant flow rates (   0.5%)with minimum pressure
dropasaskedforby Bowlingetal. [1998]and Moncrieffetal. [1998]areachievedbyusinglow
pressure drop flow meters in combination with pulse-width pu mp motor drivers for the
adjustmentofconstantpumpperformance, insteadofflowc ontrollers.ANafion®gas-dryer is
usedforpre-dryingofthesampleair.Twothree-wayvalves (V1,V2)directthesampleintothe
vent(deadband)orthebag1orbag2reservoirsaccordingtothe signoftheverticalwindspeed
and the size of the deadband (updraft, downdraft).During fiel d experiments the definition of
bag1 andbag2 as reservoirs forREAupdraftordowndraft sam pleswas switchedafter each
sampling interval inorder tominimizeanysystematic in fluenceofonesamplingpath.A third
non-operatingvalveofthesamekindisinstalledtoassure thesameflowrestrictiononallthree
flowpaths.Thetimelag(7ms)resultingfromtheseparat ionofthesamplingvalvesV1andV2
andtheselectedflowrateandthevalveresponsetimes(10- 20ms)aresmallenoughinrelation
toadesiredsamplingfrequencyof10Hz(100ms).Inorde rtoallowforlargersamplevolumes,
each bag reservoir consists of two 45cm diameterMylar® foil balloons,which are equipped
with stainless steel filling tubes, partially perforated,  inserted through the foil valve of the
balloons and joined with a T-fitting (not shown in Figure 1a and 1b). An airtight seal was
achieved by wrapping strong rubber band around the filling tube and f oil valve. After REA
sampling and before filling into 1L glass flasks with PCT FE stopcocks the air from the
reservoirs is further dried by passing through drying traps f illed with magnesium perchlorate
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granulate(Mg(ClO 4)2).Backpressurevalvesat thesystemoutlet constantlym aintain+500hPa
over ambient pressure in the drying traps and glass flasks i n order to minimize potential
fractionationbyadsorption/desorptionprocessesattherelati velylargesurfacesofthegranulate
andflasks.
The dead volume of the bag reservoirs, which cannot be removed by pumping, is about
20mL. Nevertheless, all old sample in the reservoirs is removed effectively (dilution
>>10000:1)priortoREAsamplingbyflushingthebagreservoirstwo timeswith10Lofdried
airfromsamplingheightthroughtheflushingunitandemptyingvia theflask-fillunits.During
a third flushingcycle thebag reservoirs and the two flask-f ill units are thenconditionedwith
driedairfromsamplingheight.Thebagreservoirsareempt iedandconditioningairremains in
thedryingtrapsandglassflasksduringthenext30-40minREA samplingprocedure.Normally
about 10 to 15L of updraft and downdraft air were collected w ithin 30-40min of REA
samplingwithahyperbolicdeadbandof Hh=1.0.Thisallowedflushingthe1Lglassflaskswith
6 to 10-fold volume of sample at +500hPa overpressure. The fill ing procedure is stopped
shortlybeforeoneofthebagreservoirsisemptiedbyclos ingactuatedtwo-wayvalvesonboth
sides of the glass flasks and then manually closing the st opcocks of the flasks. Refer to the
appendixfordetailsonindividualsystemcomponents.
The complete sampling procedure is controlled by the softw are ‘ATEM’ (Atmospheric
Turbulence Exchange Measurements, [ Ruppert, 2005]), which allows online monitoring and
automateddetaileddocumentationofeachsamplingprocedure.T hissoftwarealsoperformsthe
requiredonlineanalysisofwindandscalardataduringREA samplingforthedefinitionofthe
hyperbolicdeadbandandcorrespondingsegregationofupdraftand downdraftairsamples.

3.4. Synchronizationofupdraftanddowndraftsamplesegrega tion
The importance and difficulty of correct synchronization of valve switching in REA and
HREAtotheverticalwindspeedfluctuationsunderthepresen ceofaunknowntimelagasthe
resultofsampleflowinatubeisdiscussedby Bowlingetal. [1998], Moncrieffetal. [1998]and
Fotiadietal.  [2005].Weaddressedthisproblembyperformingadifferential measurementof
sampledelay in the tubeunderdefinedsamplingflowconditionsbe foreHREAsampling.The
time lagwasdeterminedbycross-correlationofvertica lwindspeedmeasuredat the tube inlet
and CO 2 density fluctuations firstly measured at the sample tube inlet and secondly at the
segregation valves V1 and V2 (Figure 1a). During HREA samp ling, the same defined flow
conditions were adjusted and continuously monitored and the tim e lag measured beforehand
wassetinthesamplingsystemcontrolsoftware‘ATEM’ forvalveswitching.Therebywewere
abletoassurecorrectsynchronizationofvalveswitchingt otheupdraftanddowndrafteventsin
the turbulencedataunderdefinedsamplingconditions.The‘ATEM ’softwarealsocorrecteda
200msdelayoftheopen-pathCO 2 signalduetoelectronicprocessingintheinstrument.Furt her
detailsonthesynchronizationandtheonlinedatahandlingare describedby Ruppert [2005].

3.5. Whole-airsamplingmethod,densitycorrectionsandsimul ations
In whole-air REA sampling the information on the volume of the  sample is preserved, in
contrasttosamplingontraps.Therefore,thecollectionof whole-airsamplesslightlyrelaxesthe
demandforverypreciselycontrolledvolumeflowratesduring sampling[ Bowlingetal. ,1998].
Afterpassingseveralmetersoftube,updraftanddowndraft sampleshavesimilartemperatureat
the pump and segregation valves. No density correction is needed for the measured scalar
concentrationdifferences, b-factorsandturbulentfluxdensities,becauseairsamples aredriedin
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the sampling process and the updraft and downdraft concentratio ns in whole-air samples are
determinedasmixingratiosby laboratoryanalysis[ Lee,2000; Patteyetal. ,1992; Webbetal. ,
1980]. Because the whole-air sample collection is not component s pecific, different non-
reactiveandstabletracegascomponentscanbeanalyzedf romthesamesample.
Relative to sampling on cryo-traps [ Bowling et al. , 1999a; Wichura et al. , 2000], smaller
sample volumesare sufficient forwhole-air isotope samp ling.Smaller sample flow rates, low
pressuredropflowmetersandtheuseofflexibleMylar®bal loonbagsasintermediatestorage
atambientpressureminimizepressurechangesatorifices in thesamplingpathanddifficulties
withfractionationprocesses[ Bowlingetal. ,1999a].Animportantpracticaladvantageofwhole-
airsamplingforisotopescomparedtocryo-trapsamplingis ,thatnoliquidnitrogenneedstobe
carriedtoandhandledinthefield.
The system design and operation presented in Section 3.4 wa s chosen in order to achieve
largerwhole-air sample volumes compared to the design present ed by Bowling et al.  [2003a]
withtheaimtoincreasethesamplingaccuracyandpreci sionforhighprecisionisotopeanalysis
of 13CO2  andCO 18O.Sufficient amounts ofupdraft and downdraft air arepr eservedas dried
whole-airsamplessothatalsobulkCO 2,N 2OandCH 4 couldbemeasured.TheexactbulkCO 2
mixingratiooftheupdraftanddowndraftsamplesisvaluabl einformation:

(i) Both bulk mixing ratio and isotope ratio are require d for the determination of the
isotope mixing ratio, which forms the basis for the calcul ation of the turbulent
isotope fluxdensityaccordingto(1)formulatedfor the turbulent isofluxas(6)(see
Section 4.7). With measured bulk CO 2 mixing ratios there is no general need to
indirectly infer the mixing ratio from field instrumentat ion measurements and
simulationofthesamplingprocess.
(ii) Measured  effective b -factors forCO 2  canbe determinedaccording to (2) and from
theECCO 2fluxdensity.Such b-factorsintegrateallaspectsofthesamplingprocess
and potential errors. They are compared to b-factors from simulation of the ideal
HREAsamplingprocessontheCO 2datarecordoftheECsysteminSection4.5.The
comparison of measured effective  and simulated b-factors forms the basis for the
validationofthesamplingmethodandprocess.
(iii) The scalar correlation of isotope ratios and bulk  CO 2  mixing ratios in updraft and
downdraft air samples can be investigated with higher precis ion (see Section 4.4).
The accumulated updraft and downdraft samples are taken  during very short time
intervalsrangingfrom100mstoseveralseconds.Theytherefo rerepresentturbulent
exchange processes on relatively short timescales and can b e compared to flask
samples collected during longer time intervals. Such data al lows investigating the
scalar similarity assumptions of the HREA method and the s o called EC/flask
method [ Bowling et al. , 1999a; Bowling et al. , 2001; Bowling et al. , 2003a] on
relevanttimescales.

For thesimulations, the timeseriesof theCO 2mixingratio (µ CO2)wasdeterminedfromthe
CO2 density (  CO2) recordof the openpathgas analyzerof theECsystem andairdensity (  a)
accordingto thefollowingequationbasedon the idealgas law. Itsapplicabilityforsimulation
studies depending on the design of REA measurement systems is discussed in detail by
Ammann[1999,p.92]and LeuningandJudd [1996]:
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Where  0, T0 and p0 are respectively the standard dry air density, temper ature and pressure.
Temperature T  was determined from the high frequency sonic anemometers spee d of sound
measurements andan instrument specific correction for the sonic temperature [ Ruppert et al. ,
2006a].30min integratedpressure data fromanearbymeasurem ent stationwere corrected to
measurement height in order to yield p. The water vapormixing ratio (µ H2O) was determined
fromthehighfrequencyopenpathgasanalyzerH 2Odensity(  H2O)recordafterapplicationofa
similardensitycorrection.

3.6. HighprecisionisotopeREAsampling,isotoperatiomasss pectrometry(IRMS)and
tracegasanalysis
High precision sampling for the stable isotopes 13CO2  andCO 18O ofCO 2 requires avoiding
sample contamination by fractionation processes. A potenti al source for isotope sample
contaminationandfractionationprocessesareadsorptionand desorptioneffectsatlargesurfaces
like the balloon bag reservoirs and the drying traps or rela ted to pressure fluctuations. Such
surface effects were reduced by increasing the collected and stored sample volumes and by
conditioningbagsandflasksbeforesamplingwithdriedambien tairfromsamplingheight.The
flexible balloon bag reservoirs remain at ambient pressure levels. The automation of the
conditioning and sample transfer procedures in the new system al lowed to assure a constant
level of pressure at +500hPa over ambient pressure in the dr ying traps and glass flasks, in
which the samples are stored until analysis. The automa tion of the REA system was also
intended to improve the measurement repeatability regarding the sampling and filling
procedures and to avoid exceptional errors,whichmight res ult frommanual sample handling.
1L glass flasks with PCTFE stopcocks are used for sample storage and transport into the
laboratory.The largesamplevolumeandsamplingflaskcondit ioningwithdryairarerequired
for subsequenthighprecision isotopeand tracegas analys is [ Brand, 2005; Rotheetal. , 2005;
Sturmetal. ,2004; Werneretal. ,2001].
For isotope analysis, sample air from the flasks is di rected into a homemade trapping line
(‘BGCAirFlo’, [ Werneret al. ,2001] attached to aMAT252 isotope ratiomass spectrometer
(IRMS)system.Theairispumpedthroughthecryogenictr appingsystemandCO 2isfrozenout
atatemperatureof–196°Cusingaflowof60bml/min.Thedual inletsystemoftheMAT252
isusedas thepumping infrastructure.SampleCO 2  is extracted from600mL of air and, after
pumpingawayresidualairandallowingforcomplete isotopi cequilibration, measureddirectly
from the sampling reservoirvia the252changeover valve.The syste m isunder full computer
control for reliable timing and unattended operation. The i sotopic analysis is performed with
high level of overall precision for both  13C and  18O at about 0.013‰ vs.VPDB and
0.02%vs.VPDB-CO 2 respectively. For further details on the IRMS high precisi on analysis
systemandproceduressee Werneretal. [2001].
TheCO 2,N 2OandCH 4 mixingratiosweredeterminedinthetracegaslaborato ryoftheMax-
PlanckInstituteinJena,Germany.Achromatographicrun startswithflushingsamplegasfrom
thepressurizedglassflaskthroughthetwosample loops.The amountofgasiscontrolledbya
mass flow controller. For some samples lacking pressure above ambient in the glass flask a
manual injectionmethodwithasyringewasapplied.The lack ofpressure in theseglassflasks
was due to a temporal malfunctioning of a backpressure val ve during the filling procedure.
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After equilibration with ambient pressure the loop gases wer e injected onto the respective
precolumnusingValco10port injectionvalves.After theanal yteshavepassedtheprecolumn
andenteredthemainGC-columntheValco10portvalvesare switchedagaintobackflushthe
precolumns. Injections are made alternatingly between sam ple gas and one reference gas
("working standard"). The ratio of a sample analysis a nd the mean of the two bracketing
workingstandardanalysisarecalculatedforquantifica tion.Withthisapproach,averagerelative
precisionsof0.02%forCO 2 (0.08µmolmol −1 atatmosphericmixingratio levels),0.04%for
N2O(0.13nmolmol −1)and0.07%forCH 4(1.3nmolmol −1)areachieved.Thecalibrationscale
foreachcompoundissetusingstandardgasescalibratedb ytheCentralCalibrationLaboratory
(CMDL, Boulder, Colorado) as required by the WorldMete orological Organization (WMO)
andincompliancewithrecommendationsoftheeleventhWM O/IAEACO 2 ExpertsMeetingon
theCO 2 calibration scale formeasurements of atmospheric samples  (direct link to theWMO
molefractionscale,seerecommendationsinthereportsby  JordanandBrand [2003]and Miller
[2006]).

3.7. Fieldexperiment
The whole-air REA system was used to collect updraft and  downdraft air during the field
experiment WALDATEM-2003 (Wavelet Detection and Atmospheric T urbulent Exchange
Measurements 2003, [ Thomas et al. , 2004]). Samples were collected above a spruce forest
(Piceaabies,L. )withaplantareaindex(PAI)of5.2m 2m −2[ ThomasandFoken ,2007]andan
average canopy height of 19m. The experiment siteWaldstein /Weidenbrunnen (GE1-Wei) is
part of the FLUXNET network and is located in the Fichtelge birge mountains in Germany
(50°08’31”N,11°52’01”E,775ma.s.l.)onaslopeof2°.Adet aileddescriptionofthesitecan
befoundin Gerstbergeretal.  [2004]and StaudtandFoken  [2007].Asonicanemometer(R3-
50,Gill InstrumentsLtd.,Lymington,UK)andanopenpath CO2 andH 2Oanalyzer(LI-7500)
are installedona towerat33mandtheirdata isusedfor continuousECmeasurementsat the
site. During the WALDATEM-2003 experiment, the EC data was used  also for the HREA
measurements with the whole-air REA system. The sample i nlet was installed at 33 m just
belowthesonicanemometerandsamplesweredirectedthrougha Teflon®filterintothewhole-
airREAsystemasdescribed inSection3.3.Thewhole-air REAsystemwaspositionedon the
tower ata platformat28m.Automated sample transferpro cedureswereused to immediately
store the samples in the glass flasks and avoid uncontrolled pr essure changes and any
contaminationinthefield.

3.8. Isotopeandtracegasprofilesystem
Inparallel,anisotopeandtracegasprofilesystems ampledairateightlevelsfromthetower
toptotheforestfloorat33,22,15,5.25,2.25,0.9,0.3and0.03m. The33minletwasinstalled
close to the inletof thewhole-airREAsystem.Fromeach profileheightairwascontinuously
drivenatabout1.2Lmin −1 througha1µmTeflon®filterand25mofDekabontubing int oa
2.5Lbuffervolume.Profilesampleairfromthebuffervolum eswasdriedwithaNafion®gas
dryerandcontinuouslyanalyzedwithaclosedpathCO 2 analyzer(LI-820).Whole-airsamples
for highprecision isotopeand trace gas analysis in the la boratorywere taken from thebuffer
volumes during nighttime and several times during the day withi n 15 to 30min, dried with
Mg(ClO4)2andsampledintoglassflasks.Thedesignoftheisotope andtracegasprofilesystem
followedtheprinciplesof thewhole-airREAsystemdesignes peciallyregardingthe treatment
anduseofmaterials.
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4. ResultsandDiscussion
4.1. Foilballoonbagtests
The importance of the material selection and treatment  for air sample isotope analysis is
highlighted by tests results presented by Schauer et al. [2003] in which heated stainless steel
tubing, Viton® seals and polyethylene (PE) were found not to c ontaminate CO 2  isotope
samples.The isotopic integrityregarding  13Cofwhole-airsamplesduringstorageofup to60
mininMylar®foilballoonbagswithPEasinnerwallma terialwasdemonstratedby Bowlinget
al. [2003a].However,abiaswasfoundforresidencetimeslonger than60minandfor  18O.We
thereforeperformedsimilartestswiththesamekindof foilballoonbags.Airsampledfromone
pressurized air tank was analyzed after varying residence  time in the balloon bags by high
precisionIRMS.Afirsttestwithbrandnewballoonsflushedt hreetimeswithairfromthetank
showedsignificantcontaminationoftheairsampleswith heavierisotopes(Figure2)depending
on timeafterflushing.Thecontaminationpresumably is ther esultof thereleaseofsubstances
withfossiloriginfromtheballooninnerwallmaterialPE .
Forasecondtest,wetreatedtheballoonsbyflushingthemf orabout4dayswithnitrogenand
driedairandbyexposingthemtointensedirectsunlight .Afterwards,9balloonbagswerefirst
filledand emptied three times in themorning of the second t est and then filled consecutively
withairformatankduringtheday,allowingdifferent sampleresidencetimesupto2hbefore
analysis. Only after the treatment, the balloon bags lac ked signs of significant contamination
(Figure3).Thestandarddeviationforboth  13Cand  18Oisotoperatiosfromthe9sampleswere
acceptably low and the average value of the balloon bag samples compared well with an air
sample taken directly from the tankand stored in aglass flas k.These results demonstrate the
general suitability of foil balloon bags for both 13C and 18O isotope air sampling and
intermediatestorage,whichisnormallyrestrictedto 30-40mininREA.

4.2. Whole-airREAsystemtests
We repeated the tests with the complete whole-air REA sy stem described in Section 3.
Beforehand, small leaks in theREA systemwere locate d by performing leak testswith high-
vacuum and removed. In a third test for isotopic integrit y (no figure), samples were directed
through different parts of the system (REA sampling unit, flushing unit, flask fill unit, see
Figure1a).Smallstandarddeviationsof  13C(0.022‰)and  18O(0.021‰)isotopicratiosin15
samples assured, that the surfaces of other materials in  the system which contact the sample
(glass,stainlesssteel,aluminum,Viton®seals,Nafion® ,Mg(ClO 4)2 granulate)werecleanand
nosourceofsamplecontamination.
Inafourthtestweoperatedthecompletewhole-airREA systeminthesamewayasforfield
sampling with automated sampling procedures after threefold f lushing of the balloon bags,
dryingtrapsandglassflasks(seeSection3.3)butbydrawi ngsampleairandairforflushingand
conditioning from a tank. The samples were stored for about 30 min in the balloon bags and
filled into glass flasks for later analysis. The sta ndard deviation of  13C (0.014‰) and  18O
(0.019‰)in19sampleswereclosetothemeasurementprecisionof themassspectrometerand
theaverageisotopicratiosmatchedwellwithanairsa mplefromthetankstoredinaglassflask
(Figrue4).
BeforeproducingthesampleJ585, thecompleteREAsystem,bal loonbagsandglassflasks
werecontaminatedwith roomair (dotted line),whichpresum ablyhad isotopic ratios depleted
byhumanbreathcomparedtothepressurizedairtank.The isotopicratiosofsamplesproduced
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afterwards show no systematic deviation from theaverage,whi ch indicates, that the threefold
flushingprocedureiseffectiveinremovingoldsampleair.
The test resultswith the treated balloon bags (9 samples)  and the complete whole-airREA
system with the automated field sampling procedure (19 sample s) demonstrate the isotopic
integrityofsamplestakenwiththesystemandthesys temssuitabilityforhighprecisionisotope
sampling.Nevertheless,thesampleairresidencetimein theballoonbagsshouldberestrictedto
theminimumneededforREAsampling(30-40min)andthesample sshouldthenbetransferred
toglassflasksforthetransportfromthefieldtothe laboratory.

4.3. Fieldexperimentresults
The CO 2 concentrations and isotope ratios measured in updraft, d owndraft and profile air
sampledabovethecanopyat33mreflecttheeffectsofhighr atesofphotosynthesisduringdays
withchangingcloudcoverandperiodicallyintensesunlighta fterseveraldayswithrainfalluntil
noonof the187 th dayof the year (doy) (Figure5).Theair above the canopy is  enrichedwith
heavier 13Cand 18Oisotopes,whilebulkCO 2 is consumed.This trend isstopped(doy188)or
evenreversed(doy189)laterintheafternoon.
The analysis of the sampling procedure and outliers in the R EA updraft and downdraft
samples revealed (i) that the CO 2 measurement accuracy was poor for one sample with low
pressurization in theglassflask.The isotoperatiosof thi ssamplewerenotdeviant.PoorCO 2
measurement accuracy was therefore related to insuffici ent sample extraction for the gas
analysiswith aGC-MSsystem. (ii)Two times the fla sk fillingprocedure in the fieldwasnot
stoppedearly enough,so that erroneouslyunderpressurewasappli ed to thedowndraftballoon
reservoirsduringflaskfilling.Thisseemedtoinfluen cethe 18Oandinthefirstcasealsothe 13C
isotoperatios,butnottheCO 2mixingratios.(iii)Onedowndraftsamplewascontaminate ddue
topoorvalvesealingoftheglassflask.Thesedatawere omittedfromtheplot inFigure5and
fromfurtherevaluations.
The accuracy of the field measurements performed with the  whole-air REA system can be
validatedwithindependentfieldmeasurementsperformedwi ththeisotopeandtracegasprofile
system. Profile samples were not taken exactly in the sa me time interval like REA samples.
Nevertheless, samples from the top profile inlet at 33m sho uld represent the air composition
abovetheforestclosetothedowndraftaircompositionora nintermediatecompositionasresult
ofthemixtureofupdraftanddowndraftairabovetheforest. AllresultsforCO 2and  13Cmeet
this expectation.  18Ovalues show goodagreementduring theperiodmarkedwith ag raybar.
Before thefirstmeasurements in thisperiod,newMg(ClO 4)2 dryingtrapswere installed in the
flask fillingunits of theREAsystem.Theprecisemeas urement of 18O isotope ratios requires
very effective sample drying in order toprevent exchangewith 16Oand 18O isotopes inwater
vapor during sample storage. The deviations visible in the  18O values on doy187 and on
doy189afternoonmost likelyresult from inefficientdryingaft ersamplinga largenumberof
relatively humidair samples.Most of the otherprofile samples takenclose to the inletof the
REAsystemat33mshowaclosematchoftheairabovethe foresttoeithercanopyair(updraft)
oratmosphericboundary layerair(downdraft).Despitesma lldifferences inthesamplingtime,
CO2 mixing ratios of seven REA downdraft samples and the cor responding profile samples
from33mmatchwellwith absolute deviations of0.17 to0.89µm olmol −1.The deviations in
the  13Cand  18Ovaluesfor threecomparablesamplingperiodsforwhichs ufficientdryingin
the REA system is guaranteed fall within a range of 0.012‰ t o 0.033‰ (  13C REA
updraft−profile 33 m) and –0.021‰ to –0.029‰ (  18O REA downdraft−profile 33m). The
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matchof the  13CvaluesofREAupdraftsamplesand threeavailableprofile samplesfromthe
canopy top (15m or 22m) is even closer with absolute deviation s in the range of 0.015 to
0.018‰. This close match of isotope ratios found in air sa mples from the two independent
sampling systems despite small mismatches in the sample co llection time confirms, that also
duringthefieldexperimenthighmeasurementaccuracycould beachievedbysamplingwiththe
whole-airREAsystem.

4.4. ScalarcorrelationasbasisfortheHREAandEC/flask method
For the validation of the scalar similarity assumption and  for comparison with results
presented by  Bowling et al.  [1999a; 2003a]  we analyzed the relation of 13C and 18O isotope
ratiosandbulkCO 2mixingratiosinHREAandprofilesamples(Figure6).T herelationitselfis
explainedby themixingof airwith different isotopic sign atures from theatmosphereand the
ecosystem,whichissimilartotheassumptionoftwoso urcesmixinginclassicalkeelingplots.
Such plots of mixing relations can be used to check the in tegrity of air samples. Logically
consistent,  18Ovaluesofsamples,whichpresumablywerenoteffective lydriedbeforestorage,
showedupasextremeoutliersfromtherelation,andwereomi ttedfromFigure6b.
DespitearelativelysmallrangeofbulkCO 2 mixingratios inthesamples,therelationfound
for 13Cisotoperatiosand theslopeofa linearregression( m=−0.034, R2=0.71)forallsamples
showninFigure6aclosely  correspondtoresultspresentedby Bowlingetal.  [2001;2003a].In
contrast to results presented in the work of Bowling et al.  [1999a], also the relation for 18O
isotope ratios shows little scatter and a linear regres sion results in an slope ( m=−0.034,
R2=0.75),whichisidenticaltotheonefoundfor 13Cisotoperatios.
The generation of these results required the collection o f whole-air samples, from which
precisemeasurementsofbothisotoperatiosandbulkCO 2mixingratioscouldbeaccomplished.
The results presented in Figure 6b demonstrate that also the  18O/CO2 relations in up- and
downdraftsamplescanreadilybeinvestigated.Goodscalarco rrelationswereachievedevenat
relatively small ranges of CO 2 mixing ratios fromHREAwhole-air samples collected in f oil
balloonbagsas intermediatereservoirs . It ishowever essential that foilballoonsarepretreated
asdescribed inSection4.2and that  samplesaredriedefficientlybeforestoring inglassf lasks
forhighprecisionanalysis.
The analysis of scalar correlations in the heat, laten t heat and carbon dioxide exchange
showed that scalarsimilarity is controlledprimarilyby  exchange events on time scales longer
than 60s [ Ruppert et al. , 2006b]. However, scalar similarity between CO 2 and its isotopes
ultimately can only be proven when instruments for isotope  flux measurements become
available,thatcanresolvethesmallfluctuationfastenough (>1Hz)withsufficientprecision.
Forboth 13Cand 18O isotope ratios (scalarsof interest) the generally good correlationswith
bulkCO 2 mixing ratios (proxy scalar) in samples that represent  relatively short timescales of
updrafts and downdrafts as well as on longer timescales in the profile samples suggest good
scalarsimilarity,andsupportthevalidityoftheHREAm ethod.
Inthedatapresentedherefor  13Cand  18Olikeindatapresented intheworkof Bowlinget
al.  [2003a]for  13C,HREAsamplesfromthemorningtransitionperiods(enci rcledtrianglesin
Figure6aand6b) indicateasystematicallydifferentslo pe in therelations tobulkCO 2mixing
ratiosandseemnottofallonacommonregressionlinew ithHREAsamplesfromotherperiods.
In theWALDATEM-2003experiment, this result couldbe furtherv alidatedby the relation in
profile samples from the canopy top and above collected during t hese transition periods
(encircled circles in Figure 6a and 6b). TheWALDATEM-2003  results therefore confirm the
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systematic difference of early morning samples collect ed above the canopy as observed by
Bowlingetal.  [1999a;2003a,Figure4].Furthermore, thematchofHREAandpro filesamples
fromthesetransitionperiodssupportsthehypothesisthatthe systematicdifferenceiscausedby
isotopically very negative air above the canopy from respira tory built up during night in
combinationwithhighphotosyntheticdiscriminationinthe topcanopyinthemorning.
ForthedeterminationoffluxesbytheHREAmethodandthe assumptionofscalarsimilarity,
suchagoodcorrelationof thescalarof interestand thepr oxyscalaratdifferent timescales is
essential. The actual slope of the linear regression is less important. The scalar difference
betweenupdraft anddowndraftair samples ismeasuredbyhi ghprecision laboratoryanalysis.
Although this information is not fully independent of the scala r similarity assumption, it
incorporates additional information on the variance of the isotopic ratio and the turbulent
isotopicexchangeabovethecanopyintotheHREAevaluationschem e.AtthemomentHREA
is the only method which allows determining the turbulent isotopi c flux density based on
turbulentexchangemeasurementsanda‘one-and-a-halforder’c losurescheme[ Bowlingetal. ,
2003a; Krammetal. ,1999].Themeasuredscalardifferencecharacterizestho separtsoftheJFD
of the isotoperatioand theverticalwindspeed, inwhich  themostsignificantcontributions to
theturbulentairexchangearefound.
Linear relations between 13C and 18O isotope ratios and bulk CO 2 mixing ratios in flask
samplesweresuggestedasbasisforthesocalledEC/flask methodforthederivationofisotope
fluxesfromCO 2ECmeasurements[ Bowlingetal. ,1999a; Bowlingetal. ,2001; Bowlingetal. ,
2003a].
For the EC/flask method, in contrast, only variance data of the turbulent exchange of the
proxy scalar is evaluated. The slope of the linear regress ion is the scaling factor, which
determinesthefluxdensityofthescalarofinterest.The observedtemporalchangeoftheslope
limits the chance to precisely define a unique regression line based on a series of whole-air
samplesfortheapplicationoftheEC/flaskmethod.Thelinea rregressionfunctionusedtoinfer
isotope ratio fluctuations from bulk CO 2 mixing ratio fluctuations must therefore be updated
regularlywithinthediurnalcycle.Thisconsequentlywo uldrequiretakingaverylargenumber
ofsamplesinordertoassuresufficientaccuracyofthe linearregression.Ifthesamplesthatare
usedfortheregressionrepresentdifferenttemporalor spatialscales,theymostlikelywillfailto
correctlyrepresenttheturbulentexchangeprocessabovetheca nopy.Thiscomplicationmustbe
consideredespeciallyabovetallvegetation,wherecomplexexchange mechanismsinthecanopy
space,likecountergradientfluxes,storagechangesande xchangeincoherentstructuresmaybe
importantfactors.Insuchconditions,thecombinationofkee lingplotinformationfromvertical
sub-canopy to above canopy profiles with the EC/flask method ar e not suitable to correctly
quantifyisotopefluxes.

4.5. HREAsimulationand b -factors
In order to check the efficiency of the updraft and downdraf t sample segregation HREA
samplingwassimulatedforeachsamplingintervalusingt heactualvalveswitchingrecordfrom
thefieldexperimenttosegregateandvirtuallyaccumula teupdraftanddowndraftsamplesofthe
µCO2timeseriesdeterminedby(5).
Thesimulatedaverageupdraftanddowndraftmixingratios arecomparedtoaverageupdraft
and downdraft CO 2 mixing ratios measured in the whole-air samples in Figure  7. The least
squarelinearregressionforupdraftanddowndraftsamplesi swelldefined( R2=0.93)andresults
in a slope veryclose to one.This is a proof for correc t instrumentperformance regarding the
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HREAsamplesegregationandaccumulationprocess.Theave rageoffsetofthemeasuredvalues
of+0.26µmolmol −1indicatesgoodcalibrationoffieldinstruments.
Effective b-factorsweredetermined fromthemeasuredupdraftanddowndraf tCO 2mixing
ratiodifference C ¯ ¯ –C¯ ¯ andtheturbulentCO 2fluxdensitymeasuredbyECaccordingto(2).The
effective b-factors can be compared to b-factors derived from the simulated mixing ratio
differences (Figure 8). The simulated b-factors are very sensitive to the applied density
correction (5),becauseof smallmixing ratio differences r elative to the absolute values of the
mixing ratio. Simulations with simplified density corr ections for the CO 2 mixing ratio data
resulted insignificantmismatchesbetweenthemeasureda ndsimulatedupdraftanddowndraft
absoluteCO 2mixingratiosandconsequently lesscorrelationbetwee nmeasuredandsimulated
b-factors.
Both measured and simulated values of the b-factors show the variability that must be
expectedforHREAaswellasforREAfromtheskewnessi ntheJFDoftheverticalwindspeed
andthescalarandfromsamplingeffectswhichdependonthe eddyreversalfrequency[ Bakeret
al., 1992]. Like in other studies, which comparemeasured effect ive b-factors to simulated b-
factors [ Baker et al. , 1992; Beverland et al. , 1996b; McInnes et al. , 1998], we find, that
simulatedvalues tendtounderestimatemeasuredvalues especiallyathigher b-factors.High b-
factorswere related to high turbulent fluxdensity ( R2=0.42) and reduced sampling efficiency,
(R2=0.78), i.e. sampled concentration difference per turbulent f lux density. The observed
underestimationistheresultofsomeinefficiencyofthephy sicalsamplingprocessinseparating
updraftanddowndraftsamplescomparedtothevirtual‘digital’ samplinginHREAsimulations
[Baker et al. , 1992; Beverland et al. , 1996b; Lenschow andRaupach , 1991; Massman, 1991;
McInnes et al. , 1998; Moncrieff et al. , 1998].Measured effective b-factors resulting from the
realphysicalsamplingprocess integratesuchdeficiencies.  Inorder tocalculateREAturbulent
flux densities from measured concentration differences by ( 1), measured effective b-factors
shouldthereforebepreferredincomparisontosimulated b-factors.
Virtualsamplingresultsinaslightlyhigherconcentration differencesandconsequentlylower
simulated b-factorsaccordingto(2).Simulated b-factorsthereforerequirevalidationwhenused
to replace effective b-factors that could not be measured, and an instrument and  experiment
specificcorrectionneedstobefound[ Beverlandetal. ,1996a; McInnesetal. ,1998],e.g.based
on a least square linear regression function like shown in Figure 8. The overestimation of
concentrationdifferences fromvirtual‘digital’sampling ofaproxyscalar inREAsimulations
evaluated for the b-factors without correction according to (2) can cause s ystematic
underestimationoffluxdensitiesaccordingto(1).
The size of the residuals of themeasured b-factors inFigure8, quantifiedwith0.03by the
correspondingstandarderror, related to their rangeof a bsolutevaluesof0.15 to0.35provides
an estimate of the average uncertainty of CO 2 fluxes measured by HREA with a hyperbolic
deadband of Hh=1.0 of about 10 to 20%.This quantifies the measurement uncertai nty of the
samplingsystemandmethodinreferencetoECfluxmeasurem entsforacomponentforwhich
sufficient analytical precision is available during sampl e analysis (signal/noise ratio >10,
Section4.6).

4.6. MaximumconcentrationdifferencebyHREAforisotopean alysis
Theapplication ofREAwith hyperbolic deadbands, i.e. theHRE Amethod [ Bowling etal. ,
1999b],isintendedtomaximizetheconcentrationdifferenceo fthescalarof interest,sothatit
canberesolvedwithsufficientprecisionby laboratory analysis.SimulationsofREA( Hw=0.6)
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and HREA ( Hh=1.0) with the WALDATEM-2003 data showed an concentration differ ence
increasebya factorof1.78(Table1),which iscomparable  to thefactorof1.84derivedfrom
resultspresentedby Bowlingetal. [1999b].Thefactorreduces to1.73for theWALDATEM-
2003dataor1.65 in theworkof Ruppertetal. [2006b], if imperfectscalarsimilaritybetween
thescalarofinterestandtheproxyscalarisconsidered. However,allfactorsreportedaboveare
theresultofsimulationswithanidealdefinitionofthehyp erbolicdeadbandbasedonscalardata
fromthecompletesamplinginterval(linesinFigure9).
Duringtherealsamplingprocess,onlyhistoricscalardat aisavailable.Themeanscalarvalue
is definedbased ona filter functionand the center of the  hyperbolic deadbandmovesupand
downalongthescalaraxis.Thisleadsto lessrigorousrej ectionofsampleswithaveragescalar
values(seedotsclosetothecenterofFigure9).Conseq uently,theaveragescalarconcentration
difference between updrafts and downdrafts is slightly decre ased, e.g. the CO 2 mixing ratio
difference C ¯ ¯ –C¯ ¯  in Figure 9. The application of a wind-deadband (REA) inste ad of a
hyperbolicdeadband(HREA)wouldincorporateevenmoreairw ithaverageCO 2 mixingratios
(e.g. around 360 µmol mol −1 in Figure 9) in updraft and downdraft air samples and ther eby
furtherdecreasethemixingratiodifference.Simulationsba sedontherecordedvalveswitching
from the WALDATEM-2003 experiment showed, that the realistic c oncentration difference
increasebetweenREA( Hw=0.6)andHREA( Hh=1.0)isonly1.63(Table1).Thecorresponding
expectedCO 2 mixing ratio difference fromHREA simulations based on the  effective sample
segregation during the experiment with a hyperbolic deadband of Hh=1.0 is
2.4(±0.5)µmolmol −1. The observed mixing ratio differences were only slightly s maller,
(2.3(±0.6)µmolmol −1, Table 1, Figure 10a), reflecting also the physical air sa mpling effects
discussedinSection4.6.However, thesealsoaffectREAsa mplingwithawind-deadbandand
aneffectiverelativeconcentrationdifferenceincrease closeto1.63canbeassumed.
Weavoidedincreasingthehyperbolicdeadbandsize Hhfurther,becauseincontrasttoresults
of ideal simulations, no significant additional concentr ation difference increase could be
expectedwithlargerhyperbolicdeadbandswhenacknowledgingtherea listicsamplingprocess.
Also, the representativness of updraft and downdraft sampl es for the JFD would be further
decreasediflargerdeadbandswouldbeapplied.
During theWALDATEM-2003 experiment, the overallproportions of evaluated samples in
each sampling intervalwere14.7(±3.0)%updrafts and9.1(±2.6)% downdrafts.The difference
in the number of updraft and downdraft samples results from skewness in the JFD and was
discussedby Bowlingetal.  [1999b].Theauthorssuggestanoptimumdeadbandsizeat Hh=1.1
andanasymmetricadjustmentofthehyperbolas.Wedecidedno ttoadjustthesymmetricshape
ofthehyperbolicdeadband,inordertopreventartifactstha tcouldresultfromchangingshapes
oftheJFD,whichhavetobeconsideredabovetallvegetation .
CO2mixingratiodifferencesofwhole-airHREAupdraftanddownd raftsamplesintherange
of–1.3to–3.9µmolmol −1 exceededthetenfoldmeasurementprecision.Twosamplesmar ked
witha ‘+’ inFigure5ashowedrelativelysmallsampleprop ortions.Their representativness in
respect to the JFD remains questionable. Furthermore, r educed precision of the CO 2 mixing
ratiodifferencecanresultfromthetransferofrela tivelysmallamountsofsampleair.Therefore,
only simulated and corrected b-factors were used for the estimation of the isotope fl uxes of
thesetwosamplesinFigure10band10c.
The 13C and 18O isotopic differences, i.e. the difference of the isotope  ratios of updraft and
downdraftairsamples,observedbytheHREAmeasurementsduring WALDATEM-2003were
onaverage0.11(±0.03)‰for  13Cand0.11(±0.02)‰for  18Oduring the timewith sufficient
sample drying (Table1).Mostvalues liebetween the fivef oldand tenfold standarddeviations
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foundin thewhole-airREAsystemtests(dashedlines in Figure10band10c,compareFigure
4). Similar  13C differences were reported for many samples by Bowling et al.  [1999a].
Nevertheless, the small differences of the isotope ratio s ask for high precision in the sample
analysis. Based on the comparison of the isotopic differencesand the precision determined in
thewhole-airREAsystemtestsameasurementuncertaint yduetotheresolutionoftheisotopic
differencesof10%to20%canbeestimated.
Themixingratiodifferencesobserved forCH 4 andN 2Oindaytimesamples takenabovethe
spruce forest atWaldstein/Weidenbrunnenduring theWALDATEM -2003experiment  ranged
from−2.9to1.6nmolmol −1 forCH 4and−0.37to0.49nmolmol −1 forN 2O.Mostmixingratio
differences were in the order of measurement precision (1.3 nmolmol −1 for CH 4 and
0.13nmolmol −1 forN 2O) and consequently too small to be resolved byHREA sam pling and
whole-airanalysiswithoutpre-concentrationonatrap.The indicationofnegativeconcentration
differencesanddownwarddirectionofCH 4andN 2Ofluxesonaverageofthedaytimesamples
wasnotsignificant(Table1).

4.7. 13CO2 andCO 18OturbulentisofluxesmeasuredbyHREA
TheturbulentCO 2fluxdensitydeterminedbyECinintervalsof5minutesfr om30minutesof
turbulence data from noon of the 187 th to the end of 189 th day of the year during the
WALDATEM-2003 experiment is shown as solid line in Figure 11a . It reflects intense
photosyntheticactivityandCO 2uptakeduringdaytimeafterarainyperiod.CO 2releaseintothe
atmosphere during nighttime is inhibited during the second night  and at the beginning of the
third night by very stable stratification of the air in t he forest canopy ([ Foken et al. , 2004b;
Ruppert and Foken , 2005], ( zm−d)/L= +0.4 to +1.2, zm: measurement height, d: displacement
height, L:Obukhovlength)incombinationwithlowhorizontalwindvelocit ies,whichresultsin
minimalCO 2  fluxdensitiesandrejectionofsomedata(gapsinthesoli d line)duetopoorflux
dataquality.Thefluxdataqualitywasevaluatedaccording totestcriteriadescribedby Fokenet
al. [2004a]and Ruppertetal. [2006a].Qualityflagsof1or3fortheCO 2ECfluxindicate,that
thefundamentalprerequisitesfortheECandREAmethodrega rdingstationarityandturbulence
characteristicswere fulfilled duringall samplingperi odsat daytime.Variation in theCO 2 EC
fluxareduringdaytimeiscausedbyvariableglobalradiati onduetochangingcloudcover.
13CO2andCO 18Oturbulentisotopefluxdensities(diamondsinFigure11band 11c),measured
byHREAat33mweredeterminedfromthemeasuredisotopicdi fferencesandbulkCO 2 data
andmeasured effective bCO2-factors according to (1) expressed for turbulent isofluxes   cFc of
CO2[ Bowlingetal. ,2003a]:

 ( )↓↓↑↑ −= CCbF     awcc . (6)

Circles in Figure 11b and 11c were derived from the measured i sotopic differences but
simulatedupdraftanddowndraftbulkCO 2valuesand b-factorsthatwerecorrectedaccordingto
thelinearregressionbetweenmeasuredandsimulated b-factors.
Downward turbulent transport ofCO 2 (negativeCO 2 flux density by convention) correlates
with isotopic enrichment of the canopy air (Figure 5) du e to assimilation of CO 2 and linked
discriminationoftheheavierisotopesandpositiveturbulent isofluxes(Figure11band11c).The
positive sign of the isoflux results from its calculation f rom isotope ratios in reference to the
internationalstandardVPDBaccordingto(6)[ Bowlingetal. ,2003a].Themaximumturbulent
isofluxeswereobservedshortlybeforenoonondayof theyear 188and189.The influenceof
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isotopic enrichment is reflected in the positive trend o f isotope ratios observed in REA and
Profilewhole-airsamplesfromabovethecanopyontheday oftheyear188andinthemorning
ofthedayoftheyear189inFigure5.Inthe 13Cdatathistrendreversesafternoonondayofthe
year 189. Nevertheless, the maintained positive isotopic diff erences in Figure 5 and
consequently positive turbulent isofluxes in Figure 11b indicate  that turbulent air exchange
between the boundary layer and the canopy air continues t o enrich boundary layer air with
heavierisotopes.Also 13Cisotoperatios inprofilesamplesfrom33mseemtobe moreclosely
linked to boundary layer air in the afternoon of doy 189. We there fore hypothesize that
advectiveprocessesintheboundarylayeraredominatingthea ircompositionchangeduringthis
period.
5. Conclusion
Labexperimentswithfoilballoonbagsandthecompletewhole-air REAsystemdemonstrate
theirsuitabilityforhighprecisionisotopesamplingforbot h 13Cand 18OisotopesofCO 2.High
measurementaccuracywasalsoachievedduringafieldexpe rimentaboveaspruceforest.This
was indicated by a close match of isotope ratios found  in air samples from two independent
samplingsystems.Wethereforeconclude, that foilballoonsa resuitableflexibleair collection
containers for intermediate storageafter cleaningasdesc ribed inSection4.1.Largewhole-air
samplevolumes,preciseflowandpressurecontrol,carefulma terialselectionandtreatmentand
effective sample drying helped to increase the sampling a ccuracy of the complete whole-air
REAsystemespeciallyfor 18Oisotopes.
 13C/CO2 and also
 18O/CO2 correlations can therefore readily be investigated even at
relativelysmallrangesofCO 2mixingratios.Thelinearregressionanalysisshowedgoods calar
correlations in HREA updraft and downdraft and in profil e samples, which supports the
assumption of scalar similarity at different temporal sc ales. However, different slopes were
found inHREAandprofilesamples fromearlymorningtran sitionperiods.This effect isvery
likelycausedbyisotopicallydepletedairabovethecanopyfrom respiratorybuiltupduringthe
nightincombinationwithhighphotosyntheticdiscriminationi nthetopcanopyinthemorning.
Consequently,temporalandspatialscalesoftheisoto picexchangemustbeconsideredcarefully
for the regression analysis of the EC/flask method especi ally above tall vegetation. HREA
measurementsprovideadditionalinformationonthescalarvar iationandonthemostsignificant
eventsintheturbulentisotopicexchangeabovethecanopyfort hedeterminationofisofluxes.
The comparison of measurement results and simulations of HR EA sampling for bulk CO 2
confirmed good instrument performance and indicated 10 to 20%  uncertainty for the
quantificationoffluxesduetothesamplingmethod.Themeas uredeffective b-factorsshouldbe
preferred for flux determination. Simulated b-factors require validation and potentially
correction in order to prevent the risk of systematic under estimation of fluxes. Detailed axis
rotationproceduresforREAandHREAsamplingwithouta ti me lag[ Beverlandetal. ,1996b;
McInnes et al. , 1998; Moncrieff et al. , 1998] can be implemented by evaluating the 3Dwind
vector and performing online planar-fit corrections [ Wilczak et al. , 2001]. The precise
synchronization of REA segregation valve switching can be a chieved under defined sample
flow conditions by differential cross-correlation measurem ents as outlined in Section 3.4. A
concentrationdifferenceincreaseof63%wasachievedbyapplying theHREAsamplingmethod
instead of classical REA. Nevertheless, relatively sma ll isotopic differences in updraft and
downdraft samples collected during the WALDATEM-2003 experiment a bove spruce forest
required high precision isotope analysis. The measuremen t uncertainty due to the chemical
resolutionoftheisotoperatiodifferenceswasestimate dat10to20%.
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Whole-air HREA in combination with high precision isotope analysis can quantify the
isofluxes of 13CO2 and CO 18O and collect additional information on the scalar correlat ion to
bulkCO 2,representingtherelativelyshorttimescaleofupdrafts anddowndraftsintheturbulent
exchangeabovethecanopy.
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8. Appendix–Whole-airREASystemcomponents
Component Company Type
Filters GelmanSciencesInc.,Ann
Arbor,MI,USA
ACRO50,1.0µm,Teflon®(PTFE)
Inlettubing SERTOjacobGmbH,
Fuldabrück,Germany
SERTOflex-6,6mmOD(Dekabon
tubing,PEasinnerwallmaterial)
TubinginREAsystem  Stainlesssteel,6mmOD,cleane dand
heated
Connectors Swagelock,Solon,OH,USA Stainlesssteelf ittings,quickconnects
andultratorrconnectors,seals:
Viton®(FPM)
Connectors UniversityofBayreuth,
Germany
Stainlesssteelfittings,seals:Viton®
(FPM)
Massflowmeters
(MFM1,MFM2)
BronkhorstHi-TecB.V.,
Ruurlo,Netherlands
F-111C-HA-33-V,6ln/min.
(lowpressuredrop)
Pumps
(P1,P3,P4)
KNFNeubergerGmbH,
Freiburg,Germany
N86AVDC,aluminum,Viton®
(FPM)
Pumps(P2bypass,
P5flushingunit)
KNFNeubergerGmbH,
Freiburg,Germany
N86KVDC,Ryton®,Viton®(FPM)
Pump
(P6dryingair)
FÜRGUT,Aichstetten,
Germany
DC24/80S
Pumpmotordrivers(P1,P2) Conrad,Hirschau,Germany 192287,pul se-widthdcmotordriver
Nafion®gas-dryer PermaPureInc.,TomsRiver,
NJ,USA
MD-110-48S-4,stainlesssteel,
Nafion®(FPM)
Samplingvalves
(V1,V2anddummy)
Bürkert,Ingelfingen,Germany 0330,3/2waysolenoidvalve,3 mm
orifice,stainlesssteel,Viton®(FPM)
Valves
(V3,V4,V5,V6,V7,V8)
Bürkert,Ingelfingen,Germany 6011A,2/2waysolenoidvalve,2 .4
mmorifice,versionforanalytical
applications,stainlesssteel,Viton®
(FPM)
Bag1,bag2
(intermediatesample
reservoirs)
AnagramInternational,Inc.,
EdenPrairie,MN,USA
Mylar®foilballoons,45cm,circle
shape,(onebagreservoirconsistsof
twoballoonswhichfillwithabout
14Leachtoallowincreasedsample
volumes)
Dryingtraps UniversityofBayreuth,
Germany
Magnesiumperchlorategranulate,
Mg(ClO4)2,in200mmx20mmID
glasstubesandglasswoolcleanedand
heatedandViton®(FPM)seals
Glassflasks Max-Planck-Institutefor
Biogeochemistry,Jena,
GermanyandQVFAG,
Ilmenau,Germany
1Lborosilicateglassflaskswith
PCTFEstopcocks
Pressuresensor
(installedattheoutletofone
flaskfillingunit)
SuchyMesstechnik,Lichtenau,
Germany
SD-30,-1000…+1500hPa,stainless
steel
Backpressurevalves Riegler&Co.KG,BadUrach,
Germany
SicherheitsventileDN8,+500hPa,
brass,Viton®(FPM)
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9. Tables

Table1. ConcentrationdifferenceincreaseachievedbyHREAsampling duringtheWALDATEM-2003
experimentandcomparabledata.
Scenario Concentrationdifferenceincrease
HREA( Hh=1.0)/REA( Hw=0.6)
Averagescalarconcentration
differencesHREA( Hh=1.0)
Simulation,ideal 1.78thisstudy,
1.84[ Bowlingetal. ,1999b]
CO2:4.9(±2.4)µmolmol −1
[Bowlingetal. ,1999b]basedon
datafromEasternUSAdeciduous
forest
Simulation,imperfect
scalarsimilarity

1.73thisstudy,
1.65[ Ruppertetal. ,2006b]

Simulation,proxy
scalarand  wstatistics
definedfromprevious
dataandfilterfunction
1.63thisstudy CO 2:2.4(±0.5)µmolmol −1
thisstudy
Measured,including
physicalsampling
effects
 CO 2:2.3(±0.6)µmolmol −1
13C:0.11(±0.03)‰VPDB
18O:0.11(±0.02)‰VPDB-CO 2
CH4:−0.4(±1.2)nmolmol −1
N2O:−0.02(±0.26)nmolmol −1
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10.FiguresandFigurecaptions
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Figure 1.  Design of the whole-air REA system (a) for isotope flux measurements with foil balloon bags as
intermediatereservoirs(b).Theperforatedfillingtubei sinsertedintothefoilvalveoftheballoonandtightlys ealed
withastrongrubberband.RefertoTableA1intheAppendixfo rdetailsonindividualcomponentsin(a).
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Figure2. Foilballoonbagtestfor 13C(a)and 18O(b)isotopesamplingbeforecleaning.Thesymbolsreprese ntthe
measuredisotoperatiosin6individualballoonbags.Eachbag wasflushed3timeswithsampleairfromoneairtank
on its first usage. Dashed lines indicate the progressive c ontamination of the air with heavier isotopes after the
flushingprocedure.
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Figure3. Foilballoonbagtestfor 13C(a)and 18O(b)isotopesamplingafterbagcleaning.Symbolsinthele ftmost
sectionofthefigurerepresentisotoperatiosmeasured inairsampledfromonetankafterdifferentresidencetime sin
9differentballoonbags.Errorbarsindicatethestandardde viationofupto12repeatedmeasurementsonthesameair
sample,whichformthebasisforthespecificationofits isotoperatiowithhighprecision.Dashedlinesandthesolid
symbol in the right section of the figure represent the aver age isotope ratiomeasured in the 9 balloon bags. The
corresponding error bar indicates the standard deviation of the  9 specified isotope ratios from the balloon bag
samples.As reference,therightmost sectionof the figure  shows the isotopic ratioofairsampled from theair ta nk
intoaglassflaskwithoutresidenceinaballoonbag.Note thedifferenceinscaleswhencomparingtoFigure2.
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Figure 4.  Test of the completewhole-airREA system for 13C (a) and 18O (b) isotopesampling. The usage of the
symbols and lines follows the logic of Figure 3. Air from  the tank was used for threefold flushing and directed
through theREAsamplingsystem, storedintheballoonbagsa ndsampled intoglass flasksinthe samemanneras
requiredforREAsamplinginthefield.Subsequently,the 13Cand 18OisotoperatiosofCO 2 sampledintotheglass
flasksweremeasured.
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Figure5. CO 2mixing ratios (a)and 13C(b)and 18O(c) isotope ratiosofupdraft anddowndraftair samples ta ken
above a spruce forest at 33m above ground (FLUXNETStatio nWaldstein/Weidenbrunnen,GE1-Wei) during the
WALDATEM-2003 experiment by applying a hyperbolic deadband of Hh= 1.0 (HREA).Solid upward triangles =
updraftairsamples,unfilleddownwardtriangles=downdraftai rsamples.Unfilledcirclesrepresentairsamplestaken
simultaneouslywith an isotope- and trace-gas profile syste m also at 33m. Solid circles represent profile samples
fromthecanopytopat15mor22m.Thegraybarmarkssam ples,which(i)weretakenafterrefreshingthedrying
traps in thewhole-airREA system and the period, inwhich (i i) 18O isotope ratios inREA and profile system air
samplesshowtheexpectedagreement.TwoHREAsamplesco nsistedofrelativelysmallamountsofsampleairand
aremarkedwitha‘+’inplot(a).
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Figure6. Scalarcorrelationbetweenthe 13C(a)and 18O(b)isotoperatiosandtheCO 2mixingratioinupdraftand
downdraft airsamplesandprofile samples takenabovea spruc e forest at33mandinprofilesamplestakenat the
canopytopat15mor22m.SymbolusagecorrespondstoFigure 5.Figure6bcontainsonlysamplesfromtheperiod
forwhicheffective sampledryingwasassured.Theencirc led sampleswerecollectedduringnighttimeormorning
transitionperiods.
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Figure 7.   Measured updraft and downdraft CO 2 mixing ratios in HREAwhole-air samples plotted against CO2
mixing ratios from simulation ofHREA sampling based on theE CCO 2 time series (updraft solid and downdraft
unfilledtriangles)withtheirleastsquarelinearregress ion(line).
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Figure8.  Effective b-factorsderived frommeasuredCO 2mixing ratios inHREAwhole-air samples in relation to
simulatedb -factors(circles)andtheirleastsquarelinearregre ssion(line).
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Figure9.  Plotof theeffectivehyperbolic sampleselection fora 30minsampling interval (dots) regardingvertical
windspeed wandtheopenpathCO 2mixingratiodata C fromtheWALDATEM-2003experiment,dayoftheyear
188,12:00-12:30.ThesampleselectionisbasedontheoriginalHR EAvalveswitchingrecord.Bothaxesarescaled
to the30minaverage±4 standarddeviations.The solid lines indicate the idealhyperbolicdeadbandwith the size
Hh=1.0in respect to the30min statistics.Thedashed linesindi cate theaverageCO 2mixing ratiosofupdraft ( c ¯ ¯ :
w>0) and downdraft ( c¯ ¯ : w<0) air samples, resulting from the effective hyperbolic sample selection.
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Figure10. CO 2mixingratiodifferences(a)and 13C(b)and 18O(c)isotoperatiodifferencesinupdraftanddowndraft
REAairsamples(soliddiamonds). 18Oisotoperatiodifferencespresumablyinfluencedbyincomple tedryingoutof
theperiodmarkedwithagraybarareindicatedasunfilled diamonds.Dottedlinesindicatethefivefoldandtenfold
standarddeviationsspecifiedinSection4.2andFigure4inordert oassessthemeasurementprecisionfortheisotope
samples.
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Figure11. TurbulentCO 2fluxdensity(a)and 13CO2(b)andCO 18O(c)turbulentisofluxesdeterminedfromwhole-
airHREAmeasurements.Thesolidlinein(a)indicates theturbulentCO 2 fluxdensitycontinuouslymeasuredwith
the EC system as reference. Measured bCO2-factors were used for the turbulent isofluxes determined by HREA
(diamondsinbandc). 18Oturbulentisofluxespresumablyinfluencedbyincompletedryingo utoftheperiodmarked
with a gray bar are indicated as unfilled diamonds in (c). Gra y circles represent HREA turbulent flux densities
calculated frommeasured concentration and isotopic difference sand simulated  b CO2-factors,whichwere corrected
according to the linear regression of b-factors in Figure 6. Either updraft or downdraftCO 2 mixing ratios of four
samples marked with ‘+’ at the bottom of plot (a) showed i nsufficient accuracy and were therefore replaced by
simulatedvalues.Consequently, for these samples turbul entisofluxes inplot (b)and (c)couldonlybedetermined
basedonsimulated bCO2-factors(graycircles).
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Abstract
The ecosystem isotope discrimination
 
e and the flux weighted isotopic signature c of the atmospheric CO 2
exchange of ecosystems are important parameters for globa l scale modeling of the carbon balance. Their
measurement is also the basis for the isotopic fluxpartiti oningmethodapplied for the determination of gross flux
componentsatecosystemscale.Theobjectiveofthisstudy istodemonstratehowtheseparametersandtheirdiurnal
variability can be determined by hyperbolic relaxed eddy accumula tion (HREA) and whole-air sampling of the
turbulentexchangeofCO 2, 13CO2andCO 18Oisotopes.Additionally,theisotopicsignaturesoftheas similationflux
andtherespirationfluxareanalyzedinordertoassessthe potentialfortheapplicationoftheisotopicfluxpartitioning
method.The samplingwasperformedaboveaspruce forest at theFLUXNETstationWaldstein/Weidenbrunnenin
Germany during a three-day intensive measurement campaign of t he experiment WALDATEM-2003 (Wavelet
DetectionandAtmosphericTurbulentExchangeMeasurements2003) .Thefluxweightedisotopicsignature cofthe
atmospheric turbulentexchangewasdetermineddirectly from highprecisionanalysisofupdraft anddowndraft air
samples. Their display and geometrical interpretation in so  called Miller-Tan plots visualized key processes
influencingtheCO 2exchange.BasedontheHREAmeasurements, theecosystem isotopediscrimination
 
eandnet
ecosystemisotopediscrimination
 
Ecouldbedeterminedonhalf-hourlytimescaleswithafootprin tsimilartothatof
eddycovariance(EC)measurements.Theobserveddiurnalvar iabilityof isotopic signaturesandecosystem isotope
discriminationdemonstratestheneedfortheirrepeatedmea surementfortheevaluationofisotopicmassbalancesat
ecosystem scale. The analysis of vertical profile ai r samples showed that (i) the isotopic signature R  of the
respiration flux during daytime could not be inferred fromnig httime samples and (ii) that the determination of R
duringdaytimeshouldberestrictedtosub-canopysamplesbecaus eofmultiplesourcemixingathigherlevels.The
definition of the canopy integrated isotope discrimination
 
canopy  commonly used for isotopic partitioning of
assimilationandrespirationfluxesisapotentialsource ofbias.Analternativedefinition(  'canopy)issuggested,which
yieldedestimatesof
 13C'canopy=17.7(±2.6)‰and  18O'canopy=17.8(±2.1)‰onaverage.However,half-hourlyvalues
weresubjecttodiurnalvariabilityanddatafromindependent measurementsorvalidatedmodels,whichshouldreflect
this variability, is indispensable for the isotopic parti tioning of the assimilation and respiration fluxes. At the
beginningoftheintensivemeasurementcampaign,theirisot opicdisequilibria D 13Cand D 18Owereoppositeinsign.
Twodayspasttheendofaprolongedrainperiod,bothdisequil ibriadisappeared.Theobservedfastequilibrationmay
limittheperiodsforthesuccessfulapplicationoftheis otopicfluxpartitioningmethod.Duetoitsgeneralsensitivi ty
to the precision of isotopic signatures, there is further ne ed to investigate the variability of truly flux weighte d
isotopicsignaturesbyhighprecisionisotopemeasurementsat ecosystemscale.Thediurnalvariabilityoftheisotope
discriminationshouldberegardedfortheevaluationofiso topemassbalancesandforthevalidationofmodels.

Indexterms: 0315Biosphere/atmosphereinteractions(0426,1610),0414 Biogeochemi calcycles,processes,
andmodeling(0412,0793,1615,4805,4912),0454Isotopiccompositiona ndchemistry(1041,4870),0490Trace
gases,0428Carboncycling(4806)

Keywords: Isotopediscrimination,Isotopicsignature,Netecosyst emexchange,Fluxpartitioning,Trace-gasflux,
Relaxededdyaccumulation,Conditionalsampling
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1. Introduction
The carbon balance of terrestrial ecosystems and its a tmospheric flux components can be
investigated by relating the bulk 1 CO 2 mass balance to mass balances of the stable isotopes
13CO2andCO 18Oonecosystemuptoglobalscale[ Ciaisetal. ,1995a; Ciaisetal. ,1995b; Yakir
andWang ,1996; YakiranddaS.L.Sternberg ,2000].Duetodiscriminationofheavierisotopes
duringphotosyntheticuptakeofCO 2 inecosystems[ Farquharetal. ,1989]thecombinationof
themassbalancescanbeused for isotopic fluxpartitioning .Thismethod requires theprecise
determination of isotopic signatures of the atmospheric gas  exchange or of the ecosystem
isotope discrimination [ Buchmann et al. , 1998]. With appropriate temporal and spatial
integration, the ecosystem isotope discrimination forms  the basis for modeling of the 13CO2
isotope and bulk CO 2 balance at global scale [ Bakwin et al. , 1998; Baldocchi and Bowling ,
2003; BuchmannandKaplan ,2001; Fungetal. ,1997; Kaplanetal. ,2002; Milleretal. ,2003;
Randersonetal. ,2002].Attheecosystemscale,theisotopicfluxpartition ingmethodisapplied
in order to quantify the assimilation and respiration gro ss flux components based on
micrometeorological isotope flux measurements above the ecosys tem [ Bowling et al. , 2001;
Lloydetal. , 1996; Wichuraetal. , 2000; Zhangetal. , 2006].The difference of their absolute
contributionsdeterminestherelativelysmallnetecosystem exchange(NEE).Thesuccessofthe
isotopic flux partitioning method depends on (i) the differenc e of isotopic signatures of the
componentfluxesand(ii)thecorrespondingmeasurementprecision [ PhillipsandGregg ,2001].
Severalstudiespointoutthattheachievedmeasurementpreci sionofthe  13Cand  18Oisotopic
signatures2oftheatmosphericturbulentexchangeisthemostcritical parameterfortheisotopic
fluxpartitioningmethodappliedat the ecosystemscale [ Bowlingetal. ,1999a; Bowlingetal. ,
2003a; Zobitz et al. , 2006; Zobitz et al. , 2007]. It is difficult tomeasure especially above tall
vegetationwheredue to the requiredmeasurementpositionwith  sufficient relativedistance to
the canopy (i) concentration and isotopic differences are  relatively small and (ii) the flux
gradientmethod cannot be applied.High demand for increase dmeasurement precision of the
 
13C and  18O isotopic signatures of atmospheric turbulent CO 2 exchange and the ecosystem
isotope discrimination and for the investigation of their t emporal variability is expressed in a
number of recent studies on themeasurement of isotope fl uxes by tunable diode laser (TDL)
[Bowlingetal. ,2003b; Griffisetal. ,2004; Griffisetal. ,2005; Saleskaetal. ,2006; Zhangetal. ,
2006]andonmodelingofecosystem/atmosphereisotopeexchange[ Aranibaretal. ,2006; Chen
etal. ,2006; Fungetal. ,1997; Laietal. ,2004; Ogéeetal. ,2003; Ogéeetal. ,2004]. Isotopic
signaturesareoftendeterminedfromKeelingplotsofvertic alprofileairsamples[ Patakietal. ,
2003]. Their evaluation depends on the observed isotope ratio an d concentration differences.
The size of different flux contributions may not be account ed correctly. However, truly flux
weighted isotopic signatures are required for the corre ct evaluation of isotopicmassbalances.
Alsotherelevanttemporalvariabilityandspatialscal es,i.e.themeasurementfootprints,haveto
beconsideredcarefullyinordertoavoidbiasedresults [Göckedeetal. ,2008; MillerandTans ,
2003; Zobitz et al. , 2007]. Ruppert et al.  [2008]demonstrated that sufficientprecision for the
                                                
1
  Theterm‘bulkCO 2’isusedtorefertothesumof 12C16O16O, 13C16O16O, 12C16O18OandallotherCO 2isotopes.
2
 All results reported for 13C and 18O isotope ratios in this study refer to the isotope compos ition ofCO 2, i.e. the
isotoperatioof 13CO2orCO 18OtobulkCO 2.Theisotoperatiosareexpressedasisotopicsignatures in -notation.
All 13Cand 18Oisotopicsignaturesarereportedrelativeto 13Cand 18Oisotopicabundancesintheinternational
standardsVPDB(ViennaPeeDeeBelemnite)andVPDB-CO 2respectively(CG99scale,seedetailsin[ Werneret
al.,2001]and[ WernerandBrand ,2001]):

13C=[[(13C/12C)sample–(13C/12C)VPDB]/(13C/12C)VPDB]·1000(‰VPDB).

18O=[[(18O/16O)sample–(18O/16O)VPDB-CO2]/(18O/16O)VPDB-CO2]·1000(‰VPDB-CO 2).
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measurementoftheisotopicfluxdensity(isoflux,[ Bowlingetal. ,2001; Bowlingetal. ,2003a])
abovea forest at half-hourly timescales canbe achieved by combining the hyperbolic relaxed
eddyaccumulationmethod (HREA, [ Bowlingetal. , 1999b])withwhole-air sample collection
andhighprecisionisotopeanalysisinalaboratory[ Werneretal. ,2001].
In this paper we suggest directly determining  the flux weighted isotopic signature of
atmospheric turbulent exchange from bulk CO 2 mixing ratios and 13C and 18O isotope ratios
measured in updraft and downdraft HREA whole-air samples.  Results from a three-day
intensive measurement campaign in a spruce forest are prese nted and the achievable
measurementprecisionisdiscussed.
From these results, the ecosystem discrimination is deter mined at half-hourly timescales,
whichallowsinvestigatingitsvariabilityinthediurnalc ycle.Byroughlyestimatingthedaytime
respirationfluxbasedonanighttimeNEEtemperatureregr essionalsothe isotopicsignatureof
the assimilation flux and the canopy isotope discrimination a re determined. We discuss the
sensitivityof the isotopicfluxpartitioningmethodandthepot ential forbiasresultingfromthe
definitionofthecanopyisotopediscrimination.
Keeling plots andMiller-Tan plots of vertical profile a ir samples, commonly used for the
determination of the isotopic signature  R of the respiration flux, are analyzed to test their
inherentassumptionoftwosourcemixingduringdaytime.Byana lysisofthetemporaltracesof
HREA updraft and downdraft air samples in Miller-Tan plot s we combine and visualize
informationonkeyfactorsfortheecosystemCO 2 exchange,i.e.(i)assimilationandrespiration
oftheecosystemand(ii)releaseandrecyclingofCO 2respiredduringnighttime,(iii)changesin
the isotopic signature of canopy air and (iv) coupling and dec oupling of certain layers in the
ecosystem from the air exchange. In parallel, vertical CO 2 profile and turbulence profile
measurements are analyzed for indication of temporal deco upling of the canopy and the sub-
canopyspacefromtheatmosphericexchange.
2. Theory
2.1. Isotopicsignaturesandmixinglines
Themixingofairfromtwosourceswithdifferentisotope ratios  1and  2 canbedescribedby
twosimplemassbalances,

 21a CCC += , (1)
 2211aa
   
CCC += , (2)

inwhich C1and C2arethedryairbulkCO 2mixingratiosofthetwosources.  aand Caarethe
isotoperatioandbulkCO 2 mixingratioof themixedair, respectively.Thesocalled  ‘Keeling
plot’ of the isotope ratios  a versus the inverse of the CO 2 mixing ratios 1/ Ca of mixed air
samples results in a ‘mixing line’ that indicates the is otopic signature of one of the sources
[Keeling,1958].Itcanbedeterminedastheinterceptoftheextrapolat edlinearregressionandis
definedbycombining(1)and(2):

 ( ) 2
a
211a
1
+−=
C
C . (3)
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This method is commonly applied to identify the isotopic sig nature  R of the nighttime
respiration flux FR in ecosystems fromsamplingair in a verticalprofile [ Pataki et al. , 2003].
Thesameresultcanalsobeachievedbyplotting  aCa versus Ca [MillerandTans ,2003].Here
theisotopicsignature  2isindicatedbytheslopeofalinearregression:

 ( )211a2aa      −+= CCC . (4)

Both methods require precise measurement of  a and Ca in order to robustly establish the
linear regression, especially for small ranges ofmixi ng ratios and isotope ratios [ Phillips and
Gregg, 2001]. Both types of linear relation, i.e. the ‘Keeling p lot’ and the ‘Miller-Tan plot’,
yield identical results and are equally sensitive to poor  measurement resolution. Because the
relativemeasurementerroriscommonlyhigherforisotopera tiosofCO 2 thanforthebulkCO 2
mixing ratios, ordinary least square (OLS) linear regre ssion should be preferred to geometric
mean(GM)linearregression,whichresults insystemati cerrorsatsmallCO 2 ranges[ Zobitzet
al.,2006].

2.2. Eddyfluxandeddyisofluxmeasurementmethods
The turbulent atmospheric gas exchange of an ecosystem can  be measured by the eddy
covariancemethod (EC) [ Baldocchi et al. , 1988]. It requires that fast and precise sensors are
availabletoresolvethefluctuationsofthescalarofint erest c',whichincombinationwithsonic
anemometer measurements of the fluctuations of the vertical w ind velocity w' above the
ecosystem allow the determination of the turbulent flux density  Fc as their covariance, often
callededdyflux:

 ''c cwF = . (5)

TheoverbardenotesReynoldsaveragingovera typicalmeasurement periodof30min.This
methodiscommonlyappliedtomeasuretheatmosphericCO 2exchangeofdifferentecosystems
aroundtheglobe[ Aubinetetal. ,2000; Baldocchietal. ,2001].Thederivationof the turbulent
flux density requires certain corrections, transformati ons and quality control [ Foken et al. ,
2004].Byconvention,upwardfluxesintotheatmospherehaveapos itivesign.
Up to now, no sensors are available which provide sufficient t emporal resolution and
chemicalprecisionforeddycovariancemeasurementsofstabl eisotopesofCO 2,i.e. 13CO2 and
CO18O.Differentmethodsareproposed for the investigation of isotopic signatures in theCO 2
exchange and critically reviewed by Bowling et al.  [2003a]. These include the so called
EC/flaskmethod[ Bowlingetal. ,1999a; Bowlingetal. ,2001],whichscalesthehighresolution
timeseriesofbulkCO 2fluctuationsbyalinearfunctionderivedfromtherelation oftheisotopic
signatures and bulk CO 2  mixing ratios in air samples in order to estimate the t ime series of
fluctuationsoftheisotopicsignature.Thismethodassumes astrictlylinearrelationonallscales
of the turbulent exchange of CO 2  and 13CO2 or CO 18O isotopes, i.e. strictly linear scalar
similarity.
Aboveshortvegetation,theflux-gradientmethod[e.g. Businger,1986]canbeapplied,which
isbasedonconcentrationandisotopemeasurementsattwodi fferentlevelsabovetheecosystem
and the assumption of flux-gradient similarity for two sca lar quantities. Only for one of the
scalarquantitiesdirectfluxmeasurementshavetobeperf ormed.Thismethodisnowcombined
with tunable diode laser (TDL) isotope analysis, which i s able to resolve typical isotopic
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gradientsaboveecosystemswithintensephotosyntheticac tivitywithsufficientprecision,when
allowingabout10sofintegrationtime[ Bowlingetal. ,2003b; Griffisetal. ,2004; Griffisetal. ,
2005; Pattey et al. , 2006; Saleska et al. , 2006; Zhang et al. , 2006]. The assumption of flux-
gradientsimilarityisbasedoncertainverticalprofile characteristics.Overtallvegetation,these
can only be observed at greater distances from the canopy. Al so, the existence of counter
gradientfluxes[ DenmeadandBradley ,1985]oftenlimitstheuseofthefluxgradientmethod.
WhennofasthighresolutionsensorsareavailableforEC, theconditionalsamplingorrelaxed
eddy accumulation method (REA) [ Businger and Oncley , 1990] can be applied in order to
determine the turbulent flux density from the average concentrati on difference measured in
updraftanddowndraftairsamples.Airsamplesaretypicall yselectedona10Hzbasisandare
accumulatedforsubsequentlaboratoryanalysisbyisotop eratiomassspectrometry(IRMS):

 ( )↓↑ −= ccbF awc   , (6)

where  a is thedryairdensity. c¯ ¯ and c¯ ¯ are theaveragescalarconcentrationsexpressedas
dry air mixing ratios in updraft and downdraft air sampl es, respectively. The concentration
difference is scaled with the intensity of turbulent vert ical mixing measured by the standard
deviationoftheverticalwindspeed w basedontheassumptionofflux-variancesimilarity.The
proportionalityfactor b isdeterminedfromECfluxmeasurementsofaproxyscalar,unde rthe
assumption of scalar similarity in the turbulent exchange b y combining (5) and (6) and
rearrangingfor b:

 ( )↓↑ −= cc
cwb
aw

''
. (7)

TheREAmethodcanbeapplied todetermine isotopefluxesby measuring isotopeandbulk
CO2mixingratiosinupdraftanddowndraftairsamples[ Bowlingetal. ,1999a; Bowlingetal. ,
1999b]. For the scalar similarity assumption thismeans b13CO2=bCO18O=bCO2.  Rewriting (6) for
the determination of the turbulent isotopic flux density, i.e. t he eddy isoflux cFc, based on
isotoperatiosexpressedin -notation[ Bowlingetal. ,2001; Bowlingetal. ,2003a]yields:

 ( )↓↓↑↑ −= CCbF 		
	 awcc . (8)


¯ ¯  and ¯ ¯  are the average isotopic signatures in updraft and downdr aft air samples,
respectively. C¯ ¯ and C¯ ¯ aretheupdraftanddowndraftaveragebulkCO 2mixingratiosindryair.
Suchmeasurementsdirectlyabove forest ecosystemsrequire highanalyticalprecision inorder
to correctly resolve small concentration and isotopic dif ferences. In order to increase the
concentration difference and to resolve certain technical sampling problems, normally a
deadbandisappliedduringREAsamplingforlowverticalwindve locitiesatwhichnosamples
are accumulated in theupdraftordowndraft reservoirs [ BusingerandOncley , 1990; Patteyet
al., 1993]. Bowling et al.  [1999b] suggested a modification of the REA method, in which a
hyperbolicdeadbandisapplied (HREA)inorder tomaximize the scalardifferencefor isotope
fluxmeasurements.
Problems with the assumption of scalar similarity for REA  and HREA are discussed in
Ruppert et al. [2006b]. A comprehensive assessment of the impact of scalar sim ilarity on
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isotopic flux measurement methods could only be performed wit h continuous and high
resolution time series from EC isotope flux measurements. H owever, in comparison to the
EC/flask method, the assumption of scalar similarity in HREA is significantly relaxed. Strict
similarityisonlyassumedforsampleselection,wheni ndividualsamplesareratedaccordingto
their flux contribution w'c' to the proxy scalar turbulent exchange, i.e. when defining the
hyperbolic deadband for updraft and downdraft sample segregation . While there is some
evidencethattherelationbetweenbulkCO 2anditsisotopicsignaturesintheturbulentexchange
might generally be linear [ Bowling et al. , 2001], the slope of that relation may change
temporarily,e.g.duringmorningtransitionperiods[ Bowlingetal. ,2003a; Ruppertetal. ,2008].
InHREAtheslopeofthemixinglineisdeterminedbyprecis elymeasuringtheaverageisotopic
andmixingratiodifferencesinupdraftsanddowndrafts. Thisincorporatesimportantadditional
information on themajor turbulent fluctuationsand the w'c' joint frequencydistributionof the
isotopesintothefluxevaluationscheme[ Ruppertetal. ,2008].
The proxy scalar difference and appropriate b-factors can be determined either from
simulation of HREA sampling of turbulent time series or based on measured concentration
differences, e.g. in the case of whole-air sampling and m ultiple scalars analysis. In the latter
case,theadvantageis,thatpotentialsourcesoferror relatedtothecurrentmicrometeorological
situationor the technicalsamplingprocedure identically i nfluence the concentrationdifference
of the scalarof interest and theproxy scalar.Themeas ured b-factors are then determined for
eachmeasuringperiodoftypically30-40min individually. Thisandotherissuesregardingthe
technicalperformanceofwhole-airHREAmeasurementsar ediscussedindetailby Ruppertet
al.  [2008]. If bulk CO 2 mixing ratios and 13C and/or 18O isotopic signatures are measured
fromthesameupdraftanddowndraftairsampleand scalarsim ilarity isassumedasdiscussed
above,theratioof(8)and(6)directlydeterminesthefluxw eighted isotopicsignature cofthe
turbulentatmosphericexchangeofCO 2:


( )
( )↓↑
↓↓↑↑
−
−
==
CC
CC
F
F   
 
 
c
cc
c . (9)


cisthekeyparameterthatrelatestheeddyisoflux

cFcmeasuredbyHREAtotheCO 2eddy
flux Fc,whichcanbemeasuredbyEC(5).Consequently,thesam etermresultsfromcombining
(8) with the definition of b by (7) and dividing by (5). This definition has similarity to t he
expressionssuggestedby Lloydetal.  [1996,Equations14and15]forthedeterminationofthe
isotopiccontentofonewayfluxes.However,inthepresente dformandinthecontextofHREA
whole-air sampling it allows the direct derivation of

c and

cFc without requiring flux
determinations other than the eddy flux of bulk CO 2  determined by EC according to (5). It
conceptually compares to theflux-ratiomethodology suggestedby Griffisetal.  [2004]for the
estimation of the isotopic signature

R of the respiration flux from isotope flux-gradient
measurementsattwolevelsaboveanecosystemwithaTDL duringnighttime.However,above
tall vegetation flux-gradient measurements could be distur bed by counter-gradient fluxes and
internalboundarylayers.Thedefinitionof

caccordingto(9)inthecontextofHREAsampling
contains information on the dynamic of the turbulent exchange, which is inherent to the
updraft–downdraft differences. In this respect, three ad vantages of isotope HREA should be
considered. Firstly,

c  is determined in a truly flux weighted manner and represents th e
derivative of the isotopic mixing line of the turbulent excha nge at the point or level of
measurement zm above the ecosystem. Secondly, the isotopic signature of the turbulent
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exchange can be measured with a footprint that is identical  or at least very similar to the
footprintofECfluxmeasurements.Thirdly,also the typi calmeasurement integration timesof
theHREAandECmeasurementsarewellcomparable.

2.3. Massbalancesforthenetecosystemexchange(NEE)
Massbalances for theCO 2 exchange of ecosystemsare commonly evaluatedbyaccounting
for concentration changes in the air belowmeasurement height  as storage flux FS in order to
derive the mass balance for the ecosystem/atmosphere inte rface under the assumption that
horizontal and vertical advection terms are negligible. This a llows quantifying the net
ecosystemexchange(NEE) F for individualsamplingperiods,whichcandirectlyberel atedto
ecosystem processes. Equally, mass balances for CO 2 isotopes at the ecosystem/atmosphere
interface,i.e.theisofluxes F ,aredefinedbyincludingthesocalled‘isostorage’asi sofluxterm

SFS [Bowlingetal. ,2001]:

 ARSc FFFFF +=+= , (10)

 AcanopyaRRSScc
 )( FFFFF ∆−+=+= . (11)

NEE can be partitioned into its component fluxes of assimil ation FA and respiration FR  by
combining (10) and (11) [ Bowling et al. , 2001; Bowling et al. , 2003a; Lloyd et al. , 1996;
Wichura et al. , 2000]. According to the definition presented by Bowling et al.  [2001], the
daytimefoliarrespirationisexcludedfromthedaytimeres pirationflux FRandincludedintothe
assimilation flux FA, which then represents a canopy net assimilation flux. The dif ference
betweentheisotopicsignature

aofcanopyairandtheintegratedcanopyisotopediscrimin ation

canopy defines the isotopic signatureof the assimilation flux

A=

a−

canopy.Themassbalances
(10) and (11) and the isotopic flux partitioning method are based on t he assumption of well
mixedairbelowECmeasurementheight zm [Lloydetal. ,1996; Wichuraetal. ,2004].
The isotopicdisequilibrium D  isdefinedasthedifferenceintheisotopicsignatures

R ofthe
carbon dioxide released to the atmosphereby respirationa nd the isotopic signatures

A of the
carbondioxideconsumedbyassimilation:

  RA

−=D . (12)

The ecosystem CO 2 exchange is in a state of isotopic equilibrium if D=0. Isotopic
disequilibrium results e.g. from changes of the canopy isotope  discrimination

canopy in the
assimilationfluxduetochangesofenvironmentalconditionsan dstomataopening[ Farquharet
al., 1989; Flanagan et al. , 1994]. The isotopic flux partitioning method requires isotop ic
disequilibrium D0andtheprecisemeasurementormodelingof Fc, FS,

cFc,

SFS,

Rand

A.
A schematic overview of themass balances established for the  investigation of ecosystem-
atmospheric CO 2  exchange in a forest is presented in Figure 1. The measurem ent height zm
(dashedline)isthelevelofECfluxmeasurementsanddeter minationoftheisotopicsignature c
ofatmosphericturbulentexchangerfromHREAsampling.Them assbalancesofbulkCO 2and
its isotopes can here be described by (5) and the product of (5) and (9). The
ecosystem/atmosphereboundary(dash-dotted lineanddotted  line) isthe interfaceatwhichthe
CO2NEEand the isofluxaredeterminedaccording to (10) and (11),  i.e.massbalancingafter
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inclusion of the storage flux terms. Additional terms of hor izontal and vertical advection are
neglectedhere.
Withthesameconceptasforthederivationof

c in (9),thefluxweighted isotopicsignature

NoftheNEEisdefinedbytheratioof(11)to(10):


F
F 
N

= . (13)

During daytime andwell-developed turbulent exchange, the stora ge flux terms FS and SFS
arenormallysmallcomparedtotheturbulenteddyfluxes Fcand cFc.Thus,themostimportant
parameterfor thedeterminationof the isotopicsignature N  of theNEEis c,whichhas tobe
measuredwithhighprecisionabovetheecosystem.
In tall vegetation, complex exchange processes like CO 2 recycling  within the canopy or
decoupling of certain air layers in the canopy or sub-canop y space can complicate flux
measurementsandmassbalancingfor thederivationofNEEa s indicated inFigure1.Adense
canopycanact like abottleneck in the vertical exchange of air from the sub-canopy space in
timesoflessdevelopedturbulentmixing[ ThomasandFoken ,2007b].Thishasimplicationsfor
mass balances based on gas exchange measurements performed a bove the canopy as the
ecosystem/atmosphereboundary in thecanopyorsub-canopys pace(dotted line) issometimes
poorly defined.A variable statusof atmospheric couplingmay  limit themixing of canopyair
with air from the sub-canopy space. The assumption of well-m ixed air below EC flux
measurementheight zm,whichisfundamentaltotheisotopicfluxpartitioningmet hod,maythen
partiallybeviolated.Stable stratification of canopyai randa lack of vertical air exchangeare
often observed during nighttime. These conditions result in a risk of systematic error for the
evaluationof isotopicmassbalances,asdiscussed likew isefor the evaluationof theCO 2NEE
[e.g. Ruppertetal. ,2006a].

2.4. Ecosystemisotopediscrimination
Ageneraldefinitionof isotopicdiscrimination commonlyused inthecontextofbiological
processesispresentedby Farquharetal. [1989]:


p
pa 
1

+
−
=∆ . (14)

It relates the isotopic signature a of source air to the isotopic signature p of the product.
This relative definition makes the isotope discrimination  independent from the reference
valueoftheinternationalisotopestandardViennaPee DeeBelemnite(VPDB).
The definition of isotope discrimination e  at the ecosystem scale was suggested by
Buchmannetal. [1998]. e isestimatedonlongtimescalesbasedonthedifferencebe tweenthe
isotopic signature trop of air samples from the free troposphere and the integral ecosystem
isotopic signature inferred from the isotopic signature R of the respiration flux commonly
measuredduringnighttime.


R
Rtrop
e 1

+
−
=∆ . (15)
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In thisdefinition R isdominatedbysmallspatialscalesrepresented inai rsamplescollected
closetotheground,while troprepresentsthelargescalebackgroundairofthefreetr oposphere.
Theunderlyingassumptionofcompletemixingin theaircolumn spanningfromthegroundto
thefreetroposphereandtheuseof Rasintegralecosystemisotopicsignatureareonlyvalid on
long timescales.Consequently, the variability of R on diurnal and seasonal timescales should
beconsidered[ EkbladandHögberg ,2001; Knohletal. ,2005].
As described above, two different surfaces exist for CO 2 mass balancing of ecosystem
atmospheric exchange on ecosystem scale: (i) A plane at mea surement height zm  and (ii) the
ecosystem/atmosphere interface. The corresponding balanc es differ by the inclusion of the
storageflux termin themassbalancefor the ecosystem/ atmosphere interface.For the isotopic
discrimination related to anet exchange througha surface, theproduct is characterizedby the
isotopiccompositionofthenetflux,e.g.theisotopiccomp ositionofCO 2 thatremains(i)below
measurement height or (ii) within the ecosystem. The corr esponding isotopic signatures are
describedby cand N,respectively.
In thefirstcase (i), thedefinitionof ecosystem isotoped iscriminationdescribes the isotopic
influence of the turbulent exchange above the ecosystem on the atm osphere, here the lower
boundary layer. This concept corresponds to the definition of ecosystem discrimination e
[Buchmannetal. , 1998; BuchmannandKaplan , 2001; Kaplanetal. , 2002].Wehere suggest
thatonsmallerhalf-hourlytimescales e canbedefinedasecosystemisotopediscriminationof
theatmospheric exchangeatmeasurementheightagainst iso topes in the lowerboundary layer
air. It can be determined from the flux weighted isotopic si gnature c of the atmospheric
turbulent exchangeatmeasurementheight zm in reference to the isotopicsignature B of lower
boundarylayersourceairabovemeasurementheight.


c
cB
e  1
  
+
−
=∆ . (16)

Thesourceairfromabovethemeasurementheightisbestsampl edbycollectingdowndraftair
likeintheHREAsamplingscheme,whichforitsisotopics ignatureimplies B=¯ ¯ .
In the second case (ii), the combined discrimination effect  of isotopic fluxes during
photosynthesisandrespirationwastermednetecosystemdis criminationanddenotedwith E by
Lloyd et al.  [1996]. It equals the ecosystem isotope discrimination of the net ecosystem
exchange (NEE) in reference to the isotopic signature a of canopy source air below
measurementheight,andcanbedefinedas


N
Na
E 1

+
−
=∆ . (17)

This term is conceptually identical to the original defini tion [ Lloyd et al. , 1996].However,
assumptionsonthemagnitudeofnetandone-wayfluxcomponentswere madethere,whichare
notrequiredforitsdefinitionaccordingto(17).Wewantto adoptthesecondassumptionmade
by Lloydetal. [1996],statingthatanintegratedairsampleofairbelow measurementheight,is
sufficiently approximated by the updraft air sampled in t heHREA sampling scheme and can
also be used to describe the source air at the ecosystem/ atmosphere interface, i.e. a=¯ ¯  and
Ca=C¯ ¯ .Supportforthisassumptionduringdaytimewasprovidedb yacloseagreementbetween
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diurnallychangingCO 2mixingratios, 13Cand 18Oisotopicsignatures inupdraftairsamples
andcanopyairsamples[ Ruppertetal. ,2008].

2.5. Canopyisotopediscrimination
Theintegratedcanopyisotopediscrimination canopyiscommonlydefinedasthedifferenceof
Atotheisotoperatioofcanopysourceairby(11)[ Bowlingetal. ,2001; Bowlingetal. ,2003a],
i.e.

 Aacanopy
  
−=∆ . (18)

Thisdefinitionofthediscriminationinthenetassimila tionfluxisbasedonanapproximation,
inwhichtermsof acanopy and canopy2 areignored[ Bowlingetal. ,2001; Bowlingetal. ,2003a]
inordertoallowforsimplecalculationsofthefluxparti tioningmethod.Similarapproximations
were also used for global scale modeling [ Bakwin et al. , 1998; Randerson et al. , 2002].
However, the definition of isotope discrimination from a sim ple difference has a systematic
differencetoconceptuallysimilardefinitionsofisotope discriminationofecosystemfluxes,i.e.
e and E  [ Buchmann et al. , 1998; Lloyd et al. , 1996] and the general definition of isotope
discrimination  [ Farquharetal. ,1989].Wethereforesuggestanalternativedefinitionof the
canopydiscrimination 'canopyinthenetassimilationflux,


A
Aa
canopy 1

'
+
−
=∆ , (19)

which is compared to (18) and discussed inSection4.6 andSecti on4.8.A solution for the
inclusionof(19)intotheisofluxmassbalance(11)ispresent edinAppendixB.
3. MethodsandMaterial
3.1. Fieldexperiment
A whole-air REA system was used to collect updraft and downdra ft air during the field
experiment WALDATEM-2003 (Wavelet Detection and Atmospheric T urbulent Exchange
Measurements2003,[ Thomasetal. ,2004]).Sampleswerecollectedduringthesummerabovea
spruce forest ( Picea abies, L. ) with a plant area index (PAI) of 5.2m 2m –2  and an average
canopyheight of19m [ ThomasandFoken , 2007a].Understorey vegetationconsistsof small
shrubs and grasses. The experiment siteWaldstein/Weide nbrunnen (GE1-Wei) is part of the
FLUXNETnetworkandis located in theFichtelgebirgeMount ains inGermany(50°08’31”N,
11°52’01”E,775ma.s.l.) on a slope of2°.A detailed desc ription of the site canbe found in
publicationsby Gerstbergeretal. [2004]and StaudtandFoken [2007].
Asonicanemometer(R3-50,Gill InstrumentsLtd.,Lymington ,UK)andanopenpathCO 2-
and H 2O-analyser (LI-7500) were installed on a tower at 33m and their data was used for
continuousECmeasurements.Theapplicationofcorrectionsfo rthederivationoftheturbulent
flux density and further quality control measures are discussed in detail by Ruppert et al.
[2006a] and were equally applied to determine the sensible heat, la tent heat and CO 2 flux
densities presented in this study. Turbulence data from a ver tical profile of 3D-sonic
anemometerswasevaluatedbymethodspresentedby ThomasandFoken  [2007b]todetermine
the status of coupling of the turbulent exchange between the sub-c anopy, canopy and above-
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canopy space. Mean air temperature was measured in a vert ical profile of ventilated
psychrometers.Longandshort-waveradiationwasmeasured atthetowertop.
During the WALDATEM-2003 experiment, the online EC data was used  for the HREA
measurementswith thewhole-airREAsystem.The designof thewhole-airREAsystem goes
backtotheprinciplesideasofconditionalsamplingoftrace gases[ BusingerandOncley ,1990;
Delanyetal. ,1991; Desjardins,1977; Oncleyetal. ,1993; Patteyetal. ,1993]andisbasedona
design suggested by Bowling et al.  [2003a] in which foil balloon bags serve as intermediate
storage for updraft and downdraft air samples at ambient pressure. Technical details, the
completeevaluationschemeandthoroughqualitycontrolapplie dduringthematerialselection,
theconstruction,themeasurementsandtheirevaluationarede scribedanddiscussedby Ruppert
etal. [2008].Onlyabriefsummaryispresentedhere:
Thesampleairinletwasinstalledat33mjustbelowt hesonicanemometer.Theairsamples
were directed through a 1µm Teflon® filter into the w hole-air REA system positioned just
belowthe tower top.Updraftanddowndraftsamplesweresel ectedaccordingto thedefinition
ofahyperbolicdeadbanddefinedfromtheproxyscalarCO 2,pre-driedinaNafion®drierand
accumulatedinfoilballoonbagsatambientpressurefori ntermediatestorage.Foilballoonbags
wereconditionedbefore thefirstusagebyexposure todirect sunlightandflushingforseveral
days and before each sampling interval by threefold fl ushing with dried ambient air from
measurement height.After a typical sampling period of 30- 40min, updraft and downdraft air
sampleswerefurtherdriedbypumpingthemthroughMg(ClO 4)2dryingtrapsandwerestoredin
1LglassflaskswithPCTFEstopcocks.Allairsamples wereanalyzed in thegas-and isotope
laboratoriesoftheMax-Planck-InstituteinJena,Germ any.
Thoroughtestingofthecompletewhole-airREAsystemwitha irfromapressurizedairtank
assured that neither the foil balloon bags during storage times  up to 1h nor the rest of the
sampling system contaminated 13C or 18O isotope ratios. For both, 13C and 18O, the overall
measurementprecision of thewhole-airREAsystemwasvery close to the highmeasurement
precision of the IRMSsystem,whichwasused for isotop eanalysis [ Werneret al. , 2001], i.e.
0.014‰vs.VPDB for 13C and 0.02‰ vs.VPDB-CO 2 for 18O respectively [ Ruppert et al. ,
2008].Theevaluationofmeasurementsfromthefieldexperiment duringthreeconsecutivedays
from 6–8 of July 2003, day of the year (doy)187-189, and the comparison  with samples
collectedwithanindependentisotopeandtracegasprofil esystemshowedaveryclosematchof
mixingratiosandisotopicsignaturesinupdraftairs amplesandinprofileairsamplesfrom33m
measurementheightandcanopytop.Thisconfirmedthathigh l evelsofmeasurementprecision
couldbemaintainedfor 13Cand 18OisotoperatiosandbulkCO 2 mixingratiosduringthefield
experimentandevensmall isotopicdifferencescouldberesol vedsufficiently.However,at the
beginningandthe endof themeasurementperiod, insufficientd ryingdue to exhausteddrying
traps causedartificially changed 18O isotope ratiosofCO 2.These values are thereforeomitted
from furtheranalysis in thisstudy. 13C isotoperatios and  18O isotoperatiosmeasuredafter the
replacementofthedryingtrapsinthemorningofdoy188werenot affected.Systematicerrors
from specific sampling paths in the whole-air REA syste m were avoided by changing the
samplingpathforupdraftsanddowndraftsaftereachsampling interval.
Inparallel,anisotopeandtracegasprofilesystems ampledairateightlevelsfromthetower
toptotheforestfloorat33,22,15,5.25,2.25,0.9,0.3and 0.03mabovetheground.The33m
inletwas installedclose to the inletof thewhole-air REAsystem. Inlets at22,15and5.25m
span from the top to the bottom of the canopy space, while in lets at 2.25m and below are
positioned in the sub-canopy space. Air from each heightwas continuously sampled at about
1.2Lmin −1, passed through a 1µm Teflon® filter and 25m of Dekab on tubing into a 2.5L
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buffervolume.Profilesampleairfromthebuffervolumesw asdriedwithaNafion®gasdryer
andcontinuouslyanalyzedwithaclosedpathCO 2  analyzer(LI-820).Whole-airsampleswere
taken from the buffer volumes within 15 to 30min during nightti me and up to three times
duringtheday,driedwithMg(ClO 4)2andsampledinto1LglassflaskswithPCTFEstopcock s
for subsequent high precision isotope and trace gas analys is in the laboratory. The whole-air
profile samples allowed for improved inter-calibration by a llowing for an offset correction in
the continuous CO 2 profile measurements. The design of the isotope and trace  gas profile
systemfollowedthedesignprinciplesofthewhole-airREAsy stem,inparticularwithrespectto
thetreatmentanduseofmaterials.

3.2. EstimatingstoragefluxandisostoragefromHREAupdraft airsamples
In our experiment, the best temporal representation of the  changes in the isotopic content
belowmeasurement height canbe obtained from theHREAupdraf t air samples, inwhich the
signalofmixedcanopyair iscapturedabovethecanopy.This signalcanbeusedtodetermine
storagechangeswith regards to the isotopic composition ofCO 2, i.e. the isostorage SFS.The
representativness of the updraft air samples for the air colu mn from the forest floor to
measurementheight zm of33mwastestedforbulkCO 2.TheCO 2 storagefluxes FScalculated
from updraft air samples fell on a 1:1 line compared to resul ts obtained from the continuous
CO2 mixing ratio measurements in the eight-level profile. Th e adoption of a 1:1 relation
correctlyreproducedabout85%ofthevariation.Thisfindings uggeststhatmostofthestorage
changebelowmeasurement height zm canbe approximatedcorrectlyby evaluatingupdraft air
samples:
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It is worth noting that the temporal integration d/d t  of the storage flux calculated from the
preceding and subsequent HREA updraft air samples is slight ly different (~2h) from the
temporal integrationof the storage fluxmeasuredwith the continuousprofile system (30min)
and HREA isoflux temporal integration (30-40min). However, the absolute contribution of
storagefluxes FStotheNEEwasverysmallduringdaytimewhenisotopefl uxesweremeasured
(Figure 5). For consistency of the data used formass bal ance analysis in this study, both the
bulkCO 2 storage flux FS and isostorage SFS were approximated according to (20) and (21),
respectively.

3.3. Isotopicsignature Aoftheassimilationfluxandcanopydiscrimination canopy
The isotopic flux partitioning method based on equation (10) and (11)  requires the
determinationoftheisotopicsignaturesofthenetassimil ationflux Aandoftherespirationflux
R.Wedetermined RfromthemixinglineinterceptinKeelingplotsofsub-cano pyairsamples.
Thereasoningforrestrictingtheanalysistosub-canopys amplesisdiscussedinSection4.1.The
isotopic signature a of canopy source air for the net assimilation flux was de termined from
HREAupdraftairsamplesbyassuming a	
¯ ¯ .Thewholecanopyisotopediscrimination canopy
canbedeterminedfrommodelsforleaflevelisotopediscri mination[ Farquharetal. ,1989]and
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canopy conductance estimated from the Penman-Monteith equation [Bowling et al. , 2001;
Grace et al. , 1995; Knohl and Buchmann , 2005]. However, for the comparison of canopy
discrimination canopy to ecosystem discrimination values e  and E  we chose to inverse the
partitioningapproach inorder to estimate canopy based onmeasured isotopic signaturesof the
atmospheric turbulent exchange[ Bowlingetal. ,2003a].Thisrequires thedeterminationof the
contributionof therespirationflux FR to theNEE. FRwasobtainedfromasimpleexponential
temperature regression model [ Lloyd and Taylor , 1994], which was used for gap-filling of
nighttimedataandderivationoftheannualsumofNEEat Waldstein/Weidenbrunnen[ Ruppert
etal. ,2006a]:


))](1())15283(1[(
R,10R
000e TT/-T./EFF −−= . (22)

 FR,10=3.84µmolm –2s –1istherespirationfluxdensityat10°C, E0=163.7Kisthetemperature
sensitivity parameter andT 0=227.13Kwas kept constant as in the original publication of t he
model.Theregressionshowedahighcoefficientofdeterminati onfor2Kbinaggregateddataof
nighttime total ecosystem respiration (R 2=0.86). It also compared well to the intercept of a
daytime temperature-light response model [ Ruppert et al. , 2006a]. However, half-hourly
nighttime total ecosystem respiration data plotted again st sub-canopy air temperature at 2m
showedlargescatter.Duetothisscatterandtheassumptiont hatdaytimesoilrespirationshows
a similar exponential dependence on temperature, themodeled re spiration flux data shouldbe
regardedasa roughestimate [ Reichsteinetal. ,2005].Nevertheless,duringdaytime,normally
theabsoluteassimilationflux issignificantlyhigherinmagnitude thantherespirationflux.For
estimating the isotopic signature  A from a combination of (10) and (11), the propagation of
error in FR scales with the relative contribution of FR  toNEE.Therefore, some confidence is
provided,thatduringdaytimevalidestimatesofthecanopy integratedandfluxweightedvalue
of  Aand canopycanbeobtained.Thesevalueswilldependprimarilyonthe measuredisotopic
signature  c intheatmosphericturbulentexchange.Withthiscalculati onmethod,  Aand canopy
areindependentofleaf-levelmodelassumptions.
4. Resultsanddiscussion
Thefluxweightedisotopicsignature  coftheatmosphericturbulentexchangewasdetermined
from high precision measurements of the  13C and  18O isotopic signatures and bulk CO 2
mixing ratios in whole-air HREA updraft and downdraft air  samples. From  c as principle
parametertheisotopicsignature  Ninthenetecosystemexchangeandrelatedecosystemisot ope
decimation parameters e and E  were determined as described in Section 2 and 3.2.  The
estimation of canopy required modeling of the respiration flux FR (Section 3.3) and the
determinationofitsisotopicsignature  Rfromsub-canopyairsamples.

4.1. Determinationof R fromisotopicmixingrelationsinverticalprofileairs amples
Air samples from the vertical profile were evaluated by separ ately analyzing the isotopic
mixinglinesforuppercanopysamples(rangingfrommidtoabove canopy,15-33m)andsub-
canopy samples (0.03-5.25m). The analysis of samples from doy 175, 12:50 h (Figure 2a-e)
indicatedtheexistenceoftwodifferentmixinglines.For  13C,theslopeofthetwomixinglines
wasobviouslydifferent.However,theuncertaintyofami xinglineforuppercanopysamplesis
largerdue to thesmall rangeofCO 2 andasmallnumberofsamplingpoints.Exactly thesame
pattern was found in three other mixing relations of midda y vertical profile air samples
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presented together in Figure 2f. Although the definition of t he upper canopy mixing lines is
poor,thecommonpatternclearlydemonstratesthattheassumption ofasinglemixinglineoften
madefortheevaluationof  Risnotvalidduringthesedaytimehours.
Samplingheightdependenceofthe isotopicsignature  Rwasfoundinastudyby Ogéeetal.
[2003]inapinestandwithaleafareaindex(LAI)around3m 2m −2.Also Knohletal.  [2005]
foundvisualindicationfortheexistenceofdifferentmixi nglinesinupperandlowercanopyair
samplesfromadeciduousforest.Theiranalysishoweverdid notresultinstatisticallysignificant
differencesinKeelingplotintercepts.
FromtheminimumCO 2concentrationsandmaximum  13Cisotopicsignaturesatmidcanopy
heightinFigure2aandbitisobviousthattheobservedcha ngeinslopeisduetophotosynthesis
asasinkforCO 2 leadingtorelativeenrichmentof  13Cduetoisotopicdiscriminationinthenet
assimilation flux.The height atwhicha samplewill repre sent exactly the crossing of the two
mixinglinesislikelytochangewithphotosyntheticactivi tyandthedynamicoftheatmospheric
exchange. Consequently, if accepting all vertical profile samples for the determination of  R,
anymixing line regressionand slope in aMiller-Tanplo t (or interceptof aKeelingplot)will
highly depend onatwhich heightswithinandabove the canopy samp leswere collected. It is
likely, thatwithmore intense verticalmixing and conse quently smaller gradients orwith less
analyticalprecision,suchpatternscannotbeclearlyident ified.InFigure2ethediscussedeffect
seemstobeevenmorecriticalfor  18Othanfor  13C.Itremainsunclear,howthetwodifferent
isotopicmixinglineswithsimilarsloperelatetoe achother.
Due to the obvious existence of different isotopic mixing re lations in vertical profile air
samples, we restricted our analysis of  R to the sub-canopy air samples, for which the two
source mixing assumption seems to be more appropriate and w hich generally showed high
coefficients of determination for linear regression lines (in most cases R 2>0.99). Studies by
Pataki et al. [2003] and Zobitz et al.  [2006] suggested the use of the standard error of the
regressioncoefficientsasmeasurefortheuncertaintyof   R.Thecorrespondingresultsfor  Rfor
theHREAsamplingperiodofdoy187-189aresummarizedinTabl e1.Wefoundthatmostof
thedaytimesamplesshowedsignificantdifferencesbetween  R fromsub-canopysamplesonly
and  R derived from sub-canopy and upper canopy air samples. This wa s assessed by
exceedanceoftheonefoldortwofoldstandarderror.Asi gnificantdifferenceobservedfor  18OR
inthesecondnighttimeprofilewasrelatedtostrongdecouplingo ftheairexchangewithinthe
canopyandchangingboundarylayerair.Theobservedstatus ofcoupling,thediurnalvariability
of  R and appropriate methods for the determination of flux weighted  isotopic signatures are
discussedincontextofSection4.2,4.7and4.9.
In conclusion, the assumption of a single mixing line for da ytime vertical profiles seems
problematicinforestcanopiesbecausetheassumptionoft wosourcemixingisclearlyviolated.
Dynamicprocessesondifferentheightlevelsandwithdiffer enttemporalscalesinfluencetheair
composition. Also, correct flux weighting of the different  isotopic signatures cannot be
assumed.Firstly,anycombinedestimatewouldhighlydepend onwheresampleswereobtained
in the vertical profile. Secondly, it would require that t he two different isotopic signatures or
slopes are weighted by the corresponding dynamic flux contributio n [Miller and Tans , 2003,
Equation7]andnotbytheabsolutespanofCO 2mixingandisotoperatiosobserved.

4.2. IsotopicmixinglinesdeterminedfromHREAupdraftand downdraftairsamples
ThemixingrelationofHREAupdraftanddowndraftairsampl escanbeanalyzedinasimilar
wayasinFigure2bythedisplayinaMiller-Tanplot(F igure3).Accordingto(9),theslopeof
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the line connecting the updraft and downdraft samples equals the flux weighted isotopic
signature  coftheatmosphericturbulentexchangemeasuredabovethecanopy.
Despite variability in individual slopes and the spread of isotopic signatures especially for
 
18O in Figure 3d, a common direction ofmixing lines and an over all mixing relation of the
group of all samples in each plot is apparent. Contamina ted samples, as those 18O isotope
samples that were subject to inefficient drying (Section 3.1), are not displayed, because they
showedupasextremeoutliersfromthisoverallmixingrelation eitherregardingtheirabsolute
updraft ( C
¯ ¯ , 	
¯ ¯  C
¯ ¯ ) or downdraft ( C ¯ ¯ , 	 ¯ ¯  C ¯ ¯ ) values and/or the slope of their connecting line.
Therefore, Miller-Tan plots of HREA samples allow effi cient visual data inspection for the
assessmentofdatawithsmallmixingratioandisoto picdifferences.Despiteanoverall isotopic
mixingrelation,thediurnalvariabilityinthedatademons trates,thatthedefinitionofonesingle
mixing line, like tested for the application of the EC/flas k method [ Bowling et al. , 1999a;
Bowlingetal. ,2001; Bowlingetal. ,2003a],isnotavalidassumption.
ThedisplayoftheHREAdatainMiller-Tanplotscombinesi nformationonimportantfactors
fortheinvestigationofecosystemCO 2exchange.ThisisthebulkCO 2consumptionandrelease
oftheecosystemandrelatedisotopediscrimination.B yindicatingthesequenceofsampleswith
numbers and a gray line, the development of CO 2 mixing ratios and the isotopic content of
updraftcanopyairanddowndraftboundarylayeraircanbe followed.Thisrelativedevelopment
contains informationon thestatusofcouplinganddecouplingof  theairexchangebetweenthe
boundary layer, the canopy and the sub-canopy space. For example , the coupling of the sub-
canopyspaceinthemorningwouldbeindicatedbyadropof theupdraftairsampletotheleftor
below the overall isotopic mixing relation, when isotopically de pleted air from nighttime
respiration is transported upwards towards the HREA sampling  inlet. Such influence of
continued upward mixing of isotopically depleted air can  be suspected in Figure 3b in the
development from sample ‘1’ to ‘2’. Further development from samp le ‘2’ to ‘3’ indicates
significant enrichment of heavier isotopes in the canopy b ecause of discrimination in the net
assimilationflux.TheenrichmentcoincideswithlessCO 2mixingratiodecreasethanwouldbe
expected from the overall isotopicmixing relation, which ca uses a deviation to the top. This
patternindicatesCO 2recycling[ daS.L.O'R.Sternberg ,1989].Atthesametimeitprovidesan
explanationfortheexcursionofearlymorningsamplesfrom theoverallisotopicmixingrelation
[Ruppertetal. ,2008]alsoobserved in thestudyby Bowlingetal.  [2003a].Furthersignificant
decreaseofCO 2mixingratiosinsample‘4’and‘5’closetotheoveralliso topicmixingrelation
was related to decreased cloud cover for about 2 hours ar ound noon (Figure 4a) and intense
assimilation in well mixed canopy air. An inclined ‘S’ -like pattern results for the complete
diurnal course of doy188 from the line connecting the updraft sampl es in Figure 3b. This
patternpartlyisresampleinFigure3d.However,therela tivechangesontheverticalaxisseem
to be amplified for  18O data. Figure 3c shows a different pattern. The trace of  the temporal
development of updraft air samples would result in an inc lined oval form, if we hypothesize
continued mixing of canopy air and further addition of isoto pically depleted CO 2 from
respirationintheeveningandnight(gray-dottedlineinFigure 3c,nighttime  R=26.7‰VPDB,
Table 1). A ‘S’-like pattern in the morning is assumed for t he start of photosynthesis and
verticalmixingsimilartothepatternfoundinFigure3b. DatainFigure3b,3cand3dalsoshow
that even under conditionswith well developed turbulentmixing in  the afternoon of doy 188
and189(Figure4d)theslopeoftheblacklineconnectingeach updraftanddowndraftsample,
i.e.  c, can be different from the mixing relation inferred from  the temporal development of
isotoperatiosincanopyair(grayline),e.g.inFi gure3band3dfromsample‘5’via‘6’to‘7’or
inFigure3cfromsample‘6’via‘7’to‘8’.Thisdemonstr atestheneedfordynamicupdraftand
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downdraftwhole-airsamplinginsteadofaveragewhole-airsa mplingforthemeasurementof  c.
We suspect that by the method of graphical display presented in Figure 3 and by more
completely sampling the diurnal cycle (Section 4.10), typical  patterns related to specific
characteristicsofthenetecosystemexchangeofCO 2 couldbecomevisible.Fortheanalysisof
isotopic signatures from updraft and downdraft samples the a ssessment of deviations from an
overall isotopic mixing relation in Miller-Tan plots has methodological similarity to a
geometrical interpretation of conditional samples suggested by Porporato  [1999] for the
analysisofcoherentstructuresandthedynamicinturbule nttimeseries.

4.3. Environmentalconditionsandcharacterizationoft heturbulentexchangesituation
Effects from theEuropean summer drought in2003 [ Granier et al. , 2007; Reichsteinet al. ,
2007]werevisibleinthediurnalcoursesofNEE,whichwas evaluatedforthederivationofthe
annualsumofNEEfortheyear2003[ RuppertandFoken ,2005; Ruppertetal. ,2006a].During
periods with very dry and hot weather in the beginning of June a nd August, decreasedNEE
indicated drought stress and afternoon stomata closure. How ever, the intensive HREA
measuringcampaignstarted in thebeginningofJulyatnoonofdoy 187afteraprolongedrain
period.Consequently,nosignsofdroughtstressweredete ctedinthediurnalcourseoftheNEE
from doy187 to 189. Changing degrees of cloud cover were observed as  indicated by the
diurnalcoursesofglobalradiation RginFigure4a.
During the second night, a strong temperature inversionwithin t he canopy is apparent from
theverticaltemperaturegradientinFigure4b,whichwasm ostlikelyrelatedtotheadvectionof
warm boundary layer air masses in the evening of doy188. The s table stratification at night
[(zm−d)/L>0.5, Ruppert and Foken , 2005] caused a nearly complete decoupling in the
atmospheric exchange, which is marked by steep CO 2 mixing ratio gradients between mid
canopyair(15m)andairsampledat14mabovetheecosystem inFigure4cstartingatsunsetat
about 20:00h CET (mark ‘3’) and diminishing CO 2  fluxes measured above the ecosystem
(Figure5).
ThemaximaandminimainthetrendofCO 2mixingratiosinandabovethecanopyinFigure
4c are a good indicator to determine the status of exchange and coupling in themorning.On
doy188and189photosynthesisstartswiththefirstlightavail ableatsunrise.Thisismarkedby
asuddendecreaseincanopyCO 2mixingratios(marks‘1’and‘4’).About1hlater,the sudden
increaseofCO 2mixingratios in thecanopyairdespiteof increasingglobal radiationsuggests
that the CO 2 pool, which was built up by nighttime respiration in the sub-cano py space
(2.25m),isreleasedintotheuppercanopyair.Thecoupling ofthesub-canopyspacecoincides
with the onset of sensible and latent heat fluxesmeasur ed above the ecosystem about 1 hour
aftersunrise(marks‘2’and‘5’).
Before,significantlydifferentsituationsfor the exchange betweencanopyandabovecanopy
airarevisibleinthemorningofdoy188anddoy189.While in thefirstmorningmixingratios
at33mcloselyfollowcanopyairmixingratiosat15m, onthesecondmorningequilibrationof
CO2mixingratiosoccurredonlyafterthestablestratificati onendedbywarmingofthecanopy
top and the onset of sensible and latent heat fluxes (mark ‘ 5’). The observed equilibration is
likelyduetotheparallelonsetof intenseverticalmi xing.Forthesub-canopyfullcouplingand
upward mixing of the CO 2 pool from nighttime respiration seems to occur only after abo ut
10:00CET.
Thestatusofcouplingintheverticalgasexchangewasals oanalyzedbyevaluatingorganized
motion in turbulence time series froma verticalprofile of sonic anemometers in Thomasand
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Foken  [2007b].Results from this analysis arepresented inFigur e4d.They indicate complete
decoupling and the existence of wavelike patterns in the time  series of the second night. The
complex process of stepwise enhanced coupling in the morning is reflected generally well,
includingtheprolongeddecouplingof thesub-canopyspace in them orningofdoy189.In the
early morning hours, the temporal resolution of the exchange a nd coupling status could be
enhanced by the identification ofmaxima andminima in the CO2 mixing ratio time series in
Figure4c.
For theHREAmeasurement periods during daytime, generally  well-coupled conditions are
indicated for the canopy space.Only for the first sampli ngperiods in themorningofdoy188
and189andthe lastsamplingperiodinthelateafternoonof doy189,partialdecouplingofthe
sub-canopyspaceshouldbeassumed.This isindicatedby anoffsetofsub-canopyCO 2mixing
ratioscomparedtocanopyairinFigure4candthestatus ‘Cs’and‘Ds’inFigure4d.

4.4. Fluxpartitioning( F, F R, FA)
Figure5presentsanoverviewoftheCO 2fluxcomponentsintheNEEmassbalance(10).As
discussedabove, inthesecondnighttheatmosphericturbulentexch ange Fcwasinhibitedbya
very strong temperature inversion within the forest canopy resulting in statically stable
stratification.Consequently,hardlyanyoftherespire dCO 2 lefttheforestbyverticalexchange.
Instead,wavelikemotionswere detected in the turbulent ti me series of the sonic anemometer
profile(Figure4d).MeasuredCO 2exchangeandmodeledtotalecosystemrespiration(TER, FR)
disagreeforthesecondnight.Thestablestratificationper sistedandwasobservedwell intothe
morning hours. The inhibited turbulent exchange caused poor data qua lity of the eddy
covariance fluxmeasurements (missing dataof Fc in Figure5).Observed storage fluxeswere
relativelysmall.However,smallpeaksofstorageincreas einairbelowmeasurementheightare
visibleatsunset.
During the first night, the respiration model for FR  seems to slightly underestimate the
nighttimetotalecosystemrespiration(TER,atnightti meequaltoNEE,i.e. F R=F).Ontheother
hand,theestimationofdaytimerespirationflux FRfromthetemperatureregressionofnighttime
TER involves an overestimation because of the partial inhibit ion of dark respiration by light
[Sharp et al. , 1984]. Furthermore, by definition daytime foliar respiration  shall be excluded
from FRfortheisotopicfluxpartitioningmethodaccordingto(11).Fol iarrespirationisinstead
assigned to the net assimilation flux FA during daytime. Because of the general uncertainty
associatedwith theroughestimateof thedaytimerespi rationflux FR fromnighttimeTERand
temperatureregression(Section3.3)andtheopposingsign softhetwoapparenterrorsdiscussed
for theactualsituationduring themeasurementperiod,wedeci dednot toapplycorrections to
theestimatesfordaytime FR. F Awasdeterminedfromrearranging(10),i.e. FA=F−FR.

4.5. Isotopicsignaturesofturbulentatmosphericexchange( c)andNEE( N)
Thefluxweighted isotopicsignature  c oftheatmosphericturbulentexchangewasmeasured
by HREA 14m above the canopy of the spruce forest at Waldste in/Weidenbrunnen and
determined according to (9) as slope of a mixing line from  whole-air HREA updraft and
downdraft samples (Section 4.2). Error bars on  c values presented in Figure 6 indicate the
estimated uncertainty (standard deviation) associated wit h a single measurement. It was
determined by error propagation in (9) based on the observed is otopic and mixing ratio
differencesand themeasurementprecision forupdraft and dow ndraft air samples as specified
by Ruppert et al.  [2008], i.e. 0.08µmolmol –1 for bulk CO 2, 0.014‰ VPDB for  13C and,
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0.02‰VPDB-CO 2for  18O.Onaverage,therelativestandarddeviationofthediffer encesinthe
numeratorwas19% for 13CO2 and28% forCO 18Ocompared to5% for thebulkCO 2 mixing
ratiodifferences inthedenominator.Thisshowsthatthe uncertaintyoftheslopeofthemixing
line and of  c  is dominated by the relative measurement uncertainty of small isotopic
differences.Nevertheless, combined highprecisionbulkCO 2 measurements are also essential.
The achievement of very high precision of the measurement of isotopic ratios by IRMS or
absolute abundances of isotopes by TDL in the turbulent excha nge is therefore of utmost
importance [ Ogée et al. , 2004; Phillips andGregg , 2001; Saleska et al. , 2006; Zhang et al. ,
2006].ThisfindinglikewiseappliestoHREAandanyotherisoflux measurementmethod.The
inclusionofsampleswithan‘average’ isotopicsignaturef romwithinthehyperbolicdeadband
in theECmethodorapplicationofsmallerdeadband sizes wouldfurtherdecrease theaverage
differencesthatneedtobedeterminedwithhighprecision.
The isotopic signature  N in the NEE was determined according to (13), (10) and (11) b y
accountingforthestorageandisostoragechanges(Section 3.2).Diurnalvariabilityofvaluesof
 Nand  c ispresented inFigure6.Thevariabilityofconsecutive measurements issmallerthan
expected from the mathematical propagation of measurement u ncertainty. Therefore, slightly
better estimates of  c and  N can be achieved from the evaluation of several consecutive
measurements. We assume that most of the observed tempor al variability represents real
changes of the isotopic signatures. Temporal variability should be expected from the
observationsanddiurnalchangesdiscussedinSection4.2.For example,asmallpositiveoffset
ofnoonandearlyafternoon  13Ccand  13CNvaluesofdoy189comparedtovaluesofdoy188is
apparent,which seemsnot to apply for  18O isotopic signatures.For  13Cc  comparable values
were obtained at the same spruce forest site by relation of  13CO2 fluxes measured by HREA
withacryo-trapsamplingsystemandECCO 2 fluxes in2000doy174[ Wichuraetal. ,2004],
whichshowedalargerrangefrom–15to–38‰VPDB[ Wichuraetal. ,2001].Inthisstudy,the
average  13Cc of16sampleswas–26.0(±3.2)‰VPDB(Table2b).Whilethisaver agedoesnot
reflectthediurnalandseasonalvariability,itisclose toavaluepredictedfor50°Nlatitudebya
global scale model presented by Suits et al. [2005]. Because during daytime, storage and
isostoragechangesand thedifferencebetween  c and  N arenormallysmall,  c is theprinciple
parameterthatdeterminesalsotheecosystemandneteco systemdiscrimination( e and E).

4.6. Ecosystem,netecosystemandcanopyisotopediscrimination (  e,  E,  canopy,  'canopy)
The determination of fluxweighted isotopic signatures all owed the determination of related
ecosystemdiscriminationbyreferencingthemtotheisot operatioofsourceairaccordingto(16)
for ecosystem discrimination e  and (17) for net ecosystem discrimination E. The
measurements provide the temporal resolution necessary to stud y diurnal changes in e. The
canopy isotope discrimination canopy is commonly defined according to (18) and was
determinedfromtheestimatedcanopyintegratedandfluxwe ightedisotopicsignature  Aofthe
netassimilationfluxinthisstudyasdescribedinSection 3.3.Resultsforallthreeparametersof
isotope discrimination are presented in Figure 7. The alte rnative definition of canopy isotope
discrimination 'canopy (19)wasomitted from display inFigure7, because itsvari ationclosely
correspondsto canopywithasmallpositiveoffset.
While differences between the three parameters and temp oral variation were found on
doy188, lessvariation isobservedondoy189.Differencesbetwee n e  and E  in thefirsthalf
ofthedayareduetosmallCO 2storageandisostoragechanges.Remarkableexcursionsto high
13CO2  discrimination were observed in the morning of doy 188 when CO 18O discrimination
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seemed tobeunaffected.Changes inCO 18Odiscriminationwere observed in the afternoonof
doy188,inwhich 13CO2discriminationseemedtobeunaffected.Canopyisotope discrimination
canopy seemed tobe affected to a smaller extentby these var iations.Theaverage value of all
measurements of 13Ce  in this study (Table 2a) closely corresponds to values about 19‰
reported for spruce forest ( Picea mariana, Miller )  [ Buchmann et al. , 1998; Buchmann and
Kaplan,2001; Flanaganetal. ,1996; Flanaganetal. ,1997a].
Thestrongincreasein 13CO2discriminationinthemorningofdoy188andintheafternoonof
doy187 correlates with increasing but relatively moderate vapo r pressure deficit (vpd)
measuredatthecanopytop(Figure4b)andtheformationofa morecompletecloudcoversjust
before the two measuring periods (doy187, 15:20CET, cumulus 6/8, d oy188, 9:35CET,
stratocumulus8/8).Thisresultedinreducedglobalradiat ionR g(Figure4a)buthighproportions
of diffuse light. Diffuse light conditions are known to allow r elatively high rates of
photosynthesis [ Baldocchi, 1997; Law et al. , 2002], which was also observed for the two
measuringperiods(Figure5).High 13CO2 isotopicdiscriminationat the leafscale is related to
small vpd, while contrary effects are observed for CO 18O discrimination [ Flanagan et al. ,
1994].Thecombinationofsmallvpd,smallphotosyntheticphoton fluxdensityandcloudyskies
wasdiscussed tomaximize 13CO2 discriminationat the canopy scale [ BaldocchiandBowling ,
2003].Basedon theresultsof thesestudies, themaximain 13CO2 discriminationareattributed
toacombinedeffectof increasedcloudcoveronradiat ionandphotosynthesisat low levelsof
vpd.
Theabsolutevaluesanddiurnalcourseof 13Ccanopyatdoy189areverysimilartobranchbag
measurementsperformed in a spruce forest ( Picea sitchensis,Bong. )by Wingateet al. [2007]
andresultspresentedby Bowlingetal. [2003a],whichwerealsoderivedfrominvertingtheflux
partitioningmethod but based on isofluxes determinedwith theEC /flaskmethod. The results
supportthefinding,that canopyvariesondieltimescalesinresponsetoenvironmentalvari ables
[Bowlingetal. ,2003a].Furthermore,simulationresultsforadeciduousf orest [ Baldocchiand
Bowling, 2003; Bowling et al. , 2001] suggest that the greatest canopy discrimination again st
13CO2occursduringtheearlymorningandlateafternoon.
The canopy discrimination against CO 18O was modelled [ Flanagan et al. , 1997b] and
measured in branch bags [ Seibt et al. , 2006]. Both studies suggest a significant change from
canopydiscriminationbelow20‰untilaroundnoonandasuddenincre asetohighervalues in
theafternoon.Thefewmeasuredvaluespresentedinthiss tudyseemtoresamplethispattern.
Thedeterminationof e  byHREAallowstheanalysisofdiurnalpatternsandproces ses that
affect e  onsmaller timescalesasdiscussed in thissection.B asedon(9)and(16), 13CO2 and
CO18Oecosystemdiscrimination e  isdirectlydeterminedfromHREAwhole-airsampleswith
a footprint similar to EC. These measurements require t hat sampling and analysis can be
performedwithveryhighprecisionsothatisotopicandmixing ratiodifferencescansufficiently
be resolved. Scalar similarity in the turbulent exchange is assumed so far as necessary to
establish flux weighting for 13CO2 and CO 18O isotope updraft and downdraft samples by
selection of air samples that contribute most to the bulk C O2 flux density. The ecosystem
discrimination e is defined as discrimination in the atmospheric exchange above  the canopy.
Thisdefinitionallowsforaprecisemeasurementoftheso urceairfromdowndraftairsamples.
Whereas thenet ecosystemdiscrimination E  isdefinedat the ecosystem/atmosphere interface
by including storage and isostorage changes below measuremen t height. E  allows for even
closertemporalcorrelationwithrespecttoecosyste mprocesses.However,thedefinitionofthe
interface and of the source air may be less precise for E  than for e  (Figure 1). Principally,
recycling ofCO 2  belowmeasurement height shouldhave the same influence onboth  terms if
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the storage and isostorage are determined correctly. Recy cling was discussed as a source of
potentialerrorwithrespecttomeasurementsof  R[ daS.L.O'R.Sternberg ,1989; Yakirandda
S.L.Sternberg ,2000]and theoriginaldefinitionof e  [ Buchmannetal. ,1998; Kaplanetal. ,
2002]. e  or E  defined and measured based on (16) and flux weighted isotopic signatures
should not be biased by recycling processes after sufficien t temporal integration.A statistical
summary of the data displayed in Figure 6 and 7 is presented  in Table 2. It also contains
averages of canopy isotopediscriminationaccording to the  alternative definition of ’canopy by
(19)andaveragesofdatapresentedinFigure8,whichis discussedinthefollowingSection4.7.
Average values of 13Ce and 18Oe  ecosystem isotope discrimination show a systematic
difference of2.8‰,and respectively of2.5‰for 13CE  and 18OE.However, averagecanopy
isotope discrimination 13C'canopy and 18O'canopy are nearly identical and closely agree with
valuesspecifiedintheliteratureforC3vegetation,e .g.17.8‰[ LloydandFarquhar ,1994]and
withoutapplicationofacorrectionaccordingto(A2)inA ppendixBalso16.8‰[ Bakwinetal. ,
1998], 16.8-17.1‰ [ Bowling et al. , 2001] 17.9‰ [ Bowling et al. , 2003a]. The difference
between net ecosystem discrimination E  and canopy discrimination 'canopy is due to the
influenceoftheisotopicsignatures  Rofthedaytimerespirationflux,whichisevaluatedinthe
followingsection.
The systematic differencebetween the two definitionsof  canopy discrimination 'canopy (19)
and canopy (18) was on average 0.45(±0.12)‰ VPDB for 13CO2  isotopes and 0.30(±0.07)‰
VPDB-CO2 for CO 18O isotopes. The different size of these offsets is rel ated to the different
isotopicscalesinvolvedforcanopyair  13Caand  18Oavalues.Thedifferentdefinitionof canopy
and 'canopy is a potential source of systematic error for the ev aluation of the isotopic flux
partitioning method. Equation (11) with the simplified definition f or the canopy isotope
discrimination by (18) should only be used if canopy was calculated vice versa from the
inversion of the isotopic flux partitioning method. If independent d ata is used e.g. from
modeling[ Bowlingetal. ,2001],thenacorrectionshouldbeappliedasoutlinedinApp endixB.
Currently the systematic nature of the error is still c overed within the overall uncertainty of
measurementmethodsandmodels (Figure6 andSection3.3).For  a successful application of
the isotopicfluxpartitioningmethoditisthereforeofhig hestimportancetobetterconstrain  c,
 N, 'canopyand  Rbyprecisemeasurements.

4.7. Isotopicdisequilibrium( D )
Thecomparisonoftheisotopicsignatures  Rintherespirationflux(Table1)and  Ainthenet
assimilationfluxinFigure8showthepresenceofisotopic disequilibrium D inthebeginningof
themeasurement period and equalization of isotopic signat ures on doy189. The isotopic flux
partitioningmethod in principlemust fails in periods when no isotopic disequilibrium can be
observed [ Bowling et al. , 2003a]. Hence, its application to results of doy189 and of la te
afternoon at doy187 and 188 would likely be subject to large erro rs and even the sign of
partitioned fluxeswouldbeuncertain.Only samples from them orningand early afternoon of
doy188 show a clear distinction of the isotopic signatures, whic h could provide a basis for
isotopicfluxpartitioning.Theisotopicdisequilibriumobser vedondoy187and188islikelythe
result of changingmeteorological conditionsafter rain and l ow rates ofphotosynthesisbefore
noon of doy187 and relatively high rates of photosynthesis during  the daytime measuring
periods. Instudiesby EkbladandHögberg  [2001], PhillipsandGregg  [2001]and Knohletal.
[2005] it was observed that the time lag between changes in photosynthesis and the isotopic
signature of soil respiration  R wasonly severaldays.This could explain,why two days after
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thesignificantweatherchangeweobserveanequalizationof   13Cand  18Oisotopicsignatures.
Asimilar two-daytime lag in theresponseofnighttime  R tostomatalconductancewasfound
inastudyby McDowelletal. [2004]inapineforest( Pinusponderosa,  DouglasexLaws.&C.
Laws.) afterpassage of a cold front.Theanalysis of the sta te of vertical coupling (Figure4d)
indicatedwell-coupled conditions throughout the canopy duringmidd ay sampling periods. In
conjunction with the results presented in Figure 8, this f inding confirms that the observed
equalization of the isotopic disequilibrium is not the res ult of changes in the vertical air
exchange.However, the isotopicsignature  13CA of theassimilationfluxseemedtobeslightly
decreased in the early morning and late afternoon of doy 189, i.e.  during the first and last
samplingperiod,whichcoincidedwiththediagnosisofadeco upledsub-canopyspace.Because
the determination of  A from themass balance (11) is based on the assumption of effe ctively
mixed canopy air below measurement height, the  A and D  values of these two measuring
periodsshouldberegardedasuncertain.
During doy188, D 13C and D 18O had opposite sign, which means that daytime  13CR is
isotopically enriched while  18OR is depleted compared to new assimilate (  13CA and  18OA).
This difference is also reflected in the average  A anddaytime  R isotopic signatures and doy
188disequilibria D inTable2.Theuseofnighttime  Rinsteadofdaytime  Rvaluesinreference
to daytime  A valueswould have led to an opposite assumption for severa l samplingperiods.
This demonstrates the importance of measuring the daytime isotopic signatures of the
respiration flux. Considering the negative correlation of 13Ccanopy and positive correlation of

18Ocanopytovpdasreportedformeasurementsattheleafscale [Flanaganetal. ,1994],thenthe
differentsignof D 13Cand D 18Ocanberelatedto lowlevelsofvpdondoy187and188after a
rainperiod,whichcauseoppositeexcursionsfromthestate ofisotopicequilibrium,i.e.opposite
offsetof  13CAfromdaytime  13CRcomparedto  18OAfromdaytime  18OR.
For doy188, results in Figure 8 show a better agreement betw een nighttime  R  and early
morningandlateafternoon  Athanbetweennighttime  Randdaytime  R.Thisfindingindicates
thatdiurnalvariability in  R  is linkedtorecentphotosyntheticprocessesasreported in studies
by Bowlingetal.  [2002], Knohletal.  [2005]and Ogéeetal.  [2004].Thediurnalvariabilityof
 RvaluesinFigure8clearlycontradictsresultsobtained ataborealspruceforest( PiceaAbies,
L.) [ Betson et al. , 2007], in which no variation of  R  was found despite changes in
meteorological conditions. For the investigation of the isotop ic signatures in the atmospheric
exchange of ecosystems, it is therefore important to q uantify daytime  R values and their
variabilityfromtheanalysisofsub-canopyairsamples.
The whole-airHREA sampling strategy combinedwith high prec ision isotope analysis was
able toresolveevensmall  18Oisotopicdifferenceswithgoodprecision[ Ruppertetal. ,2008]
andtherebymeasureCO 18Oisotopefluxes.Theremightbeahigherpotentialfort heapplication
of the isotopic flux partitioning method based on  18O due to often larger D 18O isotopic
disequilibrium [ Yakir and da S. L. Sternberg , 2000]. This finding is confirmed by results
presented in Figure 8b for doy188 and a larger  18O temporal variation visible in Figure 3d.
However, the evaluationbased on  18O isotopic signatures couldbe complicated,because 18O
isotopesinCO 18Oexchangeandequilibratewith 18Oisotopes in leafandsoilwater[ Cernusak
etal. ,2004; Flanaganetal. ,1994; Rileyetal. ,2002; Seibtetal. ,2006].

4.8. Sensitivityoftheisotopicfluxpartitioningmethod
The canopy discrimination determines the isotopic signature  A= a−canopy of the net
assimilation flux. Any systematic error therefore directl y translates into the isotopic
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disequilibrium D= A− R (18).Asdenominator,theisotopicdisequilibriumisthemost sensitive
factor of the isotopic flux partitioning method [ Ogée et al. , 2004; Phillips andGregg , 2001;
Zhangetal. , 2006; Zobitz et al. , 2007]as canbe seen from thecombination of (10) and (11)
resolvedfor FAand FR:


RA
R
 
A 

−
−
=
FFF , (23)


AR
A

R 

−
−
=
FFF . (24)

FromthedatapresentedinSection4.6weestimatetha tforpartitioningbasedon 13Cisotopic
signatures thesystematicrelativeerror in canopy comparedto 'canopywouldamount to22%of
the assimilation flux FA with regard to an isotopic disequilibrium of D 13C=2‰, which is
comparable to several values of doy188 presented in Figure 8  and the value reported by
Bowlingetal. [2003a].Forpartitioningbasedon 18Oisotopicsignaturesthesystematicrelative
error would amount to 7% of the assimilation flux FA with regard to a larger isotopic
disequilibriumof D 18O=4‰VPDB-CO 2 (Table2c).Evenlargerrelativeerrorswouldapply to
normallysmallerrespirationfluxes FR determinedby isotopicfluxpartitioningduringdaytime
and in periods with smaller isotopic disequilibrium. Th is discussion shows how sensitive the
isotopic flux partitioning method is in general to uncertainty in the isotopic signatures. The
uncertaintyscalesdirectlywiththeisotopicdisequilibr ium D ,whichoftenmightbesmallerthan
2‰(Figure8).
Thesensitivityto D canbedemonstratedinathirdformofmixinglinedispl ay,whichrelates
fluxweighted isotopicsignatures to theactualsizeof the bulkCO 2 fluxand isofluxes.Due to
the correct fluxweighting in this form of display, it is  a truegeometrical interpretation of the
isotopic flux partitioningmethod (Figure 9). For land/ocean f lux-partitioning based on global
scale modeling Randerson et al.  [2002] used a similar ‘vector diagram’, which links annual
global carbon fluxesand 13CO2 isotope fluxes.The similarity of thismethod to thedisp lay of
HREAupdraftanddowndraftsamples inaMiller-Tanplot ( Figure3)canbedemonstratedby
consideringthedefinitionofREAfluxesin(6)and(8)ande quallyscalingbothaxesandvalues
of C¯ ¯ , C¯ ¯ , ¯ ¯  C¯ ¯ and ¯ ¯  C¯ ¯ inFigure3bythefactor b	w
a.Thisfactorintroducesflux-variance
similarityintheREAmethodandisassumedtoequalfor bulkCO 2eddyfluxesand 13CO2and
CO18Oeddyisofluxesundertheassumptionofscalarsimilarity. Afterthisproportionalscaling
ofbothaxes, the linesconnectingupdraftanddowndrafta irsampleswouldrepresent the eddy
flux Fc and eddy isoflux cFc. For updraft and downdraft samples, the display inMiller -Tan
plots is therefore conceptually similar to CO 2 NEE F and 13CO2 and CO 18O isofluxes F
displayed in Figure 9 as black solid lines. The study by Randerson et al.  [2002] showed that
alsomodeling of the global carbonbalanceand isotopic ocean/l and fluxpartitioning is highly
sensitive to theprecisionof the ecosystemdiscrimination .In theirstudyachangeof0.19‰in
13C discrimination by C3 vegetation corresponded to a 0.37 GtC/ yr shift between land and
oceansinks.
InFigure9, the isotopicdisequilibrium D  is equal to thedifferenceofslopes, i.e. theangle,
between the lines representing the net assimilation flux ( AFA/FA) and the respiration flux
(RFR/FR). Due to the different sign of D 13C and D 18O in the morning of doy188, 9:51CET
(Figure8), theorientationof theresultingshapeofneta ndcomponentfluxes inFigure9bhas
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oppositeorientationcomparedtoFigure9a.Figure9demonstra tes that, if FR and FAwerenot
determinedfrommodelingbutfromisotopicfluxpartitioning,thei rmagnitudewouldbehighly
sensitivetothesizeandprecisionof D .
As example, Figure 10 displays the isotopic flux partitioning ba sed on the assumption of a
constantcanopyisotopediscrimination 'canopyequaltoanaveragevalueof17.8‰foundinthis
study(Table2).Thegrossfluxcomponents FAand FR oftheNEE Fwerecalculatedfrom(23)
and(24).Theisotopicsignature Aoftheassimilationfluxwasdeterminedby


2
canopycanopyacanopyaA ''
 
'
  
∆+∆−∆−= . (25)

ThisdefinitionisaccordingtoAppendixBandidenticaltot heterminbracketsin(A1).The
isotopicsignature aofthecanopysourceairoftheassimilationfluxwasest imatedfromHREA
updraft air samples ( a= ¯ ¯ ,Section2.4).The isotopic signature R of the respiration fluxwas
eithermeasuredorestimatedasshowninFigure8.Inthis example,thediurnalvariabilityofthe
isotopediscriminationdisplayedinFigure7isexplicitlyi gnored.Consequently, FAvaluesshow
unrealistic high assimilation rates. During the measuring pe riods with prevailing isotopic
disequilibrium (gray bars), in one case FA  is smaller than the NEE F so that FR becomes
negative.Although  F A  includes the daytime foliar respiration, it should exhibit more negative
valuesthantheNEE Fand FRshouldalwayshavepositivevalues.Resultsfromperiods witha
lackofisotopicdisequilibrium(unfilledsymbols)shouldbe discarded,becausetheisotopicflux
partitioning methods must fail under such conditions. The comparison  of the estimated
respiration fluxes FR presented in Figure 10 and Figure 5 indicates, that isotop ic flux
partitioning yields highly variable and unrealistic respiration f lux rates, when the isotopic
disequilibrium D  and the isotopic signature A of the assimilation flux are determined from
constantcanopyisotopediscrimination.
In principle, the isotopic flux partitioning method therefore re quires also the precise and
independent determination of the variable canopy isotope dis crimination canopy or 'canopy. By
definition it must be flux weighted and integrated over the ent ire canopy. It is therefore of
utmost importance tobetter constrain 'canopy bymultiplebranch or leave levelmeasurements,
e.g.byenclosuresoranalysisoftheisotopiccontento ffreshassimilate.Athirdoptionistheuse
ofvalidatedmodelsforthecanopyisotopediscrimination [ Chenetal. ,2006].Forthevalidation
of such models, isotope flux measurements and the inverse isot opic flux partitioning method
can provide canopy integrated and fluxweighted estimates of 'canopy, as demonstrated in this
study.

4.9. Fluxweightingofisotopicsignatures
From Figure 2 it is evident that the isotopic signature dete rmined from the vertical profile
mixinglineasslopeinMiller-Tanplots(orintercept Keelingplots)dependsontheselectionof
samplingheightsandisweightedrelativetotheabsoluteconce ntrationdifferences.Correctflux
weighting like inFigure9 isonlyaccomplishedwhentheconcentra tiondifferencescaleswith
thesizeoftheflux,e.g.bydynamicallysamplingupdraftsan ddowndraftsinHREA(Figure3)
or, with restriction to low vegetation, by application of the f lux-gradient method for profile
measurements above the canopy. This distinction is most obvio us for the different relative
weightingof R inFigure2dvs.Figure9a,which is representedby thedi fferent lengthof the
linesdeterminedofsub-canopyairsamplesandof RFR/FR,respectively.Duetotheexponential
increase of CO 2 mixing ratios close to the forest floor, in Figure 2d a n ‘integrated’ isotopic
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signaturedeterminedfromallsamplesasoverallmixingrela tionwouldsignificantlybybiased
towards R.Ontheotherhand,thedeterminationof R  fromallsampleswouldbemoreorless
biased by samples from the top canopy, which to some degree repres ent the influence of
photosynthesisand 'canopy dependingonsamplingheight.
Problemswithincorrectconcentrationweightingmaybeaugm entedbysignificantlydifferent
footprints associated with concentration measurements com pared to flux measurements as
discussed by Griffis et al. [2007]. It is therefore essential, that the analysis of non -dynamic
verticalprofilesamplesinMiller-Tanplots(orKeelin gplots)isrestrictedtosimpletwo-source-
mixingproblems,forwhich theyarewelldefinedaccording to(4)or (3).Suchconditionscan
oftenbeassumedfor theanalysisof R  fromverticalprofilesduringnighttime.Analysisof R
duringdaytimeshoulduseonlydatafrombelowthephotosynthet icactivecanopy(Section4.1).
In any case, it would be favorable to horizontally extend the sub-canopy air sampling to
multiple locations in order to address ecosystem heterogenei ty and match the footprint of R
measured in the sub-canopy space and very close to the ground  to the footprint of EC flux
measurements above the canopy. The investigation of the diurnal variability of isotopic
signaturesintheatmosphericexchangeofecosystems,inclu dingtheapplicationoftheEC/flask
method,requiresafoundationonfluxweightedmixinglines. Fluxweightedisotopicsignatures
can be determined at the atmosphere/ecosystem boundary above  the ecosystem directly from
whole-air HREA sampling of updrafts and downdrafts, which correctly accounts for the
dynamicandsizeoffluxes.

4.10.Strategiesforcontinuousmeasurements
Especiallyabovetall vegetation,anymethodfor 13CO2 orCO 18Oisotopefluxmeasurements
willrequireveryhighprecisionforthedeterminationofs mallisotopicdifferences(Section4.5).
Methods for isotope measurements by TDL are currently devel oped and will likely further
improveinprecisionandstability[ Griffisetal. ,2004; Griffisetal. ,2005; Saleskaetal. ,2006;
Zobitzetal. ,2006; Zobitzetal. ,2007]. Inorder toachievesufficientlypreciseandcontinuo us
measurementsof the isotopicsignature c of theatmospheric turbulent exchangeof 13CO2 and
CO18O above tall vegetation, we suggest combining whole-air HREA air s ampling methods,
which maximize isotopic differences [ Ruppert et al. , 2008] and incorporate valuable
information on the dynamicof the exchange (Figure 3),with con tinuousand differentialTDL
measurementsofthebulkCO 2, 13CO2andCO 18O isotopecontentofupdraftanddowndraftair
from the turbulent atmospheric exchange above the ecosystem. The differential measurement
mighthave thepotential topartiallyalleviateproblemsw ithaccuracyandstabilityofabsolute
TDLmeasurements.
As a firstoption, suchmeasurements couldbe accomplished by combination of awhole-air
REAsamplingsystemwithfoilballoonbagsasintermediates torageandcontinuousdifferential
TDLisotopeanalysisattheexperimentsite.Thiswoul dallowforlongTDLmeasurementtimes
and improved precision of TDL analysis. A second option is t o apply conditional sampling
methodstoTDL 13CO2 andCO 18Odataassuggestedby Thomasetal. [2008]forCO 2turbulent
exchangemeasurements.While the implementation of the latte r seems easier, it requires very
highprecisionandstabilityofTDLmeasurements inorder  toresolvesmall fluctuationsof the
isotopiccompositionabovetallvegetation.Basedonthe isot opicdifferencesobservedoverthe
spruce forest atWaldstein/Weidenbrunnen, a measurement preci sion of 0.02‰vs.VPDB for

13C orVPDB-CO 2 for 18O should be aspired. This is a tenth of themeasurement pre cision
currentlyachievedbyTDLmeasurements[ Barbouretal. ,2007; Griffisetal. ,2005; Saleskaet
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al.,2006; Schaefferetal. ,2008].Currently,suchmeasurementprecisioncanonlybea chieved
by laboratory analysis, which requires the combination of whole-air sampling and high
precisionlaboratoryanalysisasdemonstratedby Ruppertetal. [2008].
5. Conclusions
Better understanding of the dynamic and absolute values of isot opic signatures in the
atmospheric exchange of ecosystems is highly needed to constra in isotope partitioning
approachesonverydifferentscales,i.e.partitioningofthe oceanandterrestrialcarbonsinkon
globalscale,dissolvingthemixedisotopicsignalofC3andC 4vegetationonregionalscaleand
partitioningoftheassimilationandrespirationfluxesatec osystemscale.Isotopicsignaturesof
fluxes and isotope discrimination are commonly determined at  the leaf and branch scale [e.g.
Barbouretal. ,2007; Cernusaketal. ,2004; Flanaganetal. ,1994; Seibtetal. ,2006; Wingateet
al.,2007]andareoftenneededformodelingattheglobalscale[ Bakwinetal. ,1998; Buchmann
andKaplan , 2001; Ciais et al. , 1995a; Hemmingetal. ,2005; Kaplanetal. , 2002; Millerand
Tans,2003; Milleretal. ,2003; Randersonetal. ,2002].
Conditionalsamplingmethodscanprovide thebasisfor isotopic fluxmeasurementsdirectly
attheecosystemscale,alsoabovetallvegetation.Theyh aveafootprintsimilartothefootprint
ofECmeasurementsandarethereforeabletointegrate small-scaleheterogeneityinecosystems.
They allow determining canopy integrated and truly flux weighte d isotopic signatures and
ecosystem isotope discrimination e  and E  of forests on half-hourly timescales. The canopy
isotopediscrimination canopy of thenet assimilation flux FA canbe estimated.Thecommonly
useddefinitionof canopy ignorescertainhigherorder terms,whichbears therisk ofsignificant
systematic errorfor isotopicfluxpartitioningof ecosystem assimilationandrespirationfluxes.
Amoreprecisedefinitionofthecanopyisotopediscrimin ation 'canopyshouldthereforebeused
foreitherassumingorvalidatingvaluesofindependentlyme asuredormodeledcanopyisotope
discrimination,whichareindispensablefortheisotopic fluxpartitioningmethod.
For the determination of isotopic signatures of the atmosp heric turbulent exchange above
forestecosystems,highprecisionisotopeanalysisis required,whichcanbeachievedbyHREA
whole-airsamplingandIRMSlaboratoryanalysis.However,t heobservedfastdisappearanceof
isotopicdisequilibrium D  aftersignificantchanges in environmentalconditionscould lim it the
periodsforsuccessfulapplicationoftheisotopicfluxparti tioningmethod.
High potential for achieving continuous and sufficiently pr ecise measurements of isotopic
signaturesintheturbulentexchangeaboveforestscanbeexpect edfromthecombinationofthe
HREAsamplingmethodwithtunablediodelaser(TDL)analys isofbulkCO 2andits 13CO2and
CO18O isotopes. More complete diurnal cycles of the updraft and downdraft air isotopic
composition should be analyzed in Miller-Tan plots for typ ical patterns of atmospheric gas
exchangeprocesses.
For thedeterminationof isotopicsignaturesfrommixing li ne intercepts inKeelingplots(or
slopes inMiller-Tan plots), the analysis of vertical profile air samples should be restricted to
twosourcemixingproblemsinorder toassureappropriatef luxweighting, e.g.by limiting the
evaluationtoairsamplesfrombelowthephotosyntheticac tivecanopyduringdaytime.
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8. Appendix
8.1. AppendixA:NomenclatureandAbbreviations
Symbols Description,unit
13C here: 13CisotopesofCO 2,i.e. 13CO2
Incombinationwiththe  symbol 13Cdenotesthe 13C/12CisotoperatioofCO 2in  -notation,
‰VPDB.
18O here: 18OisotopeofCO 2,i.e.CO 18O
Incombinationwiththe  symbol 18Odenotesthe 18O/16OisotoperatioofCO 2in  -notation,
‰VPDB-CO 2.
b proportionalityfactoroftheREAfluxequation
bCO2 proportionalityfactoroftheREAfluxequationderivedfro mCO 2ECfluxmeasurementsand
measuredormodeledCO 2concentrationinREAupdraftanddowndraftsamples
c scalarconcentration
c¯ ¯  updraftairaveragescalarconcentration
c¯ ¯  downdraftairaveragescalarconcentration
C bulkCO 2concentrationasmixingratio,µmolmol −1
Theterm‘bulkCO 2’isusedtorefertothesumof 12C16O16O, 13C16O16O, 12C16O18Oandall
otherCO 2isotopes.
Ca  airbulkCO 2concentrationatacertainmeasurementheightasmixingr atio,µmolmol −1
CB bulkCO 2concentrationoflowerboundarylayerairasmixingratio ,µmolmol −1
C¯ ¯  updraftairaverageCO 2mixingratiofromREAsampling,µmolmol −1
C¯ ¯  downdraftairaverageCO 2mixingratiofromREAsampling,µmolmol −1
d displacementheight,m
D   isotopicdisequilibriumbetweenassimilationandrespirati onfluxes,
D= A− R,[e.g. Zobitz,etal. ,2007]
F netecosystemexchange(NEE)attheecosystem/atmospherei nterface,i.e.fluxdensityof
CO2,includingthestoragechangebelowECmeasurementheight,µ molm −2s −1
Thisusageof Fcorrespondsto Bowlingetal. [2003a]and Zobitz,etal. [2007].In Ruppertet
al. [2006b] FC isusedforNEEofCO 2includingthestoragechangecomponent.
FA  assimilationfluxincludingdaytimefoliarrespirationf lux(“netcanopyexchange”)
FR  respirationfluxwithoutdaytimefoliarrespirationflux
Fc eddyflux,herei.e.turbulenteddyfluxdensityofbulkCO 2,excludingthestoragechange
component,µmolm −2s −1
Thisusageof Fccorrespondsto Bowlingetal. [2003a].In Ruppertetal. [2006b] FC isused
forNEEofCO 2includingthestoragechangecomponentand FEisusedfortheturbulenteddy
fluxdensity.
FS  storageflux,i.e.storagechangeofbulkCO 2belowmeasurementheightexpressedasstorage
fluxdensity,µmolm −2s −1
F   isoflux,i.e.netisotopicfluxdensityincludingtheisostor ageandexpressedin  -notation,
µmolm −2s −1‰,seedefinitionin Bowlingetal. [2003a]
F13C=F  13CO2  13CO2 isofluxin  -notation,µmolm −2s −1‰VPDB
F18O=F CO 18O CO18Oisofluxin  -notation,µmolm −2s −1‰VPDB-CO 2
hc canopyheight,m
Hw winddeadbandsizeusedforsamplesegregationinREA,
[e.g. Ruppertetal ., 2008]
Hh  hyperbolicdeadbandsizeusedforsamplesegregationinHREA ,
[e.g. Ruppertetal .,2008]
L Obukhovlength,m
p airpressure,hPa
R molarisotoperatioofheavytolightisotope(e.g. 13C/12C)
R2 coefficientofdetermination
RcFc turbulentisotopefluxdensity,excludingthestoragechangecom ponent,µmolm −2s −1,i.e.the
turbulentabsolutefluxofacertainisotope, RcFc    cFc
t time,s
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T temperature,Kor°Casspecified
vpd vapourpressuredeficit,hPa
w verticalwindvelocity,ms −1
z heightabovegroundlevel,m
zm measurementheightabovegroundlevel,m

Greeksymbols Description,unit
 
  isotopicsignaturein  -notation,‰ VPDB
 

¯ ¯
updraftairaverageisotopicsignaturein  -notationfromREAsampling,‰ VPDB
 

¯ ¯
downdraftairaverageisotopicsignaturein  -notationfromREAsampling,‰ VPDB
 
13C 13Cisotopicsignature,herei.e. 13CO2/12CO2isotoperatioin  -notation,‰ VPDB
 
13CR   13Cisotopicsignatureoftherespirationfluxexcludingtheda ytimefoliarrespirationin  -
notation,‰ VPDB
 
18O 18Oisotopicsignature,herei.e.C 16O18O/C16O16Oisotoperatioin  -notation,‰ VPDB-CO 2
Inthispaper  18Ovaluesareexclusivelyreportedfor 18O/16OisotoperatiosofCO 2andvs.the
VPDB-CO2standardandnotvs.VSMOV.
 
18OR   18Oisotopicsignatureoftherespirationfluxexcludingthed aytimefoliarrespirationin  -
notation,‰ VPDB-CO 2
 a  isotopicsignatureofairatacertainmeasurementhei ghtin  -notation,‰ VPDB
 A  isotopicsignatureoftheassimilationfluxincludingthe daytimefoliarrespirationfluxin  -
notation,‰ VPDB
 B  isotopicsignatureofthelowerboundarylayerairin  -notation,‰ VPDB
 c isotopicsignatureoftheeddyfluxin  -notation,  c= cFc/Fc,‰ VPDB
 cFc  eddyisoflux,i.e.turbulentisotopicfluxdensityexcludingt hestoragechangecomponent
expressedin  -notation,µmolm −2s −1‰VPDB
Thedefinitioncorrespondsto Bowlingetal. [2003a]and Feddy-isoflux in Zobitz,etal. [2007].
 
13CcFc
= cFc 13CO2
eddyisofluxof 13CO2,µmolm −2s −1‰VPDB
 
18OcFc
= cFcCO 18O
eddyisofluxofCO 18O,µmolm −2s −1‰VPDB-CO 2
 N isotopicsignatureoftheNEEin  -notation,  N=F/F,‰VPDB.Thedefinitioncorrespondsto
thecommonusageofNassubscripttorefertotheNEEand  Zhang,etal. [2006].Notethat  N
in Zobitz,etal. [2007]isusedtorefertotheisotopicsignatureofthe eddyflux,whichhereis
denotedas  cconsistentwith Bowlingetal. [2003a].
 p   isotopicsignatureofaproductin  -notation,‰ VPDB
 R   isotopicsignatureoftherespirationfluxexcludingtheda ytimefoliarrespirationfluxin  -
notation,‰ VPDB
 S   isotopicsignatureoftheisostoragein  -notation,‰ VPDB
 SFS   isostorage,i.e.isotopicstoragefluxdensityorst oragechangebelowmeasurementheight
expressedin  -notation,µmolm −2s −1‰VPDB,
thedefinitioncorrespondsto Fisostoragein Zobitz,etal. [2007].
 trop  isotopicsignatureofairinthefreetropospherein  -notation,‰ VPDB
 
 isotopediscrimination,‰
seegeneraldefinitionofisotopediscriminationin Farquharetal. [1989]
 13C 13Cisotopediscrimination,‰
 18O 18Oisotopediscrimination,‰
 
canopy  canopyisotopediscrimination,i.e.isotopediscriminatio nofthenetassimilationflux
includingdaytimefoliarrespirationagainstcanopyair, ‰,seedefinitionin Bowlingetal.
[2001]and Bowlingetal .[2003a]
 
'canopy  alternativedefinitionofcanopyisotopediscriminationof thenetassimilationfluxincluding
daytimefoliarrespirationagainstcanopyair,‰,seedef initioninEquation(18)andAppendix
Binthisstudy
 
e ecosystemisotopediscriminationoftheatmosphericexchang eagainstboundarylayerairat
measurementheight,‰,compareconceptanddefinitionin Buchmann,etal .[1998]and
BuchmannandKaplan [2001]
 
E netecosystemisotopediscriminationofthenetecosyste mexchange(NEE)againstcanopy
air,i.e.thecombinedeffectofisotopicfluxesduringpho tosynthesisandrespiration,‰,see
definitionin Lloyd,etal. [1996]
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µCO2 CO2mixingratioofdryair,µmolmol −1
 
a dryairdensity,molm −3
 
CO2 CO2density,µmolm −3

  standarddeviation

w  standarddeviationofverticalwindvelocity,ms −1

Subscripts Description.Subscriptsareusedwithdifferentsym bols.
a air,herereferringtoairsamplesfrombeloweddyfluxm easurementheight,i.e.airfrom
directlyabovecanopy,withinthecanopyorsub-canopyspace
A netassimilationfluxincludingdaytimefoliarrespiratio n,
denotedwithAorPin Bowlingetal .[2003a]
B lowerboundarylayerair
c turbulenteddyfluxofascalar,hereCO 2 
e ecosystem,e.g.ecosystemisotopediscriminationoft heatmosphericexchangeat
measurementheight
E ecosystem,e.g.netecosystemisotopediscrimination intheNEE
R respirationfluxexcludingdaytimefoliarrespiration
N relatedtothenetecosystemexchange(NEE),thesubsc riptisnotusedforNEEandisofluxin
ordertobeconsistentwith Bowlingetal .[2003a]
S storagechange(orflux)
 
  isoflux,i.e.theisotopicfluxdensityexpressedin  -notation
↑  updraftairoftheturbulentexchangeatmeasurementheight
↓  downdraftairoftheturbulentexchangeatmeasurementheight

Abbreviations Description
CET CentralEuropeanTime
doy dayoftheyear
EC eddycovariancemethod
HREA hyperbolicrelaxededdyaccumulationmethod,
i.e.REAwithahyperbolicdeadband,whichisdefinedbythev erticalwindspeedandthe
scalarconcentrationofaproxyscalar Bowling,etal. [1999]
GM geometricmean(withrespecttothelinearregress ionmethod)
GPP grossprimaryproduction
IFP isotopicfluxpartitioningmethod
IRMS isotoperatiomassspectrometry
KP Keelingplot,see Keeling[1958]
LAI leafareaindex,m 2m −2
Mg(ClO4)2 magnesiumperchlorateusedasdesiccant
MTP Miller-Tanplot,see MillerandTans [2003]
NEE netecosystemexchange
JFD jointfrequencydistributionoftheverticalwindspeedan dascalar
OLS ordinaryleastsquare(withrespecttothelinearre gressionmethod)
PAI plantareaindex,m 2m −2
REA relaxededdyaccumulationmethod,see BusingerandOncley [1990]
TER totalecosystemrespiration
TDL tunablediodelaser
VPDB ViennaPee-DeeBelemnite(=internationalisotopes tandard)
vpd vaporpressuredeficit,hPa
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8.2. AppendixB:Effectofthealternativedefinitionof   'canopyontheisofluxmassbalance
Thealternativedefinitionof canopyas 'canopyaccordingto(19)requiresamathematicallyless
comfortable definition of the isofluxmass balance (11) for t heNEE regarding the respiration
andnetassimilationcomponentisofluxes RFRand AFA.Itwouldrequiretheinclusionofterms
of a'canopy and higher order terms of 'canopy2 by an infinite series expansion, which were
ignored in the definition of canopy presented by Bowling et al.  [2001] and Bowling et al.
[2003a].Inordertominimizethepotentialsystematicerr ordiscussedinSection4.6and4.8but
alsoprovideapracticaldefinition,wesuggestincludingthefi rststageoftheseriesexpansionin
themassbalance:


III         II         I              
)'''( A2canopycanopyacanopyaRR FFF ∆+∆−∆−+=
. (A1)

TermIissimilarin(11)and(A1),butnotexactlyidentical regardingitsnumericalvaluedue
to the inclusion of Terms II and III in (A1).Depending on the sign and isotopic scale of the
isotopicsignature aofcanopysourceair,TermIIisnormallypositivefor 13Cmeasuredonthe
VPDB scale and negative but small for 18Omeasured on the VPDB-CO 2 scale. Term III is
alwayspositivefordiscriminationagainstheavieriso topes.TheremainingIVterm+ A'canopy2,
whichwasnotincludedin(A1),istrulysmallenoughtob eignoredwithoutsignificanterrorin
the contextof fluxpartitioningmethods.The inclusionof theTer ms II and III is important to
preventsystematicunderestimationofthecanopyisotopedisc riminationfrom canopycompared
to 'canopy (Section 4.6 and Section 4.8). The conversion between both defi nitions of canopy
isotopediscriminationisevidentfromthecombinationof (18)and(19):


A
canopy
canopy 1
'
+
∆
=∆ . (A2)
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9. Tables

Table1. Isotopicsignature  Roftherespirationfluxandthestandarderrorofthe
interceptfromOLSlinearregressionsinKeelingplots ofsub-canopyairsamples.
doy
2003
samplingtime
CET
 
13CR
(‰
(±std.err.)
VPDB)
 
18OR
(‰ V
(±std.err.)
PDB-CO2)
187 13:54 −30.9  (±0.4)** −23.6  (±0.8)**
188 night,00:08 −24.9  (±1.9) −15.8  (±0.7)
188 08:35 −21.7  (±0.8)* −20.3  (±1.4)
188 11:36 −20.6  (±0.2)** −23.0  (±6.1)
188 13:57 −22.4  (±0.6)* −18.9  (±0.8)*
189 night,01:50 −26.7  (±0.3) −13.6  (±1.3)**
189 09:19 −22.7  (±0.5) −19.0  (±1.5)
189 11:31 −24.1  (±0.7) −17.5  (±1.0)*
189 14:34 −24.1  (±0.3)** −14.1  (±1.2)**
Valuesaremarkedwith*or**,ifthedifferenceofthe Keelingplotinterceptfor
sub-canopyairsamplesonlyandallairsamplesincludinguppe rcanopyairsamples
waslargerthantheonefoldortwofoldstandarderror, respectively.
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Table2. Averagedecosystem,netecosystemandcanopyisotopedisc rimination  
against 13CO2andCO 18O(a),fluxweightedisotopicsignatures  (b)andisotopic
disequilibrium D (c)determinedfromdaytimeHREAisotopemeasurementsabo vea
spruceforestatWaldstein/Weidenbrunnenandestimatedrespira tionflux.Averages
andstandarddeviationsareobtainedfromthestatistics ofthedatainFigure6,7and8
andaresubjecttotheobserveddiurnalvariability.
a) Isotope
discrimination
Equation  13C
(
(±std.dev.)
‰)
 
18O
(
(±std.dev.)
‰)
 e  (16) 18.9(±3.4) 16.1  (±2.7)
 E  (17) 18.1(±3.2) 15.6  (±2.6)
 canopy   (18) 17.3(±2.5) 17.5  (±2.0)
 'canopy  (19) 17.7(±2.6) 17.8  (±2.1)
b) Isotopic
 signature
Equation  13C
(‰
(±std.dev.)
VPDB)
 
18O
(‰V
(±std.dev.)
PDB-CO2)
 c  (9) −26.0(±3.2) −15.1  (±2.6)
 N  (13) −25.2(±3.1) −14.5  (±2.5)
 A
(10)+(11)
Section3.3 −24.9(±2.5) −16.6  (±2.0)
daytime  R   (3) −23.8(±3.4) −19.5  (±3.3)
nighttime  R   (3) −25.8(1.8)* −14.7  (2.3)*
c) Isotopic
disequilibrium
Equation D 13C
(‰
(±std.dev.)
VPDB)
D
18O
(‰V
(±std.dev.)
PDB-CO2)
 doy188** D  (12)
−3.7(±3.0) 4.3  (±0.8)
doy189 D  (12) 0.1(±1.2) 0.3  (1.6)*
*Variationisindicatedbytheabsolutedifferenceoftwo measurements.
**Exceptlastsamplefrom14:57CET.
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10.FiguresandFigurecaptions
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Figure 1.  Carbon dioxide and isotope mass balances in a forest ecosy stem. Arrows indicate the one-way flux
components.ThedashedlineindicatestheplaneatECmeasure mentheight zm abovetheecosystem.Thedash-dotted
anddotted line represents the ecosystem/atmosphere interface  forwhich theNEE F=Fc+FS  and the isoflux F  are
determined.Additional terms forhorizontalandverticaladv ectionarehereneglected.Themassbalanceequations
andthedefinitionofparametersoftheisotopicexchangeare describedindetailinSection2and3.Thenomenclature
ofsymbolsissummarizedinAppendixA.
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Figure2. VerticalprofilesofbulkCO 2(a),  13C(b)and  18O(c)andthecorrespondingMiller-TanplotswithOLS
linearregressionlinesfor  13C(d)and  18O(e)fromairsamplescollectedondayoftheyear(doy) 175at12:50CET.
Blackcirclesrepresentairsamplesfromtheuppercanopy upto33mmeasurementheightconnectedbysolidlines.
Grey circles represent samples from the sub-canopy space  connected by dashed lines. Figure 2(f) shows
corresponding Miller-Tan plots and regression lines for  13C from air samples collected at doy 188 at 13:58
(diamonds),doy174at11:26(hexagons)anddoy204at12:56(squares),topt obottom.NotethatinFigure2(e)for
 
18Oisotopicmixinglinesthediagonalrepresentsasmalle risotopicsignatureasspecifiedintheplots.
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Figure3. Miller-Tanplotsdisplayingtheslopes(blacklines)resu ltingfromtherelationofupdraft(blacktriangles)
and downdraft (white triangles)whole-air samples collected by  HREAwith application of a hyperbolic deadband
(Hh=1.0). The slope of the lines connecting the updraft and downdraft samples equals the flux weighted isotopic
signature  cofatmosphericturbulentexchangemeasuredabovethecanopy. Numbersonupdraftvaluesindicatethe
sequenceof samples inthediurnalcycle.Samplesdenotedwit h lettersa,bandc inFigure3(d)representmorning
samples 1, 2 and 3 from doy 189 connected with dashed lines. Sample  2 of doy 187, sample 5 of doy 189 and
regarding  18Osamplebofdoy189lackthedowndraftsample.Thegraysolid linesindicatethetemporalchangeof
thebulkCO 2mixingratioandtheisotopecontentofupdraftairsampleswi thinthediurnalcycle.Thegraydottedline
is hypothesized for the development of updraft air samples duri ng nighttime in a situationwith continued vertical
mixingandbasedon the isotopic signature  13CR  of thenighttime respiration fluxof–26.7‰ VPDB.Note that in
Figure 3(d) for  18O isotopicmixing lines the diagonal represents a small er isotopic signature as specified in the
plots.
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Figure4. Timeseriesof(a)globalradiation( Rg),sensibleandlatentheatfluxes( H, LE),(b)abovecanopyandsub-
canopyairtemperatures( T33m , T2m )andvaporpressuredeficit(vpd 21m )measuredatcanopytop,(c)carbondioxide
mixing ratios ( Ca) above (33m), within (15m) and below (2.25m) the canopy. Figure 4(d) shows the status of
coupling between the atmosphere and different layers below 33m me asurement height derived from turbulence
measurementswithinandabovethecanopywithfollowingnomenc lature[ ThomasandFoken ,2007b]:‘C’coupling
oftheentireaircolumnbelowmeasurementheight,‘Cs’part iallydecoupledsub-canopyspace,‘Ds’decoupledsub-
canopy,‘Dc’decoupledcanopyand‘Wa’fordecoupledsituations withwavelikemotionsofairlayers.Graynumbers
‘1’to‘5’marksignificantchangesintheCO 2exchangeasindicatedfromtheCO 2concentrationprofileandpointed
outbygrayarrowsandlines.
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Figure 5.  CO 2 net ecosystem exchange (NEE, F, black diamonds) and individual flux components. NEE is
determinedfromthesumoftheCO 2eddyflux( Fc,blackline)andthestoragefluxdeterminedfromupdraftair CO2
mixingratios( FS,unfilledsquares).Thelatteriscomparabletothestora gefluxdeterminedfromtheverticalprofile
ofcontinuousCO 2measurements(grayline).Thenetassimilationflux( FA,graytriangles)resultsfromthedifference
ofNEEandtheestimatedrespirationflux( FR,blacktriangles).
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Figure6. Fluxweighted  13C(a)and  18O(b)isotopicsignaturesoftheatmosphericturbulentexchange(  c,white
diamonds)14mabovethecanopyofaspruceforestandofnete cosystemexchange(  N,blackdiamonds).Errorbars
on  cvaluesindicatetheestimatedstandarddeviationforasi nglemeasurement.Dashedlinesindicatetheaverageof
the isotopic signature of the atmospheric turbulent exchange, w hich was –26.0‰ VPDB for  13Cc and –15.1‰
VPDB-CO2for  18Oc.
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Figure 7.  Synopsis of parameters for discrimination against 13CO2 (a) andCO 18O (b) isotopes in the atmospheric
turbulentexchange,netecosystemexchangeandnetassimilation flux,i.e.respectivelyecosystemdiscrimination(  e,
white diamonds), net ecosystem discrimination (  E, black diamonds) and canopy discrimination (  canopy, gray
triangles)estimatedfrommodelingoftherespirationfl ux FR.
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Figure 8.  Isotopic disequilibrium D  (gray circles) between the isotopic  13C (a) and  18O (b) signatures in the
daytime respiration flux (  R, upward-black triangles)andnet assimilation flux (  A,downward-gray triangles).The
periodsduringwhichprevailingisotopicdisequilibrium D wasobservedintheecosystemexchangearemarkedwith
agraybar.Theerrorbarson  R valuesindicatethestandarderroroftheinterceptfrom anOLSlinearregressionina
Keelingplotof sub-canopyairsamples.Thesmall-black tr iangles indicate theestimatedvaluesused for  R  for the
evaluation of HREA measurements at times, in which  R was not measured or in one case subject to large
uncertainty.Forcomparison,thestatusofcouplingasprese ntedinFigure4disdisplayedatthebottom.
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Figure9. Geometricalinterpretationoffluxweightedisotopicsign atures  13C(a)and  18O(b)asdeterminedfordoy
188at9:51CETandfluxpartitioningbasedontheestimatedrespira tionflux FR.Inthisdisplay,thespanofthelines
representsthebulkCO 2fluxdensityonthehorizontalaxisandthe  13Cor  18Oisofluxdensityontheverticalaxisfor
the net ecosystem fluxes ( F/F, black-solid line), the respiration fluxes (  RFR/FR, gray-dashed line) and the net
assimilation fluxes (  AFA/FA, gray-dashed-dotted line). The slope of the lines equals t he flux weighted isotopic
signatures (  N,  R  and  A) comparable to  c and the geometrical interpretation of HREA updraft and downdraf t
samples inMiller-Tan plots in Figure 3. D  denotes the isotopic disequilibrium as the difference in s lope, i.e. the
angle,between  Aand  R.
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Figure10. IsotopicfluxpartitioningoftheNEE F(blackdiamondsconnectedbysolidline)intotheassimilatio nflux
FA(graytriangles)andrespirationflux(blacktriangles)ba sedon  13C(a)and  18O(b)isotopicsignaturesmeasured
ondoy188atWaldstein/Weidenbrunnen.Theisotopicsignature  Aoftheassimilationfluxwasdeterminedbasedon
the assumption of a constant canopy isotope discrimination  'canopy=17.8‰. The isotopic signature  R  of the
respirationfluxwasdeterminedfromKeelingplotintercept sofsub-canopyairsamples.Estimatedvaluesdisplaye d
in Figure 8were used formissing  R  values. TheNEE F and isofluxes F  were determined fromEC andHREA
measurements of theCO 2 eddy flux Fc and theeddy isoflux  cFc, respectively, andaccording to (10) and (11) by
addingthestorageflux FS andtheisostorage  SFS,respectively.Thegraybarsanddottedlinesmarktheperi odswith
prevailing isotopic disequilibrium D .  During periods with a lack of isotopic disequilibrium, the resul ts for the
componentfluxes FAand FR aredisplayedasunfilledsymbols.



